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e MOTHER KNOWS BEST what paint box she wants for her 

aC youngsters...and it’s this one, with smooth, rounded edges 

throughout. Thoughtful improvements like this are what give 

packages (and what's in them) a big new competitive advan- 

) tage...and Canco is the place to go to get them thought out, 

ou accomplished. Did you know, by the way, that no other com- 

pany is so completely equipped to make this type of box— 

of in quantity and at low cost? 
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PERHAPS THE MOST SUCCESS- 
FUL display-dispenser ever devel- 

A 
: 
l 
l 
; 

HANDIER THAN EVER are these handy, 

prepared bandages...thanks to a new Canco 

package with a dust-proof top that flips up 

oped is this wall-rack, made by WHEN AUTOMOTIVE PARTS go to market canned with a flick of the thumb. The more conveni- 
anes oe a —that’s news! One manufacturer decided to bid for ent you make your product for the user, the 

° es—an . : : e ° e teenies assed a. pen innneennt piston ring business by putting agente more you'll sell. This type of package is 

in cans, A stunt? Not at all. He gets a container that worth your looking into. 
type at workin different fields—it 

sells. Advantage: It stocks and 

displays small packages at the same able. And he’s getting increased sales! 

time —it rotates the stock, insuring 

fresh merchandise at all times. 
Helps the dealer, sells the consumer. — 
Inexpensive, too. Equally valuable 

nih dng an ode Wet AMERICAN CAN COMPANY 
be glad to demonstrate one...or 

design and build a different type j . 
of display that meets your en i 230 Park Avenue aS New York City 

ular merchandising needs. 

keeps his product rustproof, protected, merchandis- 

World’s Largest Manufacturer of Metal and Fibre Containers 
Brnsine ~ eee - _ 



Good, old-fashioned mince 

pie . . . piping hot, spicily fragrant . . . harbinger of Thanksgiving and other holidays to come . . 

traditional as the brown, stuffed turkey and tart, crimson cranberry » » » Grandmother used to work 

for days and days preparing mince meat for her delectable pies . . . but there’s no need for the 

modern cook to make a galley slave of herself . . . she can buy mince meat of old-fashioned goodness 

from the corner grocery ready to fill into her pies » » » And, Phoenix Metal Caps see to it that 

none of this old-fashioned goodness is lost before the pies are baked. 

PHO ERT WETAC UP Re 
2444 WwW. SIXTEENTH ST., CHICAGO $3 3720 FOURTEENTH AVE., BROOKLYN 
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NEXT MONTH 

Radio has stepped into the front ranks 
of promotional sales mediums. How- 
ever the manufacturer who seeks ef- 
fective distribution and sales of his 
products must carefully plan the coordi- 
nation of all mediums which will aid him 
in attaining those objectives. In an 
original and comprehensive article ‘Radio 
as a Display Motif,’’ an analysis of the 
tie-up between radio and advertising 
displays is presented. This shows what 
has been done, and offers ample sugges- 
tion for its further adoption. 
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leaders in their field 

THEY RE ALL CARTONED on REDINGTONS 
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CONOMY in cartoning is a main packaging problem of makers k 
of tooth brushes, tooth pastes and powders. Economy of D rucKer 

operation and upkeep to a degree unsurpassed by anything else in - ‘ 
the field is the main advantage of REDINGTON Continuous installs a Continuous 
Loading Cartoning Machines. So it was inevitable that so many ° 
of the industry’s leaders should turn to Redington. Loading Cartoner 

The Redington position in this highly important field is no The latest addition to the ranks of famous dentrifices cartoned 
mere accident. For many years, automatic cartoning, especially on Redington Continuous Loading Cartoning Machines. 
of collapsible tubes, has been a major concern of our engineers. ‘‘Revelation” Tooth Powder in one of its several size cans is 

now handled in the plant of August E. Drucker & Co., San 
Francisco, at a speed of 150 a minute. 

They have pioneered many of the ‘‘firsts’”’ in cartoning machinery 
such as: the first type to operate at a speed in excess of 100 per 
minute. The first machines with automatic circular folding 
mechanisms (almost all tooth paste and powder cartons include a 
circular.) The first cartoners to insert a circular folded over the 
top of the tube or can in the now generally used manner. 

Most important of all ‘‘firsts,’’ however, is the new Redington 
Continuous Loading Cartoning Machine---‘‘the most complete 
and perfect yet.”” Factory executives like its smooth, quiet 
operation and simple construction . . . its unique continuous load- 
ing feature which eases the product gently into the carton at one- 
fifth the machine’s output ... its dependability which assures 
almost 100% performance at. all times. 

“But my problems are not cartoning,” you may say. Reding- 
ton builds machines for wrapping, cartoning, sealing, Cellophane 
wrapping and special packaging, too. For further information, 
write .. 

We'll gladly explain the special features of the Reding- 
tere installations for any of the cartons pictaved above. for CARTONING « CELLOPHANE WRAPPING +« CARTON SEALING 



If You Want 

SPEED 
If You Want 

ECONOMY 
o 

Do it the— 

Packomatic Container Sealing Machine in the Jersey Cereal Co., Irwin, Pa., P A CK O M ATI C W AY 
Plant. Packomatic equipment is also being installed in their new plant at 

St. Joseph, Missouri. 

The outstanding fact about Packomatic Machinery 
A FEW NATIONALLY KNOWN is that it’s known in more than 2000 manufacturing 
PACKOMATIC CUSTOMERS plants as money saving equipment. 

The Quaker Oats Company As never before, Packomatic Machinery is being 
Canada Dry Ginger Ale, Inc. used throughout the industries who have packaging 
Gearse A. Mosel Common problems to meet. And it is helping them whip 
L > Ch ‘ney —— these production problems, saving hand labor, floor 
SYOFIS Tnemice: Vomipany space, and the producing of more uniform packages. 
Armour & Compan 
Chinies Sale Comm eS y Packomatic Machinery is a doer of the old work 
porn B ‘n I y in a new way. A convenience? Certainly! But 
nheuser-Dusch, inc. primarily its a money saver. 

Procter & Gamble Company 
The Sanitary Grocery Company 

The Carnation Company Let one of our Engineers show 
you Packomatic economy, and how 

The Postum Company, Inc. it will effect a great saving in your 
The Cream of Wheat Corporation plant. This information will cost 

you nothing but your time. Phone 
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company us—Wire us—Write us. Our En- 

Diamond Crystal Salt Company 
Jos. E. Seagram & Sons 

gineer will meet you at any time, 
any place. 

PACKOMATIC CONTAINER SEALING MACHINE 
Paper shipping containers filled with cans or other type packages are automatically sealed with this 
Packomatic machine. Both top and bottom flaps are sealed simultaneously, if desired, and machine 

is rapidly adjustible for a wide range of sizes. Furnished for any reasonable speed. 

—BRANCH OFFICES— 

20 E. Jackson Blvd. 
CHICAGO, ILL. 

11 W. 42nd St. 
NEW YORK CITY 

veces PACKAGING MACHINERY 
430 Howard St. 

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL J. L. FERGUSON COMPANY, JOLIET, ILLINOIS 

MODERN PACKAGING 



AS SMART AS TOP HAT, 
~, WHITE TIE AND TAILS 

al 
a? 

Wet 

EMBOSSED PAPERS 
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EMBOSSED PAPERS 
MICA COATED OR PLAIN 

This is a sample of M118C. 

a 

Your sample book is ready 

for you. It shows 15 other 

distinctive designs, both in 

Mica Coated and Plain 

Papers, priced from $3.50 a 

ream upwards. Say the word A 

and we'll send you a copy. 

MADE BY PAPER CITY MANUFACTURING CO., INC. 

HOLYOKE, MASSACHUSETTS 
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Giant Replicas that SELL! 
A.C.M. Clay Coated board makes Jumbo 

Replicas of your product stand-out! 

The unequaled brilliance, the ability to reproduce color vividly, 

the sturdy wearing qualities, make A.C.M. Clay Coated folding 

box board the preference of window display experts for JUMBO 

Replicas of cartons and containers. 

JUMBO displays should play an important part in any adver- 

tising and merchandising campaign. Write or telephone our 

nearest office and an A.C.M. representative will call to show you 
why A.C.M. Clay Coated folding box board will produce 

JUMBOS that sell. 

AMERICAN COATING MILLS, INC. 
MAIN OFFICE - ELKHART, INDIANA 

NEW YORK ° 22 East 40th Street Wrigley Building - CHICAGO 



WhAT nAPPEA 
WHEN A LINER = 

FAILS TO 
a 

FUNCTION IN A 

MOLDED CAP? 

It is serious business if a liner in a molded cap any reason fails 

to properly protect: the contents. Anchor from its long experience 

with sealing problems recognized and provided for that when the 

Anchor Molded Cap was first designed. It has always been and still 

is the only molded closure made with a patented, fexclusive liner retaining ledge and liner recess. 

These features insure that a liner will always be pfigsent and will function properly, that there will 

be no leakage to contend with, to spoil the outs@l@#pf the package or mess up the label, to injure 

anything with which the package may come in @@ntact if it should be placed in a travelling bag 

or suitcase. There is no evaporation, no appearance of slack filled containers, no loss of essential 

elements, no dangerous concentration of strength. May we send you our booklet describing these 

features in detail? Ancor Car & Closure Corporation, Long Island City, New York; Toronto, 

Canada. Branch offices in all principal cities. 

HOW THE ANCHOR LINER) RETAINING LEDGE AND RECESS 
PREVENT LINER TROUBLES =" "2 @= 

construction can be 

seen in the photograph of the inside of an Anchor Molded Cap to the left. They hold 

liners securely in place yet allow them to rotate freely as caps are applied. Thus, liners will 

not fall out i® transit nor in application; they will not stick to the bottle top when caps are 

removed; caggjcome to you completely assembled, ready to apply and need not be examined 

before seal use of adhesives with the danger of introducing foreign odors and flavor is 

obviated; w ling or buckling is eliminated; injury to the surface of the liner is prevented 

. in short, the liner is always present, in position, flat in the cap, giving full protection to 

the contents of the package during its entire life. 

Cons & PCHOR —————————————————OOooXxXxXxXxXxXxXxx“O——SS=—K————S—S—S—S—Ss—s—S—XS—S—S—S—S—X—X_——_——_—_—_—_—_—XX—XX—XN_=_—uv__ 



WONT 

Feminine eyes delight in dainty things. Their eyes light up where beauty is concerned. 

Here we present three smart Salem bottles, jewel-like in appearance, with the sparkle of 

diamonds. With appropriately chosen accessories they can be made into beautiful packages, 

the kind that will bring a gleam of appreciation to feminine eyes. 

Of course, Salem makes hundreds of other styles, suitable for all sorts of different drug, 

cosmetic and specialty products of either a practical or a luxury nature. All are well made, 

accurate, sturdy containers... the kind of glassware for which Salem has been noted for 

many years. SALEM Gtass Works, Salem, New Jersey. Associated with CapsTAN 

Grass Company, Connellsville, Pennsylvania. Branch offices in all principal cities. 



THE SIMPLEX Box 

For 

LETTERHEADS AND CORRESPONDENCE 
PAPER 1. Simply hold lightly at the ends. 

Weight 
No. Size Per M 

411% Blue Emb. Leaf — 114% x 8% x 2% x 2% 430 lbs. 

4114%4C Bending Chip — 114% x 8%x2K%x 2% 430 Ibs. 

41414 Blue Emb. Leaf — 144% x 8% x 24% x 2% 515 Ibs. 

Packaging — 100 boxes in a carton 

COVERED WITH A LIGHT BLUE 
GIFT WRAP PAPER 

These boxes have the outstanding advantage of trans- 

portation and storage space saving. Easy to set up. Good 

appearance and strength. 

An item that will appeal to your PRINTER, STA- 

TIONER AND LETTER SERVICE customers. 

ASK for Samples 

SIMPLEX PAPER BOX CORPORATION 
4. The finished box—solid and strong. LANCASTER, PA. U.S. A. 
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DARK BROWN BOBBED DOUBLE MESH 

JSorrain e 
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for the merchandising of Hair Nets 

and continue to supply this market. 

We offer you an organization thor- si 
HAIR NET 

oLUel al WA-Xo LUT of of-Xo Mole M-S-4o1-VaT-lalet-to in| 

the preparation and production of 

effective merchandising and adver- 

Tare motedioh: 
‘Reg U S Pat. Off 

AMERICAN LITHOGRAPHIC Di Vi so 
OF THE UNITED STATES PRINTING AND LITHOGRAPH CO. — 

BOSTON BUFFALO taller, \ cio) CLEVELAND NEW YORK 

20 Providence St. 60! Amherst St. 221 N. La Salle St. 1104 Leader Bidg. 52 E. 19th St. 





THE ns i POINT 

pS 

TEAM UP with the “NATIONAL” idea of 

PACKAGING. e It is the LINE that breaks the way to 

GOALS! e Put your product in the front line of display » 

merchandise seldom scores from the backfield! 

for that Extra Point ° GO NATIONAL” 

NATIONAL CAN COMPANY .: ‘Inc. 
One of America’s Largest Canmakers 

EXSEUTIVE OFFICES e 110 EAST 42nd STREET NEW YORK 

SALES OFFICES AND PLANTS 

NEW YORK CITY + BALTIMORE + BROOKLYN « CHICAGO «+ BOSTON . DETROIT « NEW ORLEANS «+ HAMILTON, OHIO 

NOVEMBER 1936 



MADE AT RIDGEFIELD, N. J. BY LOWE PAPER COMPANY 

7 <7 oe BES T K N OWN NAME 1 oN sornecareoe** 

Representatives: W. P. Bennett & Son, Toronto : A. E. Kellogg, St. Louis ° MacSim Bar Paper Co., Chicago 

Pacific Coast Distributors: Blake, Moffit & Towne . Zellerbach Paper Co. 



Made by Wilson & Bennett Manufacturing 

Co., Chicago, Ill., the SHELL container is but 

one of a number of their different types 

that is given the added beauty of Sherwin- 

Williams Finishes. Attractive design, clean 

printing, rich colors and a lustrous sheen 

that gives brilliance to the container, makes 

this a sales producing package because it 

reflects quality and commands attention. 

Sherwin-Williams is Finishing Re- 

S | E R
WI N .

_* ae 

T I ON es ee | | 

THIS GONTAINER REFLECTS A QUALITY PRODUCT 
search and Engineering headquarters. 

Sherwin-Williams Color Advisory Service is 

also your source of help in developing effec- 

tive color treatments. A staff of experts in 

Finishes and Design will work with you or 

your Industrial Designer on your paper and 

metal container finishing and decorating re- 

quirements. No cost or obligation for this 

service. Write The Sherwin-Williams Co., 

Cleveland, Ohio, and principal cities. 

WILLIAMS 
N G F INI S ees 
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Perhaps not. But we get from three to five requests daily...and 

offers of as high as ten dollars for a copy. 

‘‘Sorry,’’ we say, ‘‘But there haven’t been any copies available for six 
months.’’ And at that, we are putting it mildly. 

THE NEW 1937 CATALOG 
WILL BE OUT SOON 

This time, get in under the wire. The Catalog...over five hundred pages of every useful 

fact and figure on every phase of packaging—profusely illustrated and with hundreds of 

samples in the book itself—is sold only to Modern Packaging subscribers. 

If you are a subscriber...send us one dollar and we’ll put you on the list, for early 1937 

delivery. If you are not a subscriber...send us one dollar over the regular rate (five 

dollars per year, eight dollars for two years, foreign higher) and we’ll start your subscrip- 

tion with the December 1936 issue of Modern Packaging. 

P.S. Subscribers...when you write that check...include an extension of your 

present subscription in the figure and save yourself the trouble later. 

MODERN 

SANG PANG EN KG 



MOLDED OF 

RESINGY 

Products of the Consolidated Molded Products Cor- 

poration of Scranton, Pennsylvania, some of which are 

illustrated here, are characterized by their accuracy 

of molding, rugged durability, beauty of color and 

finish. The Consolidated Molded Products Corpo- 

ration is a user of Resinox Molding Materials. 

There is a Resinox molding material for every mold- 

ing need. . . . Consult your molder for detailed 

information or write the RESINOX CORPO- 

RATION, 230 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 
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ppeal to the Masses— 
As the stirring words of the orator and the power of his 

psychology sway public opinion, the “modern package” wins 

the votes against all opposition. Embodying every vital element 

of modern, sanitary, and desirable design, Kimble Glass Vials 

possess a “mass appeal” that has made hundreds of products 

indispensable and famous. 

If you have a sampling problem—if you desire a new pack- 

age for an old or new product— investigate Kimble Vials 

FIRST. Their brilliance and transparency, their colorful label- 

ling possibilities, their availability for all modern types of 

closures in cork, wood, plastics and metal—will win your 

instant approval and simplify your decision. 

Samp!e and package your way to assured success — in 

Kimble Glass Vials. 

KIMBLE GLASS COMPANY... VINELAND, N. J. 
NEW YORK+->CHICAGO+ PHILADELPHIA+DETROIT* BOSTON 

NOVEMBER 1936 13 



% From the color-splashed pages of America’s mass 

market magazines steps forth today’s most revolutionary 

advancement in pictorial selling: The printed reproduc- 

tion of merchandise in natural, life-like, authentic color! 

And now... Direct Color Photography by Rosenow adds 

new laurels to its record as an idea for packages! 

SALES IDEA! 

MP 
To package-producers and package-purchasers awake 

and eager for new sales weapons, Direct Color Photog- 

raphy flashes a vitally important message. Packages 

and labels illustrated with natural color reproduction 

possess an appeal, an attention-value, a selling power 

rivalled only by the contents of the packages them- 

selves! If you buy packages, design them, or manu- 

facture them, it will pay you to learn how Direct Color 

Photography is being used by leading merchandisers 

to increase the effectiveness Of 4 beautiful de luxe book LIFE 
IN COLOR demonstrating the 

application of Rosenow Direct 
packages, labels, and package dis- 

plays. Your inquiry places you lor Photography to advertis- 
ing illustration, is free... if you 

under no obligation whatsoever. _ request it on your letterhead. 

ROSENOW COMPANY 
340 W. HURON STREET, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

14 MODERN PACKAGING 



METAL HANDS 
measure better 

EvEN the sensitive hands of an experienced paper maker can’t determine 

accurately the strength of a piece of paperboard. So, in all Concora mills and 

factories are special laboratory machines that measure tensile strength with 

scientific accuracy. 

The same scientific accuracy is the background of all Concora shipping 

cases and folding cartons—starting with laboratory-developed formulae, run- 

ning through searching material tests, and ending with laboratory tests of 

the finished products—where actual-use conditions are duplicated and each 

container is pre-proved for the job it is to do. Our representative will be glad 

to show you how this background will help solve your shipping and package 

merchandising problems. Better yet, why not visit a Concora laboratory? 

GENERAL OFFICES: 111 WEST WASHINGTON STREET, 

CONTAINER CORPORATION OF AMERICA 

MILLS, FACTORIES AND SALES OFFICES AT STRATEGIC LOCATIONS 

Clears up the subject of 

Corrugated Containers 
Send This Coupon for Free Booklet That 

Will Help You in Your Buying. 
[p---------- -_— 
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AGAIN! 
Hickok Relies Upon 

BUEDINGEN 

for Perfection in 

Set-up Boxmaking 

The extensive Hickok line is one of the coveted prizes of 

the packaging world. Every year, the Hickok offices are 

besieged by makers of every form of package or package 

part... seeking their share of this desirable business. For 

the package supplier who serves Hickok is distinguished in 

his field and enjoys a decided prestige among all package 

users by virtue of the confidence Hickok places in him. 

In the face of this competition, it is highly significant that 
again, as in previous years, the set-up box contract was 

placed in the trusted hands of Buedingen craftsmen. 

WILLIAM BUEDINGEN AND SON, INC. 
1500 CLINTON ST., ROCHESTER, N. Y. 30 EAST 42 ST., NEW YORK 
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The reverse side of this 

page shows how the simple 

application of lacquer steps 

up colors and produces 
greater beauty and brillance. 

SCUFF- PROOF 
LACQUERED PACKAGES WITHSTAND ABUSE 

O THE knight of old, battling for 

his feudal lord or jousting before 

his lady-love, armor presented effec- 
tive defense against mace and lance. 

Caretully fitted and elaborately 

decorated, a suit of steel was essential 

protection in medieval warfare. 

In packaging, too, dependable pro- 

tection is a prime requisite. To fill this 

need, modern craftsmanship and scien- 

tific ingenuity have developed a new 

“suit of armor” for the package of 

today—lacquer-coated paper. Scuff 
proof, chafe-proof, it stimulates sales 

through its ability to “take abuse” 

* 

both on the shelf and in the storeroom. 

Tough, resilient, it makes sure your 

package reaches the consumer in all 

its original attractiveness. 

Lacquer-coated paper also preserves the 

high quality of your product. Keeps 

it fresh as the day it was packed. 

Notice the front of this insert. See 

how lacquer has enhanced the bril- 

liancy of the colors. Lacquer definitely 

adds beauty and selling force to your 

package. And it’s easily applied 

before or after printing. Ask your 

package maker for complete details. 

(OMMERCIAL SOLVENTS (ORPORATION 
N EW YORK “GEN Pw L BUILDING, NEE WwW OY 'OORAK .. ANF. 
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WHICH ARE SETTING NEW HIGHS 

IN BOOK SALES 

% i 
LW 

WHETHER YOU MANUFACTURE BOOKS, 

BRUSHES OR BRAKE LININGS...we can 

show you how to set new sales highs for YOUR 

product through the use of attention-getting 

cartons and displays. 

ATTRACT ATTENTION AND YOU ATTRACT 

SALES. Consult us by mail or call Walker 5-9494 

for expert opinion on your particular problem. 

‘The WORLD'S 47 SKILLED DESIGNING 

BEST BOOKS | AND CONSTRUCTION 
STAFF +# CAPACITY 

fort BOYS and GIRLS = PRODUCTION EQUIP- 
| MENTS BROOKS & 

PORTER SERVICE... 

HENRY 
GILBERT 

i} 
| BROOKS & PORTER, Inc. 
\ 304 Hudson St., New York, N. Y. 

' Please tell us how we can best improve 

\ our cartons, labels and displays. 

O Samples of 
our product NAME 

Drooks § DOr ter: Sela oon 
304 HUDSON STREET, NEW YORK cover 



WONDERFUL .. 

BEST SY 

99 
*“My shopping trips,”’ this lady 

mused, 

** Are simply guessing games — 

These ads—they get me all 
confused 

By crossing-up each other’s 
claims.”’ 

When Mrs. America gets through reading the superlatives which most manufacturers 

use in talking about their products — she’s no better off than she was. They all say 

they’re “‘best’’— and ‘“‘cheapest”’ as well. %& So when she actually has to make a choice, 

she’s as likely as anything else to look over the display counter and pick out something 

whose label corresponds with the colors of her fall costume. But one sure thing is that 

her eye isn’t going to be held long by a label that was designed during McKinley’s ad- 

ministration. This modern lady has an eye for color and a sense about design. > All 

this behooves the wrapper-printer to equip himself to do the colorful, eye-catching 

printing that—in many cases—will actually decide the purchase. 

Kidder “Three Point” printing is the kind of printing that gives products a plus of sales 

appeal. One: proper distribution of ink (like the delicate colors on Hershey’s Mild & Mellow 

wrap). Two: perfect color register through control over the paper (see the prize-winning Fels 

Soap Chips wrap). Three: faithful reproduction as the result of accuracy of the impression 

(note the detail on the Crax box). 

If you would care to print up to 5 and 6 colors on transparent cellulose, wax paper, glassine, 

vegetable parchment, etc., at 5,000-15,000 sheets an hour (or 700’ a minute on web presses) 

or produce special wrappers printed and cut to size up to 50,000 sheets per hour — saving 

money all the time, mind you, over present equipment — investigate “Three Point” Presses. 

Why not — right now — put your operating requirements in a letter and — 

Send it to KIDDER... 
who will tell you how a “3 Point” Press can do your work 
more profitably, and who makes machines for printing 
wrappers, cartons, labels; bronzers; special printing ma- 
chinery for individual packaging jobs. Address U. P. M. 
—Kidder Press Co., the main office at Dover, N. H., or 

call the New York, Chicago, or Toronto office or Harry 

W. Brintnall Company on the Pacific Coast. 
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VELVET PRINT Las 
Bright and colorful this daintily printed box paper 

offers an attractive selection for Gift Boxes of all 

kinds. This design may be had on a wide range of 

colored backgrounds and we suggest you let us mail 

you a set of working sheets. Just drop a line to - - 

Hampden Glazed Paper & Card Co.-Holyoke, Mass. 







VARIETY PACKAGING 

FOR FINE PRODUCTS 
It is a comparatively simple matter to create one effective 

package, but when a line consists of numerous distinctive 

items, each of which must be individualized and yet retain 

common characteristics, the packaging problem calls for 

experience and skill. 

In the origination, design and production of the writing 

paper Boxes for Pratt & Austin Company, Warnercraft 

Packaging has resulted in practical, effective beauty for 

units of varying appeal, and each pleasingly characteristic 

of the fine quality of the product. 

And your packaging... whether for a single unit or a line 

...folding or set-up boxes...perhaps it can be better 

done by 
e 

WARNERCRAET 
THE FINEST WORD IN PACKAGING 

FOLDING BOXES + SET-UP BOXES * DESIGNING SERVICE 

3B 

THE WARNER BROTHERS COMPANY 
BRIDGEPORT CONNECTICUT 

200 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK AShland 4-1195 
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Top—A Scotty Dog, which all but “talks,” in deep molded 
effect—adding life to the ordinary box. 

Above—Perpetual Calendar stand and letter holder, in modern 

tooled leather effect—a practical after-use container, effectively 
serving also to display the product. 

Left—A real book-box, to al! appearances a fine tooled leather 
bound volume—introducing a note of novelty as well as practical 

after-use, as cigarette or cigar humidor, playing cards, etc. 

Your ideas too can be interpreted to advantage by *SMITH- We invite your inquiries and the opportunity to 
CRAFT—a relatively new and extremely flexible process show you more about our work, our methods, and 
offering opportunity for the creation and practical production our products. 

of truly “new” types of gift and after-use containers. 

*SMITHCRAFT—an embossing and decorating process developed by the S. K. Smith Company, to an exceptionally high 
degree, combining practical production methods with the skill, technique, and “know-how” of the mastercraftsman for the 
effective and economical reproduction of old crafts for modern packaging—tooled leather, wedgewood, worked metal, carved 
wood, and cast metal effects. 

THE S. K. SMITH COMPANY 
2857 NORTHWESTERN AVENUE CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
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Avo fine coffee often comes in fine bags . . . Bags by Royal. 

The Royal Air-O-Seal Bag with tin-tie closure shown above has become 

the choice of many coffee roasters as the ideal package for economically 

and attractively carrying their product to market. It is, however, but one 

of the many styles of Bags by Royal. 

Gleaming Bags by Royal carry literally a thousand-and-one varied prod- 

ucts to market. Made of almost any material, or combination of materials 

that lend themselves to bag construction, Bags by Royal are outstanding 

for their economy, fine construction and precision printing. 

Ask Royal to aid you in developing the proper bag for YOUR particular 

sales requirements. There is a Royal representative in your locality. 

Write today. 



FIVE DOLLARS IS A 
LOT OF MONEY 

THREE DOLLARS IS LESS 

put them together and it spells 
TEN DOLLARS WORTH OF 

* PACKAGING NEWS! 

* PACKAGING INFORMATION! 

* PACKAGING FACTS! 

* PACKAGING IDEAS! 
Every year, thousands of packagers have found it worth their while to 
spend five dollars to insure their getting Modern Packaging every month. 

But about a thousand of these have been even smarter. By adding three 
dollars—and saving to—they have paid for two years of Packaging 
insurance. 

Just a suggestion. But act now, while the idea is hot. You'll find a card 
in the pages of this issue. Use it. 

MODERN PACKAGING 
425 FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY 

Member of the Audit Bureau of Circulations 
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BLUE gives distinctive appearance and better dis- 

play . . . BLUE makes your product smarter—more 

modern ... BLUE advertises your product in the 

home—helps to insure repeat sales . . . BLUE makes 

your product look as good as you know it to be. 

WRITE FOR SAMPLES: Please tell us the nature of 

your product and the sizes in which it is packed. 

Maryland Glass Corporation, Baltimore, Maryland. 

New York Representative: 270 Broadway, New York 

City. Pacific Coast Representative: Owens-Illinois 

Pacific Coast Company, San Francisco, Cal, 

ESSN Fen tes secs 3 res Pc) Ss AS g § : ee & } id pose Gay, 
sy QQ b : ea Eb eg 

MARYLAND GREEN TINT AND FLINT BOTTLES ARE OF THE SAME HIGH QUALITY AS MARYLAND BLUE 



CHAMBON CORPORATION designs and builds 

CHAMBON and CHAMPLAIN Rotary Printing Presses for producing the highest quality 

of multicolor package and specialty printing at savings as great as 35% over present 

costs. These efficient presses are roll-fed with all operations continuous. From precision 

plates good for millions of impressions, they print by 

De 

A Chambon can label pro- 

ducing press which prints, 

cuts to size, and delivers the 

labels in counted stacks at 

the rate of 100,000 per hour. 

letterpress, offset, and gravure on any 

kind of paper from cellophane up to 35-point board. Supplementary operations such as 

varnishing, lacquering, waxing, laminating, scoring, creasing, embossing, perforating, 

sheeting, slitting, rewinding, dieing out, etc. are all performed on the same press. An 

analysis to show what savings can be effected will be furnished to manufacturers sub- 

mitting samples and data covering production requirements. Write to CHAMBON 

CORPORATION, Outwater Lane and Spruce Street, Garfield, New Jersey. 

CHAMBON 
CHAM PLAIN 

ROTARY PRINTING PRESSES 
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CON FIODEN C E 
As travel by air continues to grow, con- 

fidence in this mode of transportation increases. This, in 

turn, brings the increased patronage which makes possible 

still better facilities and greater safety. 

It is thus with CCS Closures. Steadilv growing demand 

for its products enables this company to maintain the very 

finest research and manufacturing facilities. CCS is thus 

able to offer its customers constant improvement and greater 

value in closures. CCS Closures are more than just good 
CCS LUG CAP 

Tie better caps. They assure you of every improvement and refine- 

etait ment in the sealing of your particular product. 

CROWN CORK AND SEAL COMPANY e BALTIMORE, MD. 

vy 
WORLD'S LARGEST MAKERS OF CLOSURES 

FOR GLASS CONTAINERS 
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Why shouldn't fishermen, the same as any- 

body else, respond to modern, attractive packag- 

ing? Why not? reasoned The Whitney-Graham 

Company of Buffalo, who created these striking 

green-and-gold packages which also serve as 

counter displays for ‘‘President’’ and ‘‘Hedge 

Taper’’ Lines, made by The S. A. Jones Line Com- 

pany of Norwich, N. Y. 

Just as these packages, with outstanding ap- 

peal, indicate value in the product—the Stanley 

Metallic Labels, in their richness and perfection, 

bear out the keynote of quality. 

It is not expensive to give the rich effect of Stan- 

ley quality labels to your packages. We will gladly 

submit appropriate samples—or a design sketch— 

to illustrate what we can do for your product. No 

obligation. 

THE STANLEY MFG. |CO. 
Dept. M-7, DAYTON, OHIO 

New York: Room 913 200 Fifth Ave. 

Chicago: 714 Westminster Bldg., 
110 South Dearborn St. 

OMINANT PRODUCT PRESENTATION 

STANLEY ¢ Metallic 
Seals and Labels 

NOVEMBER’ 1936 



| poate business tempo is geared to package designing as much as to 

production, sales, and advertising. A poor package can stop sales... 

does stop sales... when compared with a bright, clean, inviting package. Re- 

member, Heekin Lithographed Cans are known for true, lasting colors. 

Whatever your design or colors, we'll reproduce them. 

THE HEEKIN CAN COMPANY, CINCINNATI, OHIO 

i AK IN. ENE 
Wi1TH HARM QONIZE D COLORS 
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LACQUERED PACKAGE 

SUGGESTS QUALITY 

Eastern Sales: ZAPON DIVISION Western Sales: JAPON BREVOLITE DIVISION 

Atlas Powder Company Stamford. Conn Atlas Powder Company, North Chicago, Ill. [R: 

QUMBLABORATORIES IN STAMFORD, CONN. OR NORTH CHICAGO, ILL. WILL BE GLAD TO WORK WITH YOUR STAFF ON THE USE OF LACQUERS 





THE Labeled fackasge STEALS THE SHOW 

So MANY times the package is the all important factor that makes or breaks a 
sale. On sheer attractiveness a plastic box wins hands down—but when you 
consider the numerous re-use possibilities of molded plastic boxes, you have an 
irresistible sales argument that is promptly reflected in the sales curve. 

In every plastic package that Auburn makes, the service of the box after the 
product has been used is of paramount importance. Auburn boxes are used 
in thousands of homes for cigarettes, jewelry, knick-knacks, etc. Every time 
it is used, it is a constant reminder of the product it once contained—and a 
potent good will builder for the maker of that product. 

We suggest that you write packaging headquarters—where your problem 
will have the benefit of our many years of successfully solving packaging 
problems. 

Established 1876 

AUBURN BUTTON WORKS, 
AUBURN, N. Y. 

NOVEMBER 1936 
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a new word in the packer’s “ct 

DICTIONARY 

@ There's a difference in packages. Some 

are just containers. Others are SALES- 

packages that help to keep products moving 

out of retail outlets. It takes an intimate 

knowledge of markets, public buying trends 

and habits, and proper coordination of every detail 

to produce a SALESpackage. It takes the kind of 

Complete Packaging Service that is unique with 

Owens-Illinois. With your entire packaging problem be- 

fore them, Owens-Illinois designers make certain that 

label, cap, carton and case all harmonize with the de- 

sign of the glass container suited to your requirements. 

Thus, a true SALESpackage is tailor-made for your product. 

Owens-Illinois facilities for prompt delivery go hand in 

hand with the Owens-Illinois SALESpackage. This ability 

to serve promptly is an important advantage in these 

busy times that so frequently demand emergency action. 

Let us prove it—and help you profit. Owens-Illinois Glass Handsome double-shell 
CASEAL, with tin or 
aluminum liners. Lith- 
ographed with individ- 
ual designs or in plain 

colors. 

Company, Toledo, Ohio. 

The Classic Oblong Design on 

Patent No. 94824. 
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MEN'S ACCESSORY PACKAGING 

AMONG the strange businesses that have come into being with the growth 
of radio, none is stranger than that of the ‘’gag” libraries—firms that made an 
industry out of the practice of selling classitied-old-jokes to make a radio 
holiday. That hilarious Joe Penner story you laughed at last night is probably 
an adaptation of a story that ran in the June 1886, edition of Life, collected, 
classified and filed to await the need by one of the “gag” libraries. 

Some of them you may remember from the days when you sat on granpappy’s 
knee and twanged his galluses—the one about the color of a fireman’s gaiters 
and the story of the super-cautious man who wore both belt and suspenders. 

Yet, though the wealth of these stories may be a notable fact, more notable 
by far is the fact that, just like the Ford joke, they have ceased to be manufac- 
tured. Along about 1915 these stories began to thin out and since 1922 not 
a single new one has made its appearance, in this library at least. One may 
ask, ‘Why should this be so? Has our sense of humor changed or has the 
garter, the belt and the suspender become taboo as a subject for humor?” 
And the answer will be found if, for a second, we observe what has happened 
to that standby of the vaudeville stage, the Ford joke. The last edition of the 
Ford jokebook was published shortly after the war. And today, the stream- 
lined V-8 simply does not lend itself to laughs—it doesn’t look different, it 
doesn’t act differently, it doesn’t sound any different than any other car. 

So too, when we examine the past decade, do we find a streamlining in 
the men’s accessory field eliminating the ‘’gag’’ and robbing the jokesmith of 
another subject for his wit. 

The industry has—in its maturity—become younger than ever before. Its 
products are worn by young men as well as by the more mature parents. 
Its styling is directed towards these younger men and its merchandising empha- 
sis—not the old features of strength (remember the ads of a man hanging on a 
pair of fireman's suspenders) but rather the newer features of style and comfort. 

With this change in outlook, new markets have opened up. The gift field, 
once closed to garters as “unmentionables,’’ not to be purchased by a woman, 
has been opened up to a point where a very large proportion of all sales are 
made during the holiday season. A replacement market, of far larger propor- 
tions than formerly existed, has likewise sprung into being with the advent of 
the style factor. Men think it nothing amiss to own more than one pair of 
suspenders, and it has become almost the custom to purchase a pair, in suitable 
colors, for every change in clothing. 

With this widening and deepening of the market has come another change 
in packaging, which is only today reaching its full flower. While packages 
have been used for a number of years by belt, garter and suspender makers, 
they have, until recently, been somewhat in the nature of experiments. Since 
each main factor in the field offered a large number of packages in his holiday 
line, and since no package need outlast a single season, these firms have not 
hesitated to experiment with new designs, materials and package-appeals. 

Particularly in the field of re-use and combination-use packages, have these 
experiments been most notable. But, whereas in former years these have— 
like all experiments—tended to include a number of tries that far overshot 
the mark and approached the ridiculous in so doing, this year one finds a grow- 
ing sensibleness of the approach which all these firms show towards their re- 
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use packaging. The tie-in between package and product is closer than was 
previously the case—the bizarre and the exotic are missing and good, sound 
esign has replaced the extreme. 

Most notable, however, has been the development of the display which 
has taken place during the last year or two. In the days prior to the era of 
extensive gift packaging in this field, the display consisted of a large and per- 
manent rack or showcase. With the advent of the package as a unit of sale, 
the tendency was to eliminate the display almost entirely and to concentrate 
upon the display values of the package itself. 

This year, once again, the display unit makes a prominent bid for attention 
(although it has never fully fallen out of use) and notable combinations of prod- 
uct, package and display are to be noted. 

In the use of materials a number of cross trends are discernible and will prob- 
ably be clarified only in the years to come. On the one hand there seems to 
be a tendency back towards the set-up paper box—in two directions, both from 
the more elaborate molded and die-cast packages, and away from the simpler 
folding carton. Yet neither of these forms has by any means disappeared 
and several of the finest packages from a design viewpoint—are to be found in 
both these categories. Another trend is in the direction of the increased use 
of leather and imitations thereof in the packages for men’s accessories. Here 
some of the finest and neatest work of the year has made its appearance. 

Considered as a whole, the packaging picture in this industry seems to have 
reached a much needed period of stabilization. Wild experiments are few 
and far between and more attention has been devoted to the smaller details 
that go towards making the package acceptable to the dealer and the consumer. 
The industry has finally convinced itself that a re-use package must have beauty 
as well as utility and—particularly in the group—much more effort has been 
devoted towards the achievement of beauty of texture, finish and line. 

In the four subsequent articles consideration is given to the 1936 packages 
of the following concerns: Pioneer Suspender spe Hickok Manufac- 
turing Company, Swank Products Company and A. Stein and Company. 
Acknowledgment of the courtesy and cooperation shown by these concerns 
in furnishing their packages, as well as supplying information used in the prep- 
aration of the articles is gratefully made. 

WOMAN 



PIONEER 

PIONEER “PRE-TESTS” 

PACKAGES AND DISPLAYS 

IN the consideration of any group of packages or dis- 
plays, it is necessary to view the items in the group not 
in the abstract—as good or bad designs, good or bad 
constructions—but rather in the light of the degree by 
which they accomplish the merchandising aims that 
they were constructed to fulfill. This is particularly 
true, in the men’s accessory field, where almost all pack- 
ages (of recent vintage) have been relatively good as 
designs and outstandingly good as construction. 
What then were the problems which the new Pioneer 

holiday line set out to meet? First, ‘“‘adequate and cus- 
tomary”’ display of the product. In this, every manufac- 
turer in the field is limited in his choice of package shape 
and material by the fact that his product must be dis- 
played—in the package—to the consumer in a manner 
which will permit the consumer to appreciate its fine 
points without handling the product. Thus, a suspender 

package must permit the visibility of part, at least, of 
the web, must show the construction of the ends or tabs, 

and must be packed in such a form that it can be readily 
recognized as a suspender. A belt, similarly, must be 
so placed in the package that the buckle—either at- 
tached or packaged in conjunction with the belt itself— 
must be clearly visible and easily examined. 

Second: Since the Pioneer line includes a number of 
price ranges, it was necessary to so package each range 

that it would be easily distinguishable from all others. 
This requirement holds good both because of the desire 
to eliminate mishandling of the stock by inexperienced 

Christmas ‘‘extras’’ and to make it unnecessary for the 
salespeople to spend too much time explaining the rela- 
tive merits of the various lines. 
A third essential was involved in the necessity of de- 

veloping packages that would blend with the retail 
surroundings with which Pioneer products are usually 
associated. Here the problem is one, essentially, of con- 

tinuing and enlarging upon past practices. 

Working on these three premises—plus the ever 
present one in the men’s wear field, of adding a dual use 
to the container if possible, for at least a portion of the 
line—Pioneer last summer devised a series of tentative 
packages and displays for use in its holiday promotions. 
Up to this point, the usual practice of past years had 
been followed. But then, as a double check upon cor- 

Illustration on left shows how Pioneer window displays promote idea of individual braces to 
harmonize with each suit. ‘After-use’’ of packages featured in Pioneer belts, garters and 

braces shown at right 
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Four items in Pioneer boys’ line—three con- 
taining a ‘‘toy’’ appeal through the use of a 

drum, a globe and a target with darts 

rectness of design and practicability from every view- 
point, a series of dealer and consumer interviews were 
conducted with a view towards eliminating any possible 
objections to any features of the proposed packages be- 
fore a single sheet of board or ream of paper was ordered. 

Thus, a cross section of retail buyers, display managers, 
merchandising men and advertising department heads 
were consulted as to shape, color schemes, display quali- 
ties, stacking habits, etc. In addition, several thousand 

typical purchasers of the firm’s goods—men and women 
of various ages and in various parts of the country—were 
likewise shown the packages and solicited for criticisms. 

Armed with these “‘pre-testing’’ experiences, the Pio- 

neer designers returned to their models and revised a 
number of the packages, introducing changes varying 
from the slightest to a complete remodeling of pro- 
jected items. The line, as here illustrated, is therefore 

one that has already—in large measure—met the tests 

of the retail trade. 
From a packager’s viewpoint, the Pioneer line breaks 

down into fcur divisions—boys’ packages, dual use 
packages, cartons and set-up boxes and displays. In 
the first group are found four items. The simplest con- 
sists of a red flint-covered tray, surmounted by a tele- 
scoping lid of gold crush paper with a stripe cf red flint 
running vertically over the lid top. Within is found a 
coiled belt with attached buckle. Slightly more com- 
plex is a drum type box, covered with a wood-paper edge 
in black and printed with the drum-thongs in red. The 
inside tray and pedestal for the belt buckle is of red flint 
and the top and bottom is a plain white parchment paper. 

34 MODERN PACKAGING 

The semblance to a toy, in this case, is purely visional, 
the box having no after use. In contrast, a third pack- 
age is of a small globe, lithographed on metal and with 
a die-cut gold interior tray to hold the belt in place. 
Here, at little cost, an added ‘‘toy’’ value has been se- 
cured. Finally, in the fourth box, a more elaborate 
attempt to secure ‘‘toy’’ appeal has been made. The 
red flint covering of the box is printed with a target and 
the inside, gold pyroxylin-paper tray holds—in addition 
to a belt—two toy darts with rubber suction-ends. The 
user mounts the box top on a convenient wall and throws 
the darts at the box which now serves as target. 
Among the set-up box and carton grouping—perhaps 

the largest portion of the line—are found items in almost 
every price-class. The boxes range from the simple 
rectangular forms used for the cheaper belts or for garters 
to complex constructions. Perhaps the simplest, though 
by no means the least effective, is a package consisting 
of a burnished gold pyroxylin tray, die-cut to accept a 
coiled belt and with a platform, at one end, to hold the 
buckle. Telescoping over this is a lid covered with a 
red and gold speckled paper and with a band of similar 
black-and-gold paper running up the sides and across the 
top. Provision is made for using this lid as a pedestal 
into which the open tray can be slipped for display. 
Among other of the simpler boxes are a series of garter 

packages consisting of contrastingly colored lids and 
bases in flint papers with the Pioneer trademark printed 
and embossed in the center of each lid. These are lined 
and edged in gold pyroxylin and the garters are held in 
position on printed gold pyroxylin cards. 

For evening wear, braces are packaged in die-cut fold- 
ing cartons printed in either black and silver on a white 
background (for dark colored braces) or in white and 
silver on a black background (for white full dress braces). 

In both cases, an extreme brilliance or finish is achieved 

by using a laminaticn of transparent cellulose over the 
carton board, this latter, at the same time, freeing the 

product from damage in handling. 
Slightly more complex are two boxes of the telescop- 

ing lid type which have covers with corners cut slant- 

wise in pyramid fashion. One is covered in a red flint 
and the other is available in a white paper speckled 
with tiny gold carets. Both use gold-pyroxylin covered 
bases into which the belts are coiled, and both have a 

black and gold printed strip labeled vertically over the 
sides and across the top of the lid. 

Belts are packaged in a series of flint covered boxes, in 
contrasting shades of bold solid colcrs, distinguished by 
a unique type of construction that lends itself well to dis- 
play. While the lids carry on the familiar single-stripe 
motif, the inner tray is constructed with added ends (as 

if small lids had been slipped over each end of the tray) 
which serve both to strengthen the appearance of the 
box and to keep the belt from falling out when on dis- 
play. Colcr schemes include white and red, red and 
gold and blue and yellow. 
Among the suspender packages great ingenuity has 

been shown in achieving constructions having both dis- 
play values and good appearance in the hand or on the 



counter. Notable is a series of boxes in which the usual 
folding carton suspender package (in this case done in 
black and yellow on a white background and laminated 
with transparent cellulose) is set into a tray adorned 
with the stylized stripe and then turned over into a 
slightly larger tray covered in a black and gold embossed 
paper and having streamlined, front and back edges. 

In another instance, the base of a combination garter 
and suspender box is made of a gold or silver foil. Into 
this is set a tray holding the usual folding carton brace 
package and the customary target package, both pack- 

ages being held in place by slip-on ends of gold foil. 
Turned over, this section forms the top of the box and 
thus the reverse sides of these portions have been covered 
in bright flint papers of solid color and in varying com- 
binaticns of red and black, green and light green and red 
and cream. Noteworthy is the fact that replacements 
can be made into these boxes from stock in cases where 

the customer prefers to take the merchandise in its stock 
container rather than in the gift package. 

Another series consists of a simple tray, covered in a 

solid flint and with a contrasting stripe of the same ma- 
terial, which holds the usual pyroxylin carton of braces. 
This tray slips into a sleeve, so constructed as to give 
a full set-up appearance to the box while permitting the 
goods to slide in and out for examination. The entire 
forms a handy glove or tie box after the original carton 
has been removed. 

For belts and garters, four other set-up boxes are used, 
modeled along more conventional lines and having lift 
lids hinged at the back. In some instances, shapes are 
rounded to achieve streamlined effects, while in others 

reliance is placed upon the covering paper and embossed 
leather decorations. These packages verge upon the re- 

usable category although constructed along orthodox 
set-up box lines. 

New values are added to Pioneer accessories through using these modern set-up 
boxes and cartons illustrated and fully described in accompanying text 
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Among these designed directly and explicitly for re- 
use value is a rectangular box lined with wood and cov- 
ered with black cloth stamped in gold and with a red 
leather top. The box is designed to hold fifty cigarettes 
or more after the original belt has been removed. 

Another package is in the form of a tooled leather box, 
made by the S. K. Smith Company, with highly embossed 
leather and gold stamping. The inside of the box is 
lined in cedar and so divided as to provide receptacle for 
both cigars and cigarettes. As a sales package, the 
cigarette space is occupied by a printed stuffer resembling 

the stacked cigarettes and suggesting the re-use purpose 

while the cigar space holds the belt and buckle, mounted 
on wood-paper tray and pedestal. 

Another use for Smithcrafted embossed leather is 
found in the belt package which consists of a foil-covered 
base to the sides of which are attached stiff leather walls 
extending upwards to form a desk rack for letters or sta- 
tionery. The front of the object contains a perpetual 
calendar set in a die-cut portion of the leather face. 
The belt itself is found set in the position later to be oc- 

cupied by stationery. 

Of the three molded packages found in this year’s 
Pioneer line, perhaps the simplest is a garter box formed 
of a molded ash-tray base and closed by a slip-on lid of 
heavy transparent cellulose acetate sheet with a little 
red dog of cellulose acetate cemented to this lid. 
Combining die-cast metal with molding is a spherical 

cigarette box set on a cross member stand of die-cast 
metal plated with chromium and having a lower half of 
molded bakelite. The upper half is die-cast metal chro- 
mium plated and is surmounted by a handle of molded 
phenolic resin. 

Perhaps finest of all the line in point of ingeniousness 
and fitness for use, is a package made by the Weaver 

Manufacturing Company of imitation leather and lined 
with satin which folds bookwise to form a travellers 
tie-rack. Held by elastic bands, the stock suspender 
package occupies one side of the package while the dealer 
may insert into a metal loop provided for this purpose, a 
neck tie of any price class his trade can afford to occupy 
the opposite side. The whole is snapped shut by two 
small tabs provided along the outer edge. 

Finally, last of a long line, is a molded and die-cast 

package for the lover of horses, consisting of a stirrup 
of die-cast metal which serves as a handle for a tray of 
molded phenolic which holds a coiled belt in the store 
window and a package of cigarettes in the home. 

In the development of display material for use in re- 
tail stores, far too many manufacturers proceed on the 
basis of their personal whims rather than sound business 
practice and actual retail requirements. The Pioneer 
Suspender Company, however, does not fall into that 
error. This concern, which in 1937 celebrates its six- 
tieth anniversary, realizes that merchandise is not sold 
in the manufacturer’s show-room or his conferences, but, 

in the fullest sense of the word, is only sold with the 
transaction across the retail counter. In view of that 
fact, the company has developed its display material with 
the retailer's requirements and wishes as a primary fac- 
tor. Artists have their place in the Pioneer set-up, but 
only after sound merchandising requirements have been 
fully met. 

Pioneer's display campaign for the holiday season 

dovetails with an extensive newspaper and magazine 
campaign. The copy theme is found in the same slogans 
appearing in both the advertisement and on the displays 
while illustrations carry out the tie-up. For suspenders, 
a unit consists of a circle of polished chromium bent to 
form its own easel and so constructed as to accept three 

Permanent attractiveness rather than sheer novelty characterize these new Hickok holiday 
packages. Note the distinctiveness of the rich brown leather case containing the crystal set 

of formal jewelry 



brace packages fanwise. The metal is lithographed 

with the Pioneer name and trademark. Another metal 
display is of the more usual slanting type, holding twelve 
garter boxes in two layers of six each, within its gray 
lithographed metal walls. A printed, gray, black and 
red easel card is provided which can be slipped into posi- 
tion in a slot provided for the purpose just back of the 
back row of boxes. 

Printed displays are made in a variety of sizes for stores 
of different types and for window and counter use. Not- 
able are two made to display belts which are held in 
placed looped over a portion of the display card which 
slants backward to meet the eye. The remainder of the 
card is set vertically, thus giving a three dimensional 
effect. These are printed in a variety of strong colors 
in poster style. 
Among the easel card displays one in particular is 

worthy of mention. This consists of a black and yellow 
card, illustrating photographically the adjustability of 
the braces and including—right on the card—a set of 
these braces in position so that the clerk can demon- 
strate this feature on the spot. 

HICKOK =EMPHASIZES 
RE-USE, IN COMBINA- 
TION OF LEATHER, 
PLASTICS, GLASS and 

METAL 
THE Hickok policy of years past, in regard to holiday 
packaging, has involved a division of its line into two 
groups—those gotten up in essentially decorative pack- 
ages of no re-use value and those created with re-usabil- 
ity as a pre-planned feature. In this respect, the current 
line follows past procedure, as well it might in view of 
the sales success and publicity which previous efforts 
along these lines have brought Hickok and its industry. 

In details, however, the current Hickok line shows 

marked departures from previous standards. The drive 
towards novelty in re-use packaging—as typified by the 
introduction of such items as cocktail trays and ‘‘cow- 
boy hat’’ ash trays—has been dropped in favor of a con- 
tinuance of the more sedate, more reliable and more at- 

tractive designs inherent in the standard types of boxes 
and in such habitual re-use applications as the cigarette 
box and the ash tray. A move such as this reflects not 
a paucity of inspiration but rather a realization that a 
critical public has become jaded towards packages offer- 
ing spectacular—but hardly beautiful—re-use opportuni- 
ties. Novelty, alone, is essentially a single season fea- 

A hammered-copper ash tray with chrome 
plated, open-mouthed duck, illustrates the 
beauty and utility of the new Hickok belt 

packages 

ture, and Hickok has wisely realized that the striving for 
novelty, as such, would be a mistake in today’s markets. 

A more sedate appearance, therefore, marks both por- 
tions of the Hickok line, accompanied by a greater atten- 

tion to details of design. The familiar color scheme of 
red and cream is again followed in the set-up brace boxes 
which the William Beudingen Company has prepared for 
Hickok, utilizing wraps lithographed by the Rochester 
Folding Box Company. These consist of a cream colored 
base, holding the conventional folding-carton brace pack- 
age, and a bright crimson cover striped and lettered in 
gold. The sports motif—familiar to those who follow 
Hickok advertising—is found in delicate lithographed 
illustrations on one of the brace boxes and on a belt box 
of similar color scheme. Cartons for certain of the re- 
use packages are likewise found in the standardized 
crimson, combined with black and white. 

Among the most notable of the more elaborate pack- 
ages of the line is a leather case, made by the J. A. Levis 

Box Company for a crystal formal jewelry set. Here the 
box, while not in any strict sense a re-use package having 
an auxiliary function, is intended for continued use as a 
receptacle for the product it accompanies. The leather 
case, in rich brown, lined in white satin and with a 

black velvet pad to set off the crystal studs and links, 
is distinctly a piece of fine craftmanship. Hickok has 
wisely refrained from placing any lettering or trade 
marking on the smooth outside surfaces and, even on 

the inner side, has restricted its identification to the 

small type notice, “Imported by Hickok.” 
Similar in shape and treatment is a case molded by the 

Diemolding Company to hold a set of gold dress jewelry. 
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The black hinged lid opens to disclose a black velvet 
tray edged in white and with an accompanying white 

satin lining which is affixed to the inside of the lid. 
A more direct approach towards re-use emphasis is 

found in the small container for a tie pin and clip set. 
Here a set-up tray, covered in a shell-white paper and 
lithographed with a delicate Hickok crest in gold and 
red, is reversed into a hammered copper base which—in 
re-use—serves as a personal ash tray. The metal is the 
work of the Rochester Novelty Works, a newcomer on 

the Hickok package-suppliers list, the tray being made 
by William Beudingen from a wrap produced by Roches- 
ter Folding Box Company. 
Two familiar Hickok suppliers have combined their 

efforts to produce two re-usable packages of glass and 
molding for Hickok belts. In one instance a black Bake- 
lite molded tray, by Auburn Button Works is surmounted 
with a gracefully fluted glass cover by Owens-Illinois 
Glass Company. In the other, a glass tray, rounded at 

one end and square at the other has a molded cover. 
Coiled belts are placed in two other ash tray re-usables; 

one of hammered copper by Rochester Novelty Company 
with a chrome plated, open-mouthed duck serving as 
holder for the burning cigarette; the other a molded tray 
by Diemolding Corporation characterized by a wide- 
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Swank’s offerings champion the idea that the 
package should be a stage for the product—not 

a supplementary item of dual-use 

eyed Scotty's head. This latter, while molded of brown 
phenolic material, has been spray painted on its edge sur- 
faces in a light cream, to provide contrast for the dark 
colored belt contained in the package. 

SWANK USES THE BOX 

AS A STAGE 

DIFFERENCE OF OPINION makes a horse race. It 

likewise makes for a lively season for retailers of men’s 

accessories. And the differences of opinion, as far as 
packaging is concerned, are definite and strong. 
On the one side, you have three major firms laying 

greater or less emphasis on the re-use package and the 

differentiation of the various parts of a line from each 
other by the use of different package groups. On the 
other side, stands the Swank Products Company, main- 
taining that the package should—in today’s market—be 
a background and a stage for the product and not a 
second, supplementary item of dual use. Maintaining, 
moreover, that the dealer and the consumer will prefer 

price groupings to be packaged in the same or similar 
packages rather than in differentiated containers. 

Which firms are right, which wrong, will be decided 

after the Christmas selling season has ended aad when 
the sales figures are all in. And even then—as with the 
horse race—differences of opinion will no doubt continue 
to exist. But meanwhile, it must be admitted that, 

whether its theory is right or wrong or only half right 



and half wrong, Swank has done the best possible job 
under the limitations of the theory. 
Swank packages consist of a group of some twenty 

hinged-lid boxes plus a few with telescoping lids. The 
general line is packed in boxes with black bottoms and 
gray, sharkskin-paper tops. The lower priced group of 
this line is found in set-up paper boxes by Dennison. 
The next class appears in boxes covered with the same 
materials, but slightly more ample in size and made of 
metal rather than set-up board. The metal permits 
doming of the tops of the boxes and provides a sturdiness 
suitable for the price class packaged in these containers. 
Finally, a still higher priced line of men’s jewelry appears 
in metal boxes, still more ample, equipped with fine 
gold edgings between top and bottom seams. Both of 
these lines are made by the J. H. Noble Company. 
A second complete line, reproducing the price divi- 

sions of the one described in the foregoing, but intended 
for de-luxe trade only, foresakes the shagreen leatherette 
and paper for a solid black. In all other respects, how- 
ever, each group in this line is similar. 

The opened boxes disclose the conventional satin lid- 
lining and satin-edged, velvet trays holding the jewelry 
in die-cut notches. In the shagreen line, the colors are 
light tan; in the black line, the velvet base is black; the 

satin, tan. Displays for the promotion of these items 
vary from colorful lithographed cards, illustrating the 
items against a background of college scenery or of a 
well-dressed young man wearing the jewelry, to a series 
of three reproductions of full-color advertisements taken 
from the national magazines. These, intended both for 
promotion to dealers and to the general public, are avail- 
able mounted, screen fashion, in a three-panel set-up 

and mounted separately on easels. Two metal displays, 
by Noble, are used for more permanent and elaborate dis- 
play installation. 

One, basically a window unit, consists of double con- 
centric metal rims supporting glass shelves which hold 
individual boxes of jewelry. The base of the fixture 
likewise supports a glass shelf, in this case one large 
enough to support five containers. Across the inner 
chromium ring, a bar carries the outline letters ‘‘Swank.”’ 
The smaller display consists of metal supports for three 
small shelves and is intended as supplementary to the 
larger units in windows or as a counter display. 

Finally, a counter unit consisting of a keystone shaped, 
black velvet covered panel with a wire easel, is used for 
counter display of the ‘‘Call-to-Colors’’ line, holding 
six items in position on notches provided for the purpose. 

While using the newer materials conservatism 
rather than the spectacular is found in the Paris 

holiday packages and displays 

PARIS STRESSES 

DISPLAYS IN ITS 

HOLIDAY LINE 

THOSE who follow the newspapers will remember A. 
Stein and Company as the publicity minded firm that 
initiated a campaign about a year back, against nudism 
as a menace to the home, the state and—almost inciden- 

tally—the garter business. Yet, though the firm tends 
towards the radical and the spectacular in its publicity, 
its packages will be found veering rather towards the 

conservative side. Its current line eschews the newer 
materials—the re-use plastics, metals and glasses—and 
sticks with almost complete consistency to the set-up 
paper box and the carton. 

In displays, too, the firm has avoided the spectacular 
and stressed a conservatism that should win it the ap- 
proval of the more conservative type of dealer. Typical 
of this note is a wood-paper covered display box hold- 
ing a dozen pairs of Paris Garters. The display element 
is achieved by a simple card, printed on a wood-pattern 
background and featuring the Paris trademark and trade- 
name. In another instance, intended to accompany this 
display on the counter, a trio of braces is set, in the stand- 
ard folding cartons, into recep- (Continued on page 110) 
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1. Henry Dreyfuss designed the new Hoover “One Fifty” 
package. Wrapped this year for Christmas in blue Cellophane 
and tied with transparent cellulose ribbon. Last year the 
Hoover Company used 80,000 yards of transparent cellulose 
ribbon on Christmas packages 

2. and 3. Tavannes of America, Inc., reports most favorably 
on dealer and customer acceptance of two new packages for 
its watches: a walnut box with copper doors, for year round 
sales; a Christmas Memory Album, for holiday sales. Both 
designed and developed by the Grey Advertising Agency, Inc. 

4. Distinctive, and an example of the exquisite in box making, 
is the display box used by Parfum Corday for five of its choice 
perfumes. The box shown is 14 in. in diameter 

5. Redesigned boxes and display, made by F. N. Burt Company, 
Ltd., are used by Faichney Instrument Corporation for its Apex 
Thermometers. The box formerly used is in the foreground 

6. Kathleen Mary Quinlan presents her new Rhythm Perfume 
in a package that incorporates subtle conventional treatment of 
metallic and color harmony. The box is made by Waterbury 
Paper Box Company 

7. Cooper & Cooper, Inc., has brought out a “Tudor Gift 
Chest’’ which contains 12 packages of blades and a Cooper 
razor. The chest, made by the S. K. Smith Company, is finished 
in a hand-tooled leather effect, with a red leather cushion top 
surmounted by gold embossed coat of arms 

8. Nashua Gummed and Coated Paper Company presents 
printed transparent cellulose Christmas bands in rolls—in a 
dispenser box. (Arrow points to knife on cutter box) 

9. Red Devil glass cutter wheels for the renewable type 
cutter now come in slide-top Durez molded plastic boxes, which 
can conveniently be carried in the workman s pocket or tool kit. 
Trademark is molded into the top of the box 

10. The Electric Auto-Lite Company packages its new spark 
plugs in the cartons shown, together with the new display 
container which holds ten units. Both were designed by 
Harold Van Doren and Associates; cartons and displays are 
made by the Spitzer Paper Box Company 

11. Thero Scalp Treatment, a product of Contoure Labora- 
tories, Inc., is packaged in handy containers sealed with white 
Armstrong's Artmold caps. Six vials of Thero are grouped in 
an attractive molded plastic dispensing stand for the con- 
venience of the beautician when treating the customer's hair. 
Each vial holds enough Thero for one individual treatment and 
is refilled for continuous use 



@ Glistening Alseco Aluminum Capsules are the 

fair-haired children of trade. They out-smart, 

out-sparkle and out-sell rivals of lesser beauty. 

More than that, Alseco Foil Capsules are not 

mere skin-deep beauty. They have character and 

personality as well. They keep foods sealed extra- 

tight, fresh, full-strength; prevent sampling and 

sniffing. 

All these competitive advantages may be ob- 

tained for a negligible cost; first cost is light and 

WHEN IT 
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the affixing cost is nil. The special machines we 

furnish cement them on automatically, at speeds 

up to 120 bottles a minute. Then, too, they lock 

right over any type of closure, “tailored”’ to 

fit any finish. Tamper-proof, but easy for feminine 

fingers to remove without endangering dainty 

nails; just a twist and the capsule breaks. Let 

us send you the entire story of how bottles that 

shine are easier to sell. Address ALUMINUM 

SEAL COMPANY, Dept. P-9, New Kensington, Pa. 

—__. 

TRADE MARK (AL £69 ) REG. U. S. PAT. OFF 

A4ECO SEALS AND SEALING MACHINES 

ANZ @a1rk OF CLOSURE Goes - SCREW CAP - CROWN : Ete. 
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The Tip-off on Tea Flavor . 

The gleam of Aluminum Foil is the sign of fully 

protected flavor. 

Fine teas are wrapped in pure Aluminum Foil to 

keep out the enemies of freshness. Aluminum Foil 

stops air and moisture. Light cannot penetrate. 

Aluminum Foil is a clean metal fence to the foes 

of flavor. It is a thin but solid sheet of the same 

pure, Friendly-to—Food Aluminum you use in 

your kitchen. 

Regard Aluminum Foil as your shopping guide. 

Its sparkle is the maker’s way of assuring you. 

instantly, that he has given his product the finest 

protection that science can devise. 

Alcoa Aluminum Foil has long been recognized 

as the standard by leading packers. They know 

that the perfection of Alcoa Aluminum Foil as- 

sures you the utmost protection of the quality 

of their products. ALUMINUM COMPANY OF 

AMERICA, 2129 Gulf Building, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Al 
FRIENDLY TO FOOD \ 

ALCOA | 
uminum 

\ 

\ 
\ 
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12. Wide interest is being aroused in the new label and 
package for Mon Ami Champagne and Sparkling Burgundy. 
The labels and shoulder strips were created by the Packaging 
Research Division of the Owens-Illinois Glass Company 

13. Plastics instead of glass for containers are used for the 
first time in beauty kits by Harriet Hubbard Ayer, Inc., reducing 
the weight of fitted luggage in the “Ayer Case’’ by about two- 
thirds for similar sizes 

14 and 15. Pilliod Cabinet Company supplies the Trans- 
continental & Western Air Lines Inc. (I. W. A.) with walnut 
finished cigarette boxes for each plane that they operate. The 
box has a beaded effect across the top, a small Catalin lid lift 
in front and has the airline’s initials T. \W. A. in metal applied 
to the outside 

16. New package for new patented toothbrush produced b 
Ja-Mal Inc. Bristle end of brush displayed against black 
background and colored handle against silver. Designed by 
George C. Keegan of Ruthrauff & Ryan. Package and display 
carton made by Robert Gair Company 

17. The Monarch Wine Company decided that brighter, 
better packaging would induce more people to try its wines. 
With the assistance of the Packaging Research Division of the 
Owens-Illinois Glass Company, new container designs and 
labels were developed 

18. This corrugated fibre beer case made by The Hinde & 
Dauch Paper Co., for Wagner Brewing Co., is designed with 
side hand holes and top finger pulls for easy handling and 
maximum accessibility 

19. The Meconi Wine Company is prepared to satisfy the 
demand for all sizes in containers for its wines. The striking 
single shell metal screw caps, red coated, and embossed in 
script, are supplied by The Aridor Company 

90. Applied color labeling has been adopted by Louis Eckert 
Brewing Company. The ‘‘Steinie” bottle is supplied by 
Owens-Illinois with the label lettering and design fused into 
the glass in bright yellow against a black background 

91. The Dr. Nathan Tucker Laboratory has adopted a new 
molded Durez atomizer kit to replace the former leatherette case 

99. Phenomenal sales records are being set by two newcomers 
to the 5-cent bar field—’’Smooth Sailin’’ and “Red Sails,”’ 
products of Hollywood Candy Company. Both are wrapped 
in Reynolds printed metal foi 

93. A method of decorating the covers of molded plastic 
boxes with lithographic prints is demonstrated in this new 
container molded of black Durez by The Plastic Moldings 
Corporation for the Evans Mfg. Company 
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New methods, new materials and a new outlook 

on the usage of plastics promises both wider ap- 

plication and a different type of plastic package. 

THE ENTRANCE of plastics into the packaging field 
occurred only some half dozen years ago—haltingly 
and with much hesitation upon the part of both the 
plastics and the package-using industries. Since that 

time many failures have occurred, many more successes 

have been scored, a definite and growing place for plastic 
packaging has been won, and one might be well excused 

if he ventured to say that plastics had—as far as the 
packaging field was concerned—definitely ‘‘arrived.”’ 

Yet a moment's pause to examine the facts, will dis- 
close the truth that plastics have but begun to scratch 
the surface of the possibilities inherent in their marriage 
to packaging. All that has been accomplished to date, 

MODERN PACKAGING 

THE CHANGING PLASTICS PICTURE 

important as it is, is but a short step toward the prog 
ress possible today and just over the horizon of possi- 
bility. For the adaptation of plastics by the packager 
does not involve the simple process of converting a 

known material to a new use, such as would be the case 

in the current trend toward the use of leather for cer- 
tain types of packages. While leather has characteris- 
tics and possibilities for use that have been pretty thor- 
oughly explored, those of the plastic group of materials 
are so vast, so rapidly changing, so susceptible to differ- 
ing forms of treatment that the range of possibilities is 
too vast for any single mind—even those of plastic 
experts—to grasp. No sooner has a field been thor- 
oughly searched and, seemingly, thoroughly conquered— 
as in the case of the plastic closure—than a new develop- 
ment in molding technique, in plastic material or in the 
price structure of the basic materials back of the proc- 
essed plastic will upset all previous calculations and 
permit of the indefinite extension of such applications. 

Consider, for a moment, what has actually happened 
in the case of the molded closure. It came into the 
field as a high-cost but beautiful type of cap—to be used 
only where the product could stand the tariff, and only 
where it would not react with the merchandise. Today 
its cost is a fraction of the original. Its shape and color 
possibilities are infinitely extended. Its limitations, 
because of type of usage or physical properties, have 
been cut down and hacked away until, today, almost 
every product that can use a glass container, can use a 

plastic closure. 
Thus no static predictions, nor surveys, of plastic 

packaging can be made. One can but report the past, 
describe the present and venture a highly limited fore- 
telling of the future. For the plastic field itself is static 
in no single portion. New materials can change mold- 
ing processes. Changes in both materials and processes 

can, and do, change design techniques. And all three, 

Remington's cutlery box, designed by John Vassos 
and molded by Bryant Electric Company, has a 
black Bakelite base and Beetle (red or green) cover. 
Cake box used by Larsen Baking Company has a 
black Durez tray and white Beetle top, molded by 
Mack Molding Company. Gruen’s new display 

box is molded of blue Plaskon by Rathbun 



in their growth, can and do completely change the 

scope, the appearance and the consumer appeal of the 

plastic package or part. 
While such a condition is not conducive to peace of 

mind, within or without the plastic industry (for what 
package supplier has not worried about the day when 
his material will find the ground cut from under him 
by some new and revolutionary material—cheaper, 

more beautiful and more easily worked) it does not 
preclude the present use of plastics to even a greater 
extent than occurs today. For, if no other thing has 
been proved about these changing materials, one thing 

is certain—properly used they move a phenomenal 

amount of goods. 
What then is the present status of plastics? And, 

more particularly, what has been accomplished in the 
last few months and what may be expected in the next 

year or so? The answers, though not necessarily in 

the order of their importance, are given in some detail 
in the following paragraphs. 

A number of improvements in the molding process 

have made their appearance—or been applied to the 
molding of packages—within the last year. Paramount 
among these is the introduction of the beryllium-copper 
mold, permitting lower mold costs when multiple molds 
are necessary and allowing the designer far greater lati- 
tude in the delicacy and elaboration of his decoration. 
Another major change has been the development of a 
number of machines speeding up and simplifying the 
injection molding process—a process for use with cellu- 
lose acetate and other thermoplastic materials, and one 
which offers much promise in the packaging field for 
certain types of closures, small parts, etc. 

Again, the continuous process of extending the proper- 
ties of the various plastics to permit of their use in con- 
junction with otherwise re-active materials has made 

particularly large strides during the last year, to the 
point where, today, the formerly troublesome cosmetics 
offer no challenge to the plastic supplier and his attack 
is directed more, and more successfully, toward the 
chemical and medicinal industries. Even there, hun- 

dreds of pharmaceuticals and chemicals are today found 
in plastic containers or using plastic closures which, but 
a few years ago, could not have used any of the then 
available plastics. 

The extension of the color and texture range of the 
plastics group occurred, in its major part, a few years 
ago. Yet the last year has seen a further perfection 
along these lines—particularly in the case of light-fast 

colors. This latter property is particularly important 
in the packaging field, where (Continued on page 103) 

The new Waltham watch box, designed by Eugene 
Lux, is molded of Plaskon by Boonton Molding 
Company. The two Lady Lillian (Northeastern 
Laboratories, Inc.) manicure sets (‘’Oval’’ and 
“Dropside’”’) are molded of Bakelite—black and 

green or red— by Auburn Button Works 
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by FRANCIS A. WESTBROOK 

Quantity packaging of quality products as 

practiced by Chase and Sanborn—a unit of 

Standard Brands Incorporated—at its Boston 

plant involves carefully synchronized methods 

and equipment. How the production of 

half a million tea balls per day is packaged 

—how Standard Brands changed from tin cans 

to paper bags—both are told in this article. 

THE coffee and tea firm of Chase and Sanborn, founded 

in 1866 and now a unit of Standard Brands Incorporated, 

has a plant in Boston which has been in its present loca- 

tion for over thirty years. During that time it has seen 

many changes in the technique of putting up its products 
for the retail trade. As Chase and Sanborn tea and 

coffee have always been offered to the public on the 

basis of high quality, it is only natural that the plant 

where they are prepared should be an excellent example 

of the most up-to-date practices in its line. This holds 
just as true in the packaging methods employed as in any 
of the other processes in the preparation of these prod- 

MODERN PACKAGING 

TEA IN CARTONS; COFFEE IN PAPER BAGS 

ucts. This Boston plant, also, is of particular im- 
portance because, in addition to packaging the coffee 
for the markets of New England, it handles all of the tea 
which is sold by Chase and Sanborn in the United States. 
Robert A. Lewis, who has been in charge of tea pur- 
chases for many years, is a member of the United States 
Board of Tea Experts. 

The tea packing operations are carried out on a quan- 
tity production basis. That is, approximately half a 
million tea balls are made per day, which are packed in 
cartons containing 8, 20 and 100 balls, plus some thou- 

sands of packages of Tender Leaf tea in loose form. 
The packaging operations on such a scale have been as 
highly mechanized as circumstances permit, and the 
small space on one floor of the building in which it is 
accomplished is well worthy of note. 

Tea balls are made on eleven pouch type machines 
which run at the rate of 50 per minute or better. Several 
of these are shown in Fig. 1. From this illustration it 

will be seen that the tea is fed into the hoppers on top of 
the machines by gravity from the floor above, and that 
finished balls come out on the small conveyor in the 

center of the table at the end of the machine. At this 
point there are two girl operators who inspect, wind the 



tagged strings around the bags and place the correct 
number in the cartons. There is a male operator for 
every two machines to see that they are running properly. 
They attend to the lubrication, replace the rolls of tea 
gauze when necessary and keep the machines running 

up to schedule. A supply of empty cartons in a large 
manila paper bag is placed at the side of each girl, 
and as they are filled the cartons are taken away by men. 
At the end of the short belt conveyors forming a part of 

each machine, there is a small refuse can which prevents 
littering the floor. The space taken up by these eleven 
machines is only about 40 X 100 ft. This department 
runs two shifts per day. 
On the wall at the left of Fig. 1 is a blackboard on 

which the record of the hourly production of each 
machine is kept. Each machine has its vertical column 
and the horizontal lines correspond to the hour of the 
day. In this way it is possible to tell at a glance ex- 
actly what each unit is producing and, if for any reason 
there is a falling off at one of them, to take corrective 
measures. It also acts as a stimulus to each group of 

operators to hold up its record and not fall behind. 
In order to check on the accurate operating of the 
machines, four bags from each are weighed every half 
hour by an inspector, who also test-checks the 
counts delivered from each unit. 

It will be seen from Fig. 1 and all of the other illus- 
trations that everything is kept neat and clean. This of 
course is very essential, as neither the quality of the 

products nor the high rates of production could be 
maintained otherwise. In the tea bag department the 
production space is cleaned three times a day. This 
consists of brushing off the machines, blowing them 
out with compressed air and cleaning the floor—at night, 
in the middle of the morning and in the middle of the 
afternoon. In addition to this, the night cleaning in- 
cludes washing the floors. It will also be noted that 
all the operators are in uniforms, which are changed 
weekly and are furnished and laundered at the expense 
of the company. 

The cartons in which the tea balls are packed are of 
two types. Those containing 100 balls are not lined or 

wrapped, as they are for the larger consumers and are 
used before any deterioration is likely to take place. 
The 8- and 20-bag cartons, however, are lined with 
paper-backed aluminum foil in order to make them air- 
and moisture-proof. Both of the two latter cartons, 
which are made of 20-point clay coated board, are made 
up, bottom sealed and lined on one of the two machines 
shown in Fig. 2 which will be explained later. They 
then go to the tea ball machines where they are filled, 
and are returned to the machine shown in Fig. 2 on 
which they are closed on another section. In addition 
to this, the cartons containing 20 balls are automatically 
wrapped in transparent cellulose on the machine shown 
in Fig. 3, which operates at the rate of about 32 wraps 
per minute. This production is handled by three girls. 
One feeds the machine, one takes off and places the car- 
tons in those of a larger size (12 per carton) and the third 

places six of these in the shipping containers. The latter 
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are then sealed and sent down the spiral chute to the 

shipping department. 

Let us return to the machines shown in Fig. 2. This 

shows how the carton blanks are placed flat in the maga- 
zine of the machine which first forms the carton, puts in 

the lining and then seals the bottom. It is at this point 

that those which are to be filled with tea balls are 

taken off, but if they are to be filled with loose tea they 

continue on the conveyor to the weigher where they are 

filled in two operations, with vibration between to in- 

sure tight packing. The final operation on these ma- 

chines is the sealing of the tops, and this is the point 

where the tea ball cartons are placed in the machine for 

the final closing. After closing, the cartons may or may 

not be taken to the wrapping machine, as the case may 

be. One man to put in the carton blanks and tend the 

operation of the machine and one girl to take off the 

finished packages at the end of the line are required. 
These machines are very flexible. They can be changed 

to handle cartons of different sizes and, as has been 

pointed out, can be used in sections for forming and lin- 

ing cartons which are filled elsewhere (with tea balls) 

while the other section can be used for closing such car- 

tons. Or the machine may be used as a full production 

unit. The production rate is about 34 per minute. 
In addition to the tea packing machinery so far men- 

tioned there are two automatic foil packaging units, 

which include labelers (see Fig. 4). One of these handles 
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3'/s-oz. and the other 7-0z. packages. Each operates at 
the rate of about 60 complete packages per minute. Two 
men and three girls constitute the crew for each of these 
two units. One man tends the packing operation and 
the other one the labeling. One girl inspects the fin- 
ished packages, as it was found that this speeds up pro- 
duction by leaving the two girls at the packing station 
free to give their undivided attention to that work. 
These operators place twenty-four 31/.-0z. packages in 
a shipping case, in four layers with a sheet of plain paper 
at the top and bottom and between each layer and a strip 
of paper to lift the first package out of each layer. With 
the 7-0z. packages there are twelve per case. An inter- 
esting feature of these foil packages is that the top and 
bottom end cards, which provide a stiff surface for mak- 
ing the end folds, are printed with an advertising mes- 
sage which has proved to be of substantial value. 

These two units are placed side by side and the out- 
put of each proceeds to an automatic case sealer which 
is located at the discharge end of the unit. That is, as 
the finished packages of tea come out on the table shown 
at the left in Fig. 4, the two girls place them in the ship- 
ping cases and push them along the table from which they 
are taken and placed in the sealer which is adjacent, thus 
reducing handling to a minimum. After sealing, the 
cases are placed on skid platforms, taken by lift truck to a 
spiral chute and conveyed to the shipping department. 

The packaging of Chase and Sanborn dated coffee is 
particularly interesting because of the recent change from 
the metal can type of package to the paper bag type. 
This change had to be made quickly, and the way in 
which it was done was a nice bit of package engineering. 
Production of the metal can packages was fully auto- 
matic, while the present arrangement is semi-automatic 

and a clever combination of mechanical and manual op- 
eration which takes care of the situation adequately, 

gives employment to thirty-five or forty more girls and, 
at the same time, is economical both from the operating 
and investment standpoints. The set-up is consequently 
worth considering in some detail. 

Fig. 5 shows the layout in this department. It is 
also shown diagrammatically in Fig. 6. From these it 
will be seen that there are three (Continued on page 56) 
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WHO among us has not been stopped, in the course of 
his busy travels about a city, to watch a cook in one of 
the popular restaurant-window-kitchens pour a batch 
of creamy-gray batter on a piping-hot griddle, and in a 
few moments transform this unappetizing dough into 
a mouth-watering stack of rich, brown pancakes, 
crowned with a pat of slowly-melting butter? It is 
important business indeed that prevents the busy business 
man from immediately forsaking his commercial acti- 
vities to satisfy his appetite which has been so thor- 
oughly aroused and whetted by such an experience! 

With a sight such as this so common, and the results 
thereof so positive and convincing, it is surprising that 
more manufacturers of food products have failed to fully 
adopt a similar strategy in making their packages liter- 
ally so appetite-compelling that consumers could not 
even see them without feeling and responding to the 
urge to buy and thus be able to enjoy their delicious 
goodness. 

Perhaps the answer is to be found in two major reasons: 

- HdVaDOLOHG 
sO1OD WaNlVN 

ce} Ne) UB IIUSWY 

ILLSHDUdS 
1. An undue emphasis placed on the trade name or 

other means of identification of the product. 
2. A hesitancy to make a major investment in multi- 

color engravings the result of which might prove eG 

disappointing. "3 
m 

How frequently does a manufacturer place a useless 2 
and unnecessary burden on his product by feeling that, in Nu 
his effort to get ‘‘something different’’ from his competi- 
tors, he must play up his trade mark as the factor of 
major importance on his package? Dramatizing a trade 
name was recognized as one step in package development 
in its growth from the days of the old cracker barrel. 
But monopolizing the major display panel of a cracker 
carton with a large and colorful illustration of a hum- 
ming bird, in all its natural surroundings, just because 
‘Humming Bird’’ was the trade name adopted years ago 
by the founder of the business, is certainly exceedingly 
poor package merchandising. Consumers may admire 
God's winged creatures for their gorgeous plumage and 
cheerful songs—but they buy crackers because they are 
good to eat and enhance the appetizing qualities of soups § 

and salads. And since modern packages are designed to 
make consumers open their purses and buy, it would seem 
almost elementary to state that buying impulses should 

be the objective sought rather than mere name identifica- 
tion or artistic appreciation and beauty. 

And quite as inexcusable is the manufacturer who 
adopts the expedient of suggesting what his food prod- 
uct looks like, on his package, with a single color il- 
lustration, rather than either reproducing it in all its 
colorful and ready-to-be-eaten goodness or omitting it 
altogether. The maker of (Continued on page 101) 
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THERE'S A BETTER WAY OF DOING EVERYTHING 

ON THE ELEVENTH FLOOR of Chicago’s great 
Merchandise Mart, executives of Red & White Corpora- 
tion have been giving a great deal of thought and study 
to capitalizing all of their natural resources. ‘‘In fact,’’ 
explains Howard Kuhn, assistant advertising manager, 

““we try to get every nickel back out of each printing 

dollar we spend. We have to, because, broadly speak- 
ing, the independent grocer’s life hasn’t been a bed of 
roses during the last decade or so. And what success 

our organization has enjoyed has been the result of 

thinking things through and fully utilizing every 
ounce of our natural resources.”’ 

Let us see what he means by “‘fully utilizing natural 

resources”’ in the packaging field. ‘‘It is a generally 

admitted fact,’’ he began, ‘‘that this is the heydey of the 
‘open’ or display form of selling in the grocery business. 
‘Get your merchandise out where people must see it’ is 
the thumb rule. Encourage them to pick it up and 

handle it, the experts tell us. Grocery stores everywhere 

feature displays and more displays. Even building 
displays with a ‘studied disorder’ has become quite a 
science in itself. 

“Yet, with all this emphasis on display selling, 
many an artist still persists in turning out ‘single panel’ 

packages which only make nice, pretty shelf displays. 
I know, because we get plenty of sketches like that. 
The boys ‘shoot the works,’ so to speak, on the main 

panel and then are stumped when you ask them, ‘what 
about the other five surfaces on the package?’ 

‘Frankly, I believe the sales effectiveness of the main 

panel is cut at least in half the minute a package goes ‘on 

display’ where it may be approached from practically 

every angle of the compass. Today's high pressure 

display selling means every panel has to be handled with 
an eye to attracting attention and creating the old ‘buy 
me’ desire with the potential customer. 

“Of course, our situation is a little different than that 
of the average concern. We maintain a family relation- 
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ship and assist quick brand identification through our 
firey red background. But, in contrast to the make-it- 
stand-out goal of the average distributor, we do not 
want any particular item under our R & W brand to 
stand out from the rest. We have about the greatest 
number of items in the world under one brand, and cer- 

tain items must not stand out and fight the others for 
attention on shelves and counters. 

“This setup enables us to eliminate from our pack- 
ages a lot of trite devices designed to attract attention 
and it leaves us free to use the side and end panels to doa 
promotional job, and perform a service for consumers. 
By performing service, I mean it’s almost impossible to 
suggest ‘too many’ recipes or uses for your product in 
food merchandising. Long ago we proved to our own 
satisfaction the value of package space as a promotional 
medium. Just compare package circulation of many 
millions with equal magazine circulation. And add 
to that the fact that there is no chance of your story 
being buried beneath a hundred pages when you place 
it on one of the package panels. As for reader interest, 
what time is the housewife more interested in reading 
your message than when in her domain—the kitchen. 

“But, packages today are pretty small things. It’s not 
easy to get the average person to wade through even ten 

Illustrations on shipping cases help impress sales people to suggest 
cleaning as well as the laundry for White Naphtha soap. Similarly, 
printing on sides of case carries instructions for cutting and building 

a floor display 



or fifteen lines of finely set type to read your story. How- 
ever, we found a happy solution to the problem in pic- 
tures and more pictures. They do a lot to attract atten- 
tion and make both recipes and entire design more inter- 
esting. My goodness, we illustrate everything from a 
description of how to scrub stove burners to the ‘health 
appeal’ of our Grecian currants and our sales figures 
prove the soundness of this procedure. 

“Take our large corn flake package, for example. 
This new package has only one main display panel now. 
The other five panels are devoted entirely to a cutout 
series which can be set up into three dimension log 
cabins—forts, ships and soldiers, and what not. It 

didn’t cost us any more to use these five panels to more 
than triple our corn flake sales, than it did when the 
same panels were formerly used only for decoration. 
They require the same amount of paper and ink, etc., as 
that which was necessary before. 

“Seriously, we believe to our toes in utilizing our 
package surfaces, and, further, we have only begun to 
scratch the surface of its potential possibilities. Just 
consider shipping containers for a moment. Everybody 
in this business uses them. They are a necessity in food 
distribution. Yet, until we really got into this program 
we were satisfied to slap a one- or two-color identifica- 
tion on our shipping cases and let it go at that. 

“However, I believe Gif you will look at our latest 
shipping containers) you will agree that these ‘neces- 
sary evils’ have potential promotional value which can 
be harnessed and put to work. Besides, we find these 
new containers build pride in our members’ hearts. 
They create loyalty. And when they are used to de- 

Pictures make instructions for uses of products more 
interesting and effective, and encourage ‘‘impulse”’ 
buying. The illustration below shows how all six 
panels of a carton can be utilized to increase sales 
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ex 

liver groceries into the home, they build prestige and 
good will for Red & White. They also make it easier to 
get Red & White products placed in advantageous posi- 
tions ‘on display’ in the better store display locations. 

“Another thing, they are (Continued on page 56) 
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BRITISH PACKAGE NEWS 

In which the status of beer cans and bottles, 
plastic moldings, confectionery bars, tea packages, 
packaging materials, is briefly discussed by C. F. 
Herbert, special correspondent. 

IT LOOKS as if British packaging isn’t going to follow 
the U. S. in ome thing anyway. And that is a can vs. 
bottle war. Both sides have been very quiet so far. 
The Metal Box Company’s top-seal beer can has been 
adopted by about half a dozen brewers outside London. 
Nobody has taken large spaces in the press to adventure 
it and even in trade papers the Metal Box Company has 
been particularly mute. 

Bottle makers have been silent too, and the papers 
who hoped to get fresh advertising revenue from a 
can-bottle war have been disappointed. In semi-pri- 
vate, some bottle makers have lifted an eyebrow at the 
idea of canned beer and hinted fairly broadly that Ameri- 
can tastes in beer aren't the same as English. 

McEwan’'s of Edinburgh are canning beer and are ad- 
vertising it in yachting papers. The Welsh Felinfoel 
Brewery has taken minute space in the local Welsh 
papers to advertise it. Apart from this and some slightly 
larger ads by a London grocery chain, advertising that 
canned beer is being sold by them, canned beer has been 

going very slow. 
Big brewers are reported to be experimenting with it 

and knowing people say Barclays are one of the experi- 

menters. So, it is said, are cider firms and makers of 

soft drinks. 
What és beginning to make news here is that some 

of the brewers who are canning beer with an eye on the 

export market have suddenly run up against the snap 
that shipping companies are putting on extra 25 per 

cent freight charges, on the grounds that the fibre ship- 
ping cases used do not protect the liquid contents as 
specified in the regulations. 

British fibre case makers have been coming up against 
trouble for years, particularly with railroads. Only 

recently a pottery manufacturer evolved a special fibre 
case, with partitions, for shipping gross lots of china 
jugs. It was proved efficient and better protection than 
wooden crates and wood-wool. Yet the railroad re- 
fused to handle it and the pottery man had to use road 
transportation. 

Canned beer shippers, of course, are feeling sore be- 
cause the extra 25 per cent freight cuts out most of the 
saving on the lighter container. The Institute of Ex- 
port is thinking of taking the matter up with the Board 
of Trade, but until it does nothing can be done. 

The molders have never been anywhere near the van- 

guard of British packaging, so far as enterprise is con- 
cerned. The Viscose Development Company produced 
not long ago, a neat sift-proof box for face powder which 
had a cork ring inside the lid which did the sift-proofing. 
Synplas Ltd. have a method of applying lettering and 
design without transfers and almost indelibly, a method 
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which is carried out behind locked doors and about 
which no Synplas executive will breathe a hint. 

But one branch of molding which is making interest- 
ing strides is the molded display piece. Coty had the 
first, two years or so ago—a one-piece job in mottled 
Bakelite which held six small perfume bottles in three 
stepped tiers. Yardley’s had a rather similar but larger 
job done in white Beetle. A sock firm had mottled 
Bakelite showcards. 
Then Culmak, who make shaving brushes, came out 

early last year with a smart blue and white job which 
had storage space behind it, made to display four or 
five brushes. Lately, Insulators Ltd., seem to be making 

something of a corner in molded displays and have pro- 
duced a neat little two-piece job for Parker Beacon 
Lighters and a more elaborate one for Mischief perfume 
in white, on which the bottles are held with metal clips. 

Transparent plastic resins, which caused a lot of ex- 
citement eighteen months ago, are marking time. Im- 
perial Chemical Industries’ ‘‘Leukon’’ ended up a mate- 
rial for dental plates, and De La Rue’s Trolital is still seen 
mainly in small injection molded electrical parts. Costs 
of transparent resins appear to be coming down, but are 
still well above urea costs, and the first transparent plas- 
tic container has still a long way to go before it appears 
on the British market. 

British package designers haven't a lot to show the 
U. S.—yet. But there's a lot less attention given to 
mere surface design and a lot more to lettering, illustra- 
tion and elements which sell instead of being ornaments. 
A fine example of this is the work that the J. Walter 

Thompson Company has been doing for some of its cli- 
ents: Rowntrees Chocolate and Brown & Polson’s 
Custard Powder especially. As in the U. S., the British 
confectionery business has been busying itself in a minor 
war between sweets of the bar or “‘cake’’ variety. Mars, 
of course, started it and the last few months have seen 

similar products on the counters of British sweet shops 
bearing such outlandish names as Scrum, Humpty, 
Punch, Jacko, Nutz, Boo. 

Rowntrees, one of Britain’s biggest chocolate makers, 
has not had so much to do with products of the Mars 
variety as with bars of milk chocolate, milk, fruit and 
nut, cracknel bars and so on. 

Most of the wrappers that Rowntrees’ agents, the J. 
Walter Thompson Company, have designed have been 
models of how such lines should be labeled. Many 
of them are one-color jobs, using lettering only. Others 

show a very new technique of illustrating the product. 
But where J. Walter Thompson have made packaging 

history is in the very beautifully drawn and appetizing 
cartons for Brown & Polson’s Custard Powder. There 
are eight-color offset jobs and the illustration of fruit 
and custard by Dawson Thompson has not, so far as I 
know, been better in the U. S. or anywhere else. The 

rest of the pack is very plain and simple and the back ties 
up with Brown & Polson’s radio programmes (British 
manufacturers are not allowed to advertise their radio 
programmes in the press, so they (Continued on page 108) 



THE STORY is told that the present game of badminton 
originated when a couple of young English officers, sta- 
tioned in India, facetiously took the corks from the 
champagne bottles they had just emptied, stuck goose 
feathers in them, and then with their tennis rackets be- 

gan batting the improvised shuttlecocks in a manner 
akin to tennis. But be that true or otherwise, it is cer- 

tain that badminton originated in India, being called 
‘‘poona,’’ probably taking its name from the city by 
that name in Bombay. 

While many Englishmen probably talked about the 

game on their return to their native country, it was not 
until 1873 that a “‘poona’”’ club was established, with 
headquarters in Bath, England. A great many changes 

were made in the game to adopt it for British play, and 
inasmuch as the new sport was fostered by the Duke of 
Beaufort, it was decided to name it after his estate, Bad- 

minton, located in Gloucestershire, England. 

Interest in this fascinating game soon spread to Can- 

ada, where it is now considered one of their leading in- 
door sports. Badminton was first played in the United 
States, in New York, later spreading to Boston, where 
they now have the University Badminton Club, with a 

building constructed for this sport. While other sports 
lovers have known of the game, and been somewhat in- 

BADMINTON IN OPEN DISPLAY 

terested, the prohibitive cost of equipment has been a 
decided deterrent, the ‘‘average’’ sets ranging from forty 
to ninety dollars, packed in serviceable, though expen- 
sive, wooden boxes. 

Determined to capitalize on the present popularity and 
interest in the sport, A. G. Spalding & Bros. began ex- 
perimenting with less pretentious sets, packaging them 
in plain set-up paper boxes, at prices about one-third of 
the former sets. The experiment proved moderately 
successful, and encouraged them to still further efforts to 
foster and develop popular interest in the sport. Work- 
ing with the staff of Brooks & Porter, carton designers 

and manufacturers, they evolved a display container 
which would not only hold and protect the rackets, net, 

shuttlecocks, etc., but would enable the individual retail 

store operator to give it attractive open display. 
This display container, shown in the illustration, is 

made in three different sizes, and accommodates a num- 

ber of combinations, varying from the simplest ‘‘singles’’ 
set, retailing at $10.00, up to the complete ‘‘doubles”’ 
set, with four rackets, net, shuttlecocks (in individual 

cartons), court tapes, etc., which retails for $27.50. In 

construction these display containers are made of .o4o0 
point white patent kraft lined folding boxboard, with 
the conventional broken display cover or lid, which sets 
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erect on the dealer’s counter, and yet serves as a sub- 

stantial cover for the container. 
Adopted in the Spring of this year, A. G. Spalding & 

Bros. report that the new display containers have ac- 
complished the purpose for which they were created— 
‘‘cashing in’’ on the current interest in the sport and win- 
ning new customers, through the medium of openly dis- 
played merchandise. 

In general principles badminton is similar to tennis, 
being a net and racket game. The Indian ‘‘birds’’ or 
shuttlecocks were made of woolen balls, but through the 
use of half-spheres of cork, for indoor play, and rubber 

for outdoor play, the game has been made much faster, 
and in its present form is one which requires finesse, en- 
durance, speed, timing and accuracy. Because of the 
lightness of the rackets, which weigh around 6 ozs., and 
the character of the ‘‘birds’’ or missiles which weigh 
from 73 to 85 gr., there is a mistaken idea that badminton 
must be a very mild sport. However when one witnesses 
two skilled players in action, and considers that most of 
the play is overhead, it is evident that it can be made a 
most exacting and strenuous sport. 
Badminton should go far in this country for it appeals 

to both sexes, may be satisfactorily played in mixed 
doubles, the element of danger is reduced to an absolute 
minimum, requires little more space than the actual size 
of the court, and since the “‘bird’’ is played in the air, 
with no bounce plays as in tennis, there is no necessity 
for a perfect playing surface. 

In its merchandise, its pricing and in its packaging 
Spalding has kept in step with the sport trend, and are 
justly entitled to the rewards which such alertness and 
good merchandising is bringing them. 

TEA IN CARTONS; COFFEE IN PAPER BAGS 

(Continued from page so) double production lines, or 
tables. At the head of each table there are two auto- 
matic scales from which the one-pound paper bags are 
filled. The table is 17 ft. long by 36 in. wide. Down the 

center runs a canvas belt on which the bags are placed as 
they are filled. Five girls are stationed on either side of 
the table. One fills the bags from the weigher, two fold 
the tops of the bags, one inspects them and the fifth 
packs twelve 1-lb. bags in a large heavy paper bag sealed 
with gummed tape, which she takes from a tape machine. 
She then places the large bag on a belt conveyor which 
runs across the ends of the three production lines as 
shown in Fig. 6 and leads to a chute to the shipping de- 
partment. With this set-up the regular production is 
fifty per minute per table. 

The construction of these tables is ingenious and inter- 
esting, especially with reference to the way they were 

designed in the interest of cleanliness. The conveyor 
belt in the center is slightly depressed below the sides 
and rests directly on the table without rollers, the only 

ones being at the ends. On each side of the conveyor 
there is a space covered with battleship linoleum which 
can stand hard scrubbing without limit, and at the filling 
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end there is a rotary brush which continually works 
against the conveyor belt so that it is always clean as it 
comes up on top of the table. The under side of the 
tables is enclosed with sheet metal which slants inwards 
to removable trays at the bottom. This shows very 
clearly in the illustrations Fig. 5 and Fig. 7. At the top 
of the table a narrow space is left between the metal and 
the linoleum so that any coffee grounds which get spilled 
may be brushed into this crack and drop into the tray 
below. This helps to keep the floor clean and provides 
a ready means of removing whatever is spilled. How- 
ever, all the machinery and the floors are cleaned just as 

often as the tea packaging units. 
This arrangement for packaging the coffee in paper 

bags is quite flexible, which is important particularly 
because the bags are dated. Because of the dating the 
production is strictly hand to mouth, for it is impossible 
to accumulate a surplus on a slack day to take care of a 
heavy demand some other day. Each day’s orders must 
be got out on that day. 
Equipment in use in the foregoing operations was sup- 

plied by the following: Tea ball machines, Pneumatic 
Scale Corporation, Ltd.; transparent cellulose wrapping 
machines, Johnson Automatic Sealer Company, Ltd.; 
carton forming, lining and sealing machines, Pneumatic 
Scale Corporation, Ltd.; foil wrapping machines, Rose 

Bros., Ltd.; case sealing machines, J. L. Ferguson Com- 
pany; automatic scales, Scale & Machinery, Inc.; tape 

machines, Better Packages, Inc. 

A BETTER WAY OF DOING EVERYTHING 

(Continued from page 53) helping us complete a big 
educational job, too. We sell more than ten different 
kinds of soap products under our branches, which makes 
it pretty hard to ‘get over’ the story about the various 
needs for each kind. Soap wrappers offer too small a 
surface for this, and advertising folders—inserts, etc., 

for so many items would be too expensive. Now we let 
the shipping containers help us carry this story to con- 
sumers as well as to refresh the memories of our com- 
pany sales representatives. 

“It takes a lot of intense work to put over a packag- 
ing program as extensive as ours—especially starting from 
scratch as we did only a few years ago—but our packag- 
ing committee has saved us many a heartache. This 
committee is composed of three men who rank high, 
both in Red & White, as well as in their own widely 
separate markets. They are Burt’ Flickinger of Buffalo, 
chairman; Harry Marr of Denver, and Arthur Lutz of 

Los Angeles. 

‘We create sketches for all new designs here in Chi- 
cago. Then we submit them to each member of this 
committee for practical counsel and suggestions. As the 
result, they have been a great factor in enabling us to 
avoid many of the pitfalls of personal fancy, provincial- 
ism and theory, and develop package designs which are 
generally successful throughout all sections of the 
United States.”’ 







ROUNDING-OUT FOR POINT OF PURCHASE 
by C. T. FAIRBANKS* 

IS it any wonder, with all of the various advertising 
mediums to consider in selecting those to be used in 
advertising his product, that the average advertiser 
is at a loss to determine just what percentage of his 

advertising appropriation should be allotted to ‘‘point 
of sale’’ advertising? Most other mediums have estab- 
lished, through research audit bureaus and compilation 
of facts and figures from carefully tabulated statistics, 
a yardstick by which can be measured with some degree 
of accuracy the circulation evaluation of their medium. 
Up to date, however, “‘point of sale’’ advertising, 

such as window and store display, has had to win and 
maintain its position as an important, effective medium 
for merchandising of goods through sheer merit alone. 
Time and time again, advertisers have been convinced of 
its effectiveness through the sharp increase in the sales 
of their product immediately after installation of their 
display material. It’s the only medium that focuses 

buying impulse with buying opportunity at the same 

point and at the same time. 
One of the largest dairy companies in the country, 

the Beatrice Creamery Company, with branches in over 

forty cities, extending from the Atlantic Seaboard to the 
Rocky Mountains, has long recognized the value and 

effectiveness of this medium and today a large portion 
of its advertising appropriation goes for dealer helps. 

Years ago, when this company consolidated the 

various dairies in different cities into the one immense 
organization, it found many different brand names 
being used for marketing its products—ice cream, butter, 
milk and cheese—and very wisely recognized that this 
would present an advertising problem hard to surmount 

*President, Edwards & Deutsch Lithographing Company. 
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Not only quantity but variety in dealer helps are supplied by the 
Beatrice Creamery Company. The illustrations will serve to show a 
few of the types, all of which are successfully used to assist the re- 
tailer of that company’s products in getting and holding sales. Here 
are shown, above, a lithographed fountain card and a counter or 
shelf card. At the left is a floor stand demonstrator, adequately 
suited for the product displayed. All photographs reproduced in 
this article were supplied through the courtesy of Edwards & Deutsch 

Lithographing Company 
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Up top is a sales-provoking motion display. Next 
below are fountain strips for back bar use, while di- 
rectly above are shown a window display and an 
adjustable price card. At right are pennants and 

window posters 
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if any concerted effort was to be made to stabilize the 
advertising among all the branches. And so the com- 
pany standardized on the name Meadow Gold for its 
products in all the dairies, and today Meadow Gold Ice 
Cream, Meadow Gold Butter, Meadow Gold Milk and 

Meadow Gold Cheese are household words. 
The company’s problem is solved as to advertising 

material because it can order a quantity of any display 
large enough to cover the requirements of all the branches 
and deliver the necessary amount to each branch, 

thereby getting the benefit of the economy resulting 
from mass production. Thousands of dealers are selling 
its products and yet, in no instance, does the company 

depend upon the retailer to install the display material. 
On the contrary, all of the company salesmen are care- 

fully trained to do this job, thereby relieving the dealer 
of the responsibility. As a result, the company knows 
the displays will be set up properly and in the most 
advantageous positions—more display material can be 
installed than the dealer might put up himself—the 
company knows the display material is actually up. 

As dairy salesmen call amost daily on their dealers, 
they can watch their display material and see that it 
remains up for a maximum period of time, as they realize 
the more advertising they can place before the customers 
and the longer they can keep it up the better job of 
selling it will do for them. It is not exaggeration to 
state that the Beatrice Creamery Company does not 

overlook any bet in furnishing its dealers with almost 
every kind of effective dealer help that is available. 
Many short-sighted advertisers think they have done a 

job if they furnish their dealers (Continued on page 74) 
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through drug stores into American homes .. . 
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by J. D. MALCOLMSON* 

PERHAPS it is a little far-fetched to apply the science 
of economics to a corrugated floor stand. If so, the 
trouble is with the word ‘‘economics’’ and not the idea. 

We can just as well substitute “‘horse sense’’ if one de- 

sires a more common term. In any case, there are cer- 

tain definite laws governing the successful use of these 
aids to merchandising, and, once realized, these rules are 

easy to understand and apply. 

The first axiom is that the only reason for a display 

stand’s existence is to sell merchandise. Secondary reasons 

are to impress upon the customer the name of the manu- 

facturer and the fact that he may have other desirable 

products. Moreover, simply selling merchandise is not 
sufficient—it must be sold profitably. This means that 
the stand must not cost too much but at the same time 

must be sufficiently effective to do its job. 

Cost does not necessarily mean first cost only, but 

rather the total summation, wherein this cost may be 

partly the cost per package sold, partly the unknown cost 

of raising the customer's estimation of the product and 

* Robert Gair Company, Inc. 

ECONOMICS OF THE CORRUGATED FLOOR DISPLAY STAND 

partly the intangible cost of direct or indirect adver- 
tising used to promote the sale of a product. 
To illustrate these points with concrete examples we 

have in mind two display stand ideas, both of which 
were successful even though there was an enormous dif- 
ference in their respective first costs. The first involves a 
nationally known producer of a low-priced canned soup. 
The economy of buying this soup is always featured in 
the company’s advertising so the display stand manufac- 
turer thought it would be a smart move to design a low 
priced but effective stand which could be purchased in 
large volume for national distribution. His reception 
greatly surprised him, however. The soup manufacturer 
said, in effect, 

“Tt is true that we make a cheap soup and that our 
success is based upon that fact. However, we also at- 
tempt in every way to stress its high quality with the 
public. The soup itself is our biggest expense so we 

make every effort to hold this cost down. Once that has 
been accomplished we then try to surround our product 
with an atmosphere of expensive luxury. Our advertis- 

Illustration at left shows a simple display stand by means of which four new styles of biscuits were 
introduced simultaneously- 
maximum of visibility of contents. 

courtesy of Robert Gair Company, Inc. 
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-and successfully. The display at the right furnishes what is probably the 
All illustrations accompanying this article are furnished through the 
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ing appropriation is generous and this extends to display 

merchandising also. You have, therefore, used exactly 
the wrong approach. Had you brought in an expensive, 
white, clay coated display stand costing several times as 
much as this one, we would have given it every consid- 

eration, whereas, your economical stand holds no further 

interest to us.”’ 

The second example (and this is much more representa- 

tive), concerns a manufacturer of scouring powder who is 
in a highly competitive, relatively low price market. 
His problem was to increase and widen his distribution 
at the lowest possible expenditure. The identical, low- 
cost stand mentioned above appealed to him as a ‘“‘natu- 
ral’’ since it served to display his merchandise in count- 
less new grocery stores and to do this effectively. The 
answer here was a tray-type corrugated floor stand. 
This tray was supported by side recesses, leaving the 
balance hollow. Many users of display stands do not 
realize that the complicated interior construction often 
used to support the top tray in many cases takes more 

square feet of board than the stand itself. Moreover, 

this elaborateness reacts against the use of such a stand as 
the dealer often cannot, or will not, assemble it. 

In this connection it is interesting to see the lengths 

that manufacturers sometimes go to in order to simplify 
this assembly. The extreme of this pre-arranged display 
is probably reached in U. S. Patent No. 2,040,241 granted 
May 12, 1936, wherein the inventor plans to have the 

shipper arrange his product in the form of a pyramid, 
then place the pyramid in a diagonally cut-away display 
stand and finally drop this ensemble into a regular corru- 
gated shipping container. The top layers of the pyra- 
mid are prevented from becoming displaced by inserting 
six sets of creased and slotted corrugated spacers. This 

Left: A patented convertible shipping container- 
display stand, resting in turn on a separate cor- 
rugated display stand. Below: An effective 
display stand which was produced by slipping 
a printed sleeve over a wooden egg crate 
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seems a little extreme, but it does indicate the fact that 

dealers want a ready made display stand. 
Such a pre-formed display can be provided nicely by 

some practical method of converting the original ship- 
ping container. These convertible types are naturally 
most economical since only an extra pad or two are 
necessary to effect the change. They can also be kept up 
to date and fresh looking by discarding the old one as 
soon as the new shipping case is delivered.' In fact, 
some shippers simply print their display matter on the 

inside surface of the slotted carton flaps and the dealer 
then only has to open the box and fold the flaps back 
horizontally. 

From the standpoint of art design, there are conflicting 
Some 

users want the stand to resemble the product both in 

shape and color. Others take the opposite view and 
claim that the use of contrasting colors on the display 

make the displayed product stand out better. This, 

however, is a matter of personal choice, or of considering 
each specific problem separately. 
as though there is a tendency just now to show a fac- 

opinions as to how this should be carried out. 

It does seem, however, 

1 For detailed description of convertible display stands see MopeRN 
PackaGina, for May 1936, pages 91 and 92. 
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simile of the product either in repeated natural size, or in 
a single giant reproduction. 

Students of display merchandising know that its suc- 
cess is due to what they call ‘‘impulse buying.’’ To 
prove this theory with actual figures, the DuPont Cello- 
phane Company recently made a survey which indicated 
that 62 per cent of all women shoppers buy on impulse 
and that 42 per cent of all purchases made nowadays are 
bought impulsively. It was stated that the habit of ad- 
vance decisions which was in practice fifty years ago has 
gradually been changed by the development of a wider 
choice of products and brands, and the coming of new 
diversions to absorb the housewife’s time. Such changes 
have brought about a need for re-evaluating the location 
of various departments in the stores and for packaging 
and displaying impulse merchandise in such a way that it 
will have quick appeal to the customer. 

The American Can Company has also made a scientific 
study of merchandise display and buying habits espe- 
cially in connection with canned beer. In a recent bulle- 
tin they showed four typical displays with the following 
captions and remarks: 

Wrong. When you stock your display do not stand 
the cans onend. Put them ina position such that the 

Below: An ingenious yet simple stand for dis- 
playing two glass topped cracker caddies. 
Right: The most widely used convertible dis- 
play stand ever designed. Many millions of 
these have been produced. Patent Number 
1541143, owned by Robert Gair Company, Inc. 
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labels can be read—for that is what moves merchan- 

dise. Ifyou don’t have displays better get some. 
Right. Lay the cans down with the labels facing 

up. Pile the cans as high as they'll go, leaving a few 
gaps to suggest that some have been sold—never let the 
display go too empty. Take time to refill them as 
often as they require it. 

Wrong. Three things are wrong with this display. 
(1) It’s a formal pyramid which few customers would 
be willing to break. (2) It has no price card. (3) It 

is so placed that it gets in the grocer’s way. 
Right. Every display should be arranged as shown 

above with a ‘“‘starter gap.’’ It should be plainly 
priced, of course, and placed to one side. And use a 

“‘decoy’’ as often as possible—one can laid on its side 
is an important part of the display. 

Similarly, the National Grocer’s Bulletin for March gives 
these ten advantages for open displays: 

1. Attract women and satisfy “‘shopping’’ desire. 
2. Increase sales, attack buying urge by ease of ac- 

cessibility. Constantly see all of the merchandise 
on them. 

3. Sell merchandise, not fixtures. 
4. Quote prices directly. 
5. Suggest companion sales—associated items and 

prices. 

6. Prevent ‘“‘barriers,’’ “‘silk stocking snags,’’ and 
merchandise ‘‘walis’’ in the store. 

7. Provide definite aisles and insure a cleaner, neater 

store. 
8. Give excellent means of cleaning out “‘sleepers’’ or 

overstocks. 
g. Use lowest cost method of selling and cut expense. 

10. Cut inventory. 

These random quotations are but indications that all 
successful merchandisers today appreciate that modern 
display is fast becoming a major science in selling goods 
—whether you call it economics or apply any other term. 
The makers of display stands are keeping well abreast of 
this trend. One of the largest has just adopted this very 
effective slogan, ‘‘Not ‘selling cartons,’ but ‘merchandising 
the client's product.’ "’ 



Cartoned products that sell on sight—MEANS SALES DOLLARS! 

If your sales are not what they should be, an invitation to the 

R. T. G. package stylists to constructively criticize your packages 

may prove unusually profitable. 

HE RICHARDSON-TAYLOR-GLOBE CORPORATION 
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THE BUYERS OF DISPLAYS THAT MOVE 
by WILLIAM A. WHITING 

IF the article* ‘‘The Sellers of Action Displays’’ seemed 
to rake the sellers fore and aft, this one will even scores. 

After all, a buyer should know how, where and what 

to buy even in an unorganized industry that is still 

creeping around crying ‘“‘ah goo!"’ If these articles can 

help to smooth the trail for the display buyers they 

will have aided both the product manufacturers and the 

display makers. 

There is nothing like seeing things as only the tact- 

less, fearless mirror can reveal. So you ad managers, 

purchasing agents and other executives who are wrestling 

with this problem, look in on a typical conversation in 

the office of a display concern, the company’s chief 

executive, his designer and two salesmen being present. 

“What do know about that guy! He's had a dozen 

of us up there on the bait of a ‘large’ order. Samples 
must be submitted in time to order by the 2oth. ‘Make 

‘em move,’ he demanded, ‘the more they move the 

better.’ So one after another we scramble out and order 

art work, boxes, motors. Harry had a plate glass 

etched. Somebody built a round cornered cabinet with 

his package spinning around. The Blank Company 

did a transparent mirror job. And he had a roomful of 

cut-out models all moving—and some were darn good. 
Must have been a thousand dollars spent on him that 

month.”’ 

“Well, what happened?’’ asked the litho salesman. 
“Nothing. He told each of us our price was too high. 
Said they would not spend over $1.00 each. One fellow 

called him down neatly. ‘Do you mean to say,’ he 

ask bluntly, ‘that you had us all working on these 

speculations, every one a job worth two to four dollars 

in 10,000 lots, and you holding out for one dollar with 
motion? What's the idea?’ ‘I’m sorry,’ the buyer re- 

plied, ‘but I didn’t know action displays cost so much. 
You see I’m from the factory and know practically 

nothing about this end of the business.’ *’ 
“Well that reminds me,”’ another remarked, ‘‘of the 

bird that has us make a model of a cut-out with wood 

trim—beautiful legs moving back and forth, for a stock- 
ing ad. We made a dandy movement—good art work 
too. Quoted very low—$1.75, I think, for a thousand. 

‘No,’ the ad manager said, ‘we can’t use it.’ And in 
about three weeks he was sending them out—almost 
identical to ours, only done in screen process. It seems 

he has a brother-in-law who owns a silk screen shop.”’ 

“Of course,” remarked the display manufacturer, 
“ours is a service business, few of us carry stock goods 
to be selected or rejected like ready-to-wear clothing or 
framed pictures. That makes it harder to work with 

some buyers, those who can't or won't visualize the 

*See page 74, September 1936 issue of MODERN PACKAGING. 
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proposed finished job from description or sketches. 
I had a call last month from a concern that has 20,000 

outlets. So I made some inquiries as to the quantity 
they might actually buy, price limits, sizes preferred and 
like that. But no; not a word of advice nor a definite 

answer. I was completely in the dark and he wasn’t 
interested in anything we have made for others. His 
must be new, original and exclusive. ‘Show me some- 

thing and if I like it, I'll buy it,’ was his ultimatum.”’ 

“Yea, those reticent guys are usually covering up how 

little they know,’’ chimed in the designer. “But at 
that they aren’t as unreasonable as the Space Buyer or 
P.A. with orders to get some sort of display, and who 
knows it all Gin his opinion). He wants to dictate 

every detail in the picture, select his own paper, tell you 
what ink to buy and how to connect up the light.”’ 

‘And he'll probably get six estimates on each part,” 
said the other salesman, “‘from artists, printers, mount- 

ers, electrical wholesalers, flasher makers, paper mills 

and box makers; he'll buy each from a different con- 

cern—the cheapest, of course—and then blame someone 
else when he finally gets a hodge-podge, misfit display 
that half his dealers will refuse to install.”’ 

After a half hour it is apparent that these display 
salesmen had contacted about every variety of buyer, 
including the young squirts that require several calls to 
see, and then make phone calls and carry on a series of 
conferences while you endeavor to offer them a service 
that encompasses more experience than they will ac- 

quire for years to come. 
But there are men on the buying side who are of such 

calibre, courtesy and vision that they recognize a crea- 

tive, constructive, experienced salesman and reap much 

valuable aid in their campaign plans, designing and copy 
appeal. They and the display specialists whom they 

welcome and appreciate, confer, analyze and build to- 

gether on a wealth of ideas checked and synthesized by 
keen judgments collaborating to a common end—the in- 

creased sale of theit product. 
This ideal of constructive cooperation is an exception 

rather than the common experience. The reasons for 
that are probably as follows: 

(a) The sellers of displays are of two general classes— 
creative, experienced men who know advertising and 
sales promotion as well as the designing and production 
of appropriate displays. 

(b) Salesmen of specialties or some limited material 
or process who are lost or disinterested if the thing they 
offer is rejected because it would not serve the best 

interest of the buyer. 

(c) The time wasted on the (b) type of salesmen has 
led many advertisers to put (Continued on page 75) 
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THE IT UP 
by WILLIAM S. PAPWORTH * 

EVERY good advertising man under the sun probably 
knows how important it is to “‘tie together’ an adver- 

tising campaign. He knows well how vitally neces- 

sary it is to coordinate his various media into a smoothly 

running unit for promotional purposes. 
There seem to be some organizations that have a happy 

knack of doing a swell job of hammering a campaign 

together most every time. They get every ounce of 
sales value out of every dollar they spend. It’s inter- 
esting to watch these fellows—to see just what they are 
doing, and how they do it. Without going too deeply 
into the other phases of advertising, we can talk about 

some of the tie-up activities of a few conspicuously ef- 
fective campaigns. 

Look at the effective way the Camel campaign is 
built. For instance, they use 24-sheet posters regularly. 
But they don’t stop there. The 24-sheet poster illus- 
trated was used in conjunction with window posters 

. Advertising Manager, Strobridge Lithographing Co. 

The use of the package in poster illustration 
provides a channel for the association of 

ideas and for concentration of selling ideas 
from all media. In both poster and win- 

dow display the attention value of the 

illustration serves to draw attention to the 

package. Photographs by courtesy of 

Strobridge Lithographing Company 
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size 10 X 21 inches (an exact miniature of the large 

poster), with a small display, and with a large display 
(not pictured). To say nothing of the economy of 
using the same art work for all four, they get a perfect 
tie-up between all pieces. 

In addition to the strength gained by unity, they have 
used this opportunity to tie the whole business to their 
package. All pieces emphasize the package, the small 
display particularly. When you consider that the pack- 

age is profusely illustrated in all magazine and news- 
paper advertising, you can see that attention directed to 
the package in these media is carried to the poster and 
display material, and hence, to the point-of-sale. This 

association of ideas is natural. Each group of media is 
helped by the others, and neither is the least bit hindered 
by any of the others. 

You can’t get much ‘‘reason why’’ copy into display 
material. Plugging such copy is not its prime func- 

tion. You have to depend upon magazine, newspaper, 

FOR DIGESTIONS SAKE 
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and radio to carry the brunt of the burden of ‘reason 
why.’’ When you use the right sort of association of 
ideas, you can carry the memory of that ‘‘reason why” 
to the point-of-sale. You then accomplish practically 
the same result. You recall the effect of previous copy 
without having to repeat it. Particularly strong is this 

angle when you consider that displays and posters hit 
hard and often. The average person sees a poster or 
display dozens of times during its life. 

The Goebel’s Beer poster is interesting in that it 
features the package almost exclusively. Beer packag- 
ing has made great strides, and this smart advertiser 

has capitalized his own progress. The consumer is 

made aware of the progressiveness of Goebel’s—he is 
told about the variety of packages—and he gets the 
association of ideas, through the package, with the 

Naturally, newspaper advertising he has seen before. 

Fest V1 with all three! 
rm 

® 
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The Goebel poster features the package 
almost exclusively—the consumer sees all 
three and recalls other advertising of that 
product. Ford's Scottie is a clever adop- 
tion of the tie-up principle. The Camel 
poster is effectively used in conjunction 

with window display posters 

the result will be to focus all this attention at the point 
of least resistance. When the consumer sees one or more 

(especially all three) packages featured in a display, 
the cumulative force of all media gives him the strongest 
possible buying urge at the moment when he can buy. 

This concentration of ideas at the point-of-sale is the 
stuff that sells! 

In the Budweiser poster the package is featured some- 
what less conspicuously, but the tremendous attention- 
value of the illustration serves to draw the eye to the 

bottle. Again, the use of the package provides a chan- 
nel for the association of ideas, and for concentration of 

selling ideas from all media. 
Radio is one of the media most benefitted by proper 

tie-up with display. The National Broadcasting Co. 
has done a splendid piece of promotion to direct the 

attention of advertisers and (Continued on page 75) 
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by ©. W. BROWNE 

In the position of Manager of Marketing 

Service, U. S. Printing and Lithograph Co., 

Mr. Browne has had much valuable experi- 

ence planning and studying the effects of 

varying kinds of display materials. His 

background further includes that of lec- 

turer on marketing, Evening School, Uni- 

versity of Cincinnati, and past president of 

The Advertising Club of Cincinnati. Em- 

phasizing that displays are created to sell 

goods he suggests that careful study of 

human buying habits and developing the 

message around definitely known buying 

motives will produce more sales—hence 

more profitable displays. 

AN ignorant laborer struck oil, and became suddenly 

very rich. He had a couple of daughters, to whom he 
wanted to give every advantage of education and culture. 
He took them to a music teacher, who toiled with them 

as best he could, but without result. Finally the music 
teacher gave it up; in spite of the fat fees, his artistic 

soul rebelled, and he admitted to the father that he 

couldn’t do anything with them. ‘‘What’s the matter?” 
demanded the father, ‘‘ain’t I payin’ you enough?”’ 

“That's not the trouble,’’ said the musician, ‘‘your 

daughters haven’t got the background!" ‘‘Goldarn it!’’ 
exploded the father, ‘‘I’ll buy it!’’ 

You can buy some kinds of backgrounds—crepe paper, 
tinsel, gold foil, plush and velvet drapes, etc. Courses 
in ‘‘finishing schools’’ and well selected memberships in 
certain clubs are available for cash to those seeking social 
grace, charm and other desired social attributes. How- 
ever, in the planning of displays, whose sole purpose is to 
force consumers to exchange their dollars for possession 
and use of the advertised products, the effective approach 
can best be made through an understanding and use of the 
psychological background of human buying motives and 
habits. This immediately raises the question: “‘What 
makes people buy?”’ 

For purposes of discussion, that question can be further 
broken down into three questions: 

1. What do people buy? 
2. Why do they buy? 
3. How do they buy? 

In attempting to formulate answers to these questions, 
let us assume that we are all salesmen, and arrive at the 

answers from the standpoint of making sales. 
An offhand answer to the first question, ‘‘What do 

people buy?’’ might be, ‘“They buy what they need.”’ 
But if people bought only what they need, most business 

FACTUAL BACKGROUND FOR DISPLAYS 

men would starve to death and the country would go 
back to the Indians. People buy a good deal more than 
they need, and all of us can be profoundly thankful for 
that fact. Another offhand answer might be that they 
buy goods of various kinds. Equally inadequate. 
They don’t buy things at all—they buy wses. They 

don’t buy soap—they buy “‘the skin you love to touch.”’ 

They don’t buy lipstick—they buy lips that are kissable. 

They don’t buy shoes—they buy style, and comfort and 

wearing qualities. 
washing machines—they buy leisure time which those 

things make possible. 
face—and so we come to the second question— 
“Why do people buy?’’ Here again the offhand 

answers won't do. As salesmen, one of our first steps is 

to analyze our market and size up our customers. Most 

products, sold with the aid of displays—8o to go per cent, 

They don’t buy vacuum cleaners and 

We must look beneath the sur- 

C. W. Browne 

perhaps more—are bought by women, either for their 

own personal use or acting as purchasing agents for their 
families. You remember the theme of the advertising 

campaign that the Red Book ran some time ago in business 

papers, ‘Behind every woman who buys thére stands the 
shadow ofa man.’’ Now, I'm not laying that down asa 
universal truth, but there’s enough truth in it to warrant 
giving it some careful attention. There is a shadow be- 
hind every woman who buys; you can’t always see it, 

and you may not know just what form that shadow as- 

sumes in any given case—but the shadow is there! 

That really leads to a discussion of the fundamental 

buying motives, which are actually few, simple—and 
UNIVERSAL! Because they are few, simple and uni- 
versal is precisely the reason why we should all re- 

emphasize them to ourselves with periodic regularity: 
so at the risk of giving you ‘‘old stuff,’ | want to men- 
tion some of these motives. (Continued on page 76) 
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JUMBOES COMMAND PREFERRED ATTENTION 
by RICHARD L. SNIDEMAN* 

DEVELOP the sales, advertising and merchandising 
strategy to as fine a point as possible—yet it cannot be 

denied that the end of the entire sales drive, for the manufac- 
turer of packaged goods, is to bring large and profitable 
numbers of potential consumers to a definite knowledge 
and acceptance of the package in which his product goes 
to market. 

A moment's reflection will bring to mind many and 
varied ways by which manufacturers seek to make their 

packages separate and apart, in the minds of consumers, 
from all direct and indirect competitors. Chief among 
these will be the following half-dozen: 

Use of a distinctive color scheme, such as the gray, 

white and blue combination on the Bromo-Seltzer 

cartons. 

An individual method of treating the product or 

trade name, such as the use of some special script, 
type or enclosing decoration as a circle, oblong or 
band. 

* Vice president in charge of sales, Carton Division, American 

Coating Millis, Inc., Elkhare, Ind. 
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A specialized appeal, such as illustrating a food 
product in all its appetizing goodness and ready- 
to-be-eaten form. 
A novel package, such as the hexagonal containers 
used for certain wines and liquors. 
Use of supplemental material, such as comics, 
special cut-outs, premiums, etc., as done by certain 
cereal manufacturers. 
After-use advantages of the package, as extensively 
used by the candy and men’s furnishings manufac- 
turers. 

Basing their activities on the fact that purchases are 
usually the result of a number of mental impressions, 
highly skilled advertising and merchandising men make 
it impossible for consumers to escape from the constant 

barrage of impressions about a product and its usefulness 
which are subconsciously driven home by the radio, the 
magazine and newspaper, the elevated, subway and omni- 
bus cards, the three-sheet and twenty-four sheet posters 

on the sides of buildings and along our urban, suburban 
and country highways and in (Continued on page 108) 
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ROUNDING-OUT FOR POINT OF PURCHASE 

(Continued from page 60) with one cut-out window display 
a year, which may or may not stay in his window 

a week or two—and yet they spend thousands of dollars 
in other mediums. When the window display research 
now being conducted by Dr. Miller McClintock releases 
its findings in the near future, many of these advertisers 
may realize they have been overlooking a big oppor- 
tunity and that they get more circulation value for each 
dollar spent on “‘point of sale’’ advertising than they ever 
imagined was possible. 

Beatrice Creamery keeps its dealers well supplied with 
material at all times, not only quantity but variety. 

Window cut-outs, both action and static, window 

streamers to paste on the windows inside and out, 

counter cards, milk bottle holders, fountain cards, 

back bar stickers, flavor cards, festoons, floor stands, 

blow-ups of magazine ads, changeable price cards for 
butter, wall hangers and pennants—all beautifully 
lithographed with an eye to attractiveness, appetite 

appeal and selling value. The preparation of the com- 
pany’s yearly campaign is a task that is approached with 
much thought and care and involves the strictest ad- 
herence to certain fundamental requirements of the ad- 

vertising department which has for years been under 
the able management of K. L. Murray. 

Appetite Appeal for Food Products 

Needless to say, appetite appeal must predominate, 
and consequently all food products shown must be 
lithographed in the most appealing colors and the art 

work produced by experts in their various lines. Ice 

cream and fruit, when shown, must simply make your 
mouth water, and the same applies to cereals and vege- 
tables when shown in connection with milk and cream 

and butter. But mere appetite appeal is not sufficient. 
Human interest, especially the child appeal, has been 
found most effective, especially for ice cream and milk, 
and even designs with a humorous theme and border- 

ing on the cartoon style have proven to be very popular. 
No attempt is made to economize in the colors used on 
the company’s lithographic reproductions, as it demands 
the best work obtainable. 

The present year’s campaign, most of which was de- 
signed and produced by the Edwards & Deutsch Litho- 
graphing Company, includes several different motion dis- 
plays, all motivated by a kicker motor and dry cell 
battery, a successful and practical device that allows the 
display to be placed anywhere and can be started or 

stopped at will. The same method was used last year 

with satisfactory results. One of these displays for 
ice cream has three motions—the little girl rocks back 
and forth in her rocking chair, her hand and spoonful of 
ice cream moves back and forth and the Scotty dog 
wags his tail. Try and get this one out of the dealers 

window when once it is installed. 

Another display advertising ‘‘Silver Seal’’ milk shows 
a small boy in green pajamas reading ‘‘Treasure Island’’ 
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while he rocks his baby brother, with nursing bottle, 

back and forth in his cradle and a bottle of Meadow Gold 
milk“and a box of Graham Crackers within easy reach. 

No one will pass this by. Last year a boy rocking on a 
hobby horse was shown, and not a dealer in Denver 

would release the display for three months. They 
bought new batteries at their own expense to keep them 
running. One dealer in another city actually doubled 
his business by judiciously using this display as induce- 
ment for securing new customers. 

Motion Displays Get Space 

“ No wonder Beatrice is sold on the effectiveness of 
motion display. They find it out-pulls still display by a 
wide margin. It has longer life and gets into locations 
that they couldn't get into otherwise. In fact, their 
branch officials practically pick their locations. Drug 
stores windows and counters are hard to get on account 
of the many competing displays, but Meadow Gold has 
found the answer in its moving displays and has little 
difficulty in getting any space it desires. 

Recently many drug stores and grocery stores are 
running strings or wires across their stores on which to 
hang pennants and banners and Meadow Gold was quick 
to grasp this opportunity, and now furnishes its dealers 
with a liberal supply of pennants for ice cream, milk and 
butter. In advertising milk and butter, they cleverly 
tie up their use with illustrations of other products with 
which they can be used, such as vegetables, cereals, 
crackers, coffee, flour, etc., thereby pleasing the dealer 
who has these other products for sale and will therefore 
allow the advertising to remain up longer. 

Novelty of construction or motion, however, must not 
predominate in a display to such an extent as to absorb 
the attention of the public to the exclusion of the ad- 
vertising message. 

After all, it is the objective of all manufacturers who 
market their product through retail outlets, to sell more 

goods. How can this be done more effectively than by 
creating dealer good will by supplying him with those 
advertising helps which create consumer demand? 
How can the consumer be made more conscious of your 
product and its merits than by telling him about it right 
at the place where it can be bought? And don’t ex- 
pect to get results unless the job is done thoroughly in the 
same manner as any other advertising campaign is 

created, whether direct mail, outdoor advertising or 
publication are used. 

Effective displays must be designed and produced 
with the same thought and study as other advertising 
copy, and unless the proper message is put across to the 

consumer, the money spent for the display material is 

practically wasted. First, it must be attractive enough 

for the dealer to want it in his window or store, so much 

so that he will prefer it to other displays he may have. 
Then it must be attractive enough to draw the attention 
of the public and, having attracted attention, it must 
please him, deliver a message and arouse his interest. 

The salesman must do the rest. 



THE BUYERS OF DISPLAYS THAT MOVE 

(Continued from page 66) an inexperienced cub or a 
girl buffer ‘‘in charge’’ of display buying. When the 
(a) type is given the cub’s familiar runaround or is 
‘‘buffed’’ by one of those past masters at buffing, both 
sides lose. 

(d) It is unfortunately true also that in many cases 
the ad manager himself or the company official who 
takes it upon himself to handle the dealer display ques- 
tion is too groove-minded, ignorant of the subject or 

pig-headed to seek and welcome the counsel of men who 
have given years of study and a lifetime of experience 

to increasing product sales by window displays. 
Perhaps they just haven't realized that al] display 

sellers are not like those who have aroused their ire and 
disrespect, and that all motion displays are not like the 

one they once bought which would notrun. They know 

enough to go to a tailor for made-to-measure suits, to a 
butcher for meat and to an architect to plan and super- 
vise house building. But they fail to recognize that the 
display industry is also specialized; that motion dis- 
plays and automatic demonstrators are now made by 
concern equipped both in man power and manufacturing 
facilities to create and produce just what is needed to 
sell their products. If they want to be their own physi- 
cian and buy their medicines from a grocer or let the 
wife’s brother prepare the invalid’s soup, it’s o.k. with 
the display industry. But don’t blame the industry 
if your campaign goes sour, dies of anaemia or gives the 
dealers pernicious nausea. 

The creation of modern displays is now, already, a 
fast-growing, infant industry with new, crisp ideas, 
animation and assured results that make the pappy and 
mammy methods look like horse cars and buggies! 
Better come along with us, Mr. Advertising Executive, 
the increased dividends will please the directors! 

TIE IT UP 

(Continued from page 71) retailers to the fact that 
radio does more for both when properly tied to display. 
A moment’s thought will show the soundness of this. 
How often have you heard a radio program advertising 
a new or unfamiliar product? Did that radio advertis- 
ing impress you very much? You couldn't visualize in 

your own mind just what the product looked like. 
You didn’t know whether it was large or small; whether 
it was attractively packaged or not. In other words, the 
impression on your mind wasn’t complete. People 
seldom buy strange products when they can just as 
easily buy an old familiar product, do they? 

Suppose that you had heard such a program during 
the last day or two. You may or may not remember the 
program or what it said about the product advertised. 
But, if, as you go to your office tomorrow morning you 
see a window display presenting that product in an at- 
tractive manner and making a definite reference to the 
radio program, the chances are that the reminder vaguely 

recalls the radio advertising. Suppose you stop in the 
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store. On the counter is a display of that product 
with a strong reference to the radio program. Im- 
mediately, the association clicks—you pick up a pack- 
age, examine it. Now the advertiser has a real poten- 
tial customer. Without that display you certainly were 
a luke-warm prospect, even if you did happen to think 
about that product after hearing the radio program. 

The Pepsodent counter display is a good case in point. 
The picture of Amos n’ Andy ties Pepsodent directly 
to that famous program. Did you know that Pepsodent 
was advertised on the Amos n’ Andy program? Some 
people don’t. Such people are one of the weak links in 
advertising that good tie-up can remove. Notice, too, 

that the announcement of the new small-size tube ties 

in with the magazine and newspaper advertising. A 
second association of ideas. 

Countless examples exist of the clever adaption of the 
tie-up principle in slight variation. The Ford outdoor 
posters made from a series of Howard Scott paintings 
develop a definite association between each poster in the 
series. You can tell the Scott painting almost without 
reference to the copy. Each succeeding poster makes a 
little stronger impression on the reader’s mind than 
the last one. The Scottie subject has been used widely 
in the decoration of demonstration cars, and in dealer 

showroom display. 

The Beechnut Packing Co. is using an effective device. 

You probably have seen the girls, dressed alike in blue 

and red military-ish costumes, that are circulating in 
various cities distributing samples of Beechnut gum. 

At the time that these girls operate in a city, there ap- 

pears on the posting boards of that city a number of 24- 
sheet posters. The subject of the posters is two of the 
most attractive samplers, dressed in their costumes. To 

persons who had seen the girls in action, the effect was 

tremendous! They certainly got attention, and that 

attention got across a strong selling message. 

New Successes Tie Up All Media 

There have been several conspicuously successful new 
stars in the advertising horizon of late. Many things 

have contributed to their outstanding success. It would 

be impossible to list those aspects of each that had made 
the greatest contribution, but the fact remains that 

every one of these successful new products have care- 

fully tied up all their media. Notice how poster and 
display are coordinated with newspaper, magazine and 
radio... how each group is tied to the other, and how 

each member of a group is tied to the other members 

of that group of media. These, Calox, Squibbs Tooth 
Powder, Alka-Seltzer, Spry, and others; and many 

old ones—hundreds of them. For instance, Coca Cola, 

the various cigarettes, etc. 

When old products can forge steadily to the fore and 
when new products can come into highly competitive 

fields in the midst of a depression and be outstandingly 
successful, there’s something about them that’s worth 

watching. Devices used by companies that can do this 
are well worth thinking about. 
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FACTUAL BACKGROUND FOR DISPLAYS 

(Continued from page 68). The reference works on the 
psychology cf advertising and selling all contain much 
material on this subject; and their lists of motives some- 
times number as many as thirty or forty, but it isn’t 
necessary or practical touse that many. Most authorities 
classify these motives as instinctive, emotional and 
rational; but between the instinctive and the emotional 

the distinction is hairline; so we need think only 
of emotional and rational. Copeland, of Harvard, has 
a long list, which can be condensed to ten emotional 
and seven rational buying motives: 

a. Emotional (or instinctive) 

1. Self-preservation from danger—care of 
health. 

2. Satisfaction of appetite—pleasing the taste. 
3. Romantic instinct. 
4. Care of family. 
5. Ambition and advancement—economic, so- 

cial, intellectual. 

6. Securing comfort—personal, home. 
7. Entertainment, recreation, pleasure, leisure. 
8. Cleanliness. 
g. Pride—appearance, personal, home, prop- 

erty. 
10. Expression of artistic tastes—selection of 

gifts. 

b. Rational: 

1. Handiness. 
2. Efficiency in operation or use. 
3. Dependability in use. 
4. Dependability in quality. 
5. Durability. 

6. Economy in use. 

Economy in purchase. J 

(A recent book, very sparkling, interesting and instruc- 

tive, is Donald Laird’s ‘‘What Makes People Buy.” 
Read it—you'll get a new perspective on this subject.) 

The copy-writer, in writing his advertising, con- 

sciously or subconsciously bases his appeals on one or 

more of these motives. The salesman, in making his 
personal presentations, whether he knows it or not, 
plays on a great number of them in the course of a sales 
talk. And the display man—whether he is the litho- 
graphic artist or the store installer, is utilizing those ap- 

peals in one way or another, sometimes without knowing 
what he is doing. But if he knows those motives and 
how to play on them, he has a whole bag of tools at his 
hand. And the more definitely and premeditatedly he 
uses them, the more effective his display will be in lead- 

ing people to buy. 
Should he use more than one at a time? Sparingly! 

The most intelligent person can rarely hold more than 
one idea in mind at a time, even when concentrating— 

and people don’t concentrate on any form of advertising, 
much as we might wish they did. 



It might be asked at this point, “‘Are buying habits 
changing? What is the influence of the various consumer 
organizations, the emphasis on specifications, the rapid 
growth of cooperative buying clubs, etc?’’ Undeniably, 
they are having an effect, and if we are smart we'll take 
advantage of the fact that consumers are looking for 
exact informaticn, and give it to them—because it’s a 
lot easier to sell worth-while goods to an informed pros- 
pect than to an ignorant one. But the person who ex- 
pects legislation or education to nullify the action of 
these fundamental human buying motives simply doesn’t 
know human nature. Those motives are deep-seated in 
all of us, and they will operate in spite of us. 
My third question was ‘How do people buy?’’ Let's 

put it just a little differently: ‘‘How do people act when 
they buy?’’ And the answers come readily to hand— 
you see them in every store. You have the “‘looker,”’ 
who strolls in half-sold, but who strolls out again just as 
nonchalantly, unless something pretty powerful in dis- 
play, merchandise or personal selling hits her between 
the eyes. 

You have the buyer who comes in with a definite pur- 
pose—knows just what she wants, and just how much 

she’s going to pay for it. You may sell her something 
additional—if you present it attractively and forcefully. 

Sometimes she is in a hurry—and you must gear your 

display message and your sales message to her gait. 
Sometimes she is inclined to be leisurely and talkative, 
and you must fit your presentation to her mood. 

Very frequently in comes a haughty, regal dowager, 
who—figuratively at least—looks at your efforts through 

her lorgnette; and you must survive her scrutiny or else 

you don’t sell her. On the other hand, she may be timid 
and reticent; but don’t be misled—many a clinging vine 
has a tough root. 

Once in a while you encounter the combative buyer, 
who contradicts every statement you make, and often her 

bark is worse than her bite. 

Some buyers are independent-minded; like the man 
who wanted a certain type of overcoat and the clerk said 
“But they're not wearing them that way this year.”’ 
To which he replied ‘I’m not buying it for them.’’ Such 
people, however they may deny it, are influenced in some 

degree by style trends and testimonials; but it’s just as 
well not to flaunt them too strenuously. 

Then you'll have uncertain buyers, who genuinely 

need and appreciate help in their shopping, and if you 
don’t abuse their confidence you build up a lasting and 
valuable good-will. 

But look out when shoppers come in groups of three or 

four, or even two. They'll pick flaws in everything you 

try to do—not because they have anything against you, 

your goods or the store where your goods are displayed, 
but because they must impress each other with their 
sophistication. 

Now these are all surface mannerisms—external be- 

haviorisms that do not in the least nullify the power of 

those deep-seated motives listed above. In dealing with 
both motives and mannerisms a display has to be “‘all 
things to all men’’—and women (Continued on page 110) 

he wwe yon gee iif 
That extra cost you have put into glass containers, 

transparent wraps or window packages is a total loss 
unless you get display. 
A retailer who received one of the above racks with a 
deal says, ‘we have had the rack for 10 months and the 
fact that we still give it the best display space in our 
store-—next to the cash register—is the best proof of the 
value we place on it.”” (Letter on file.) 
Union Steel Display Racks get your products displayed— 
where they are seen—where they are bought. Write today 
for information and illustrated bulletin of many types. 

UNION STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY 
521 Berrien St., Albion, Michigan 

TCL Display RACKS 
SHOW OFF THE GOODS 
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The universal love for fresh fruits and flowers closely ties in with the 

copy appeal for the ‘’Muriel’’ and ‘’Old Gold’’ window and store 

displays, while the inimitable figure of ‘Johnny the Call Boy” smilingly 
directs attention to a giant package of Philip Morris cigarettes. All 
three were lithographed by the Atlantic Lithographic and Printing 

Division of the United States Printing and Lithograph Company 

Sleuthing has been used as an interesting theme, in a colorful window 
display, with the discovery—a big 10-cents worth, in the form of a 
package of Model smoking tobacco. Designed by Arthur Kudner, 

Inc., and lithographed by The Forbes Lithograph Company 
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Announcement of the packaging of Schaefer’s beer in cans is effec- 
tively accomplished in their new window display, by reproducing 4 
giant can with the label cut away to reveal the interior, in which six 

actual cans of beer are pyramided against a half-round metallic gold 
foil background. Designed and lithographed by Einson-Freeman 

Company Inc. 

A piece of curved gleaming metallic gold foil simulating a shaft of 

sunshine carries the eye from the Jelke “Good Luck” package to the 
product in use in a compelling window display. 

and production of Einson-Freeman Company Inc. 

Another creation 
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Twelve “Silly Symphony” Flashlights, employing the famous Donald 
Duck, Three Little Wolves and the Joy-a-teers, are being packaged in 
a new attractive display container. The complete flashlights are 
displayed either as a tall unit, using both the display unit and the 
cover, or a short one, by using thedisplay only. Mechanical construc- 
tion by Gair Creative Design, display design by Walt Disneys, 

Enterprises and production by Eastern States Carton Company 

Displaying 144 half-pound bars of Nestle’s Chocolate on an economi- 
cal floor display makes it easy for housewives to accept the invita- 
tion, “Give the family a treat,” and does an effective merchandising 
job for these luxury or “‘impulse’’ goods. Designed and produced 

by The W. F. Powers Company 

Self-service is encouraged by the “Heinz’’ Ketchup counter or flow 
merchandiser which, because of its unusual strength, is capable of 
holding 48 large bottles of this popular condiment. Designed and 

produced by The W. F. Powers Company 

Transforming hard water into a soft sudsy bath is emphasized in the 
new jumble open display basket which shows the many uses of Mel’o. 

Designed and lithographed by The Forbes Lithograph Company 
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by WILLARD F. DEVENEAU 

EACH DAY brings increasing evidence of the importance 

of the prominent display of a manufacturer's product in 
the retail store to make his entire sales and advertising 
efforts complete, effective and profitable. 

Develop the sales promotional activities as you will, 

with all the possible ramifications of advertising and mer- 
chandising, it must be admitted that the selling world 

can never pass beyond the stubborn fact that consumers 
like to see, hear, feel, smell, taste or otherwise try the 

goods they are going to buy. 
Although ‘“‘window shopping’’ and “‘looking at the 

ads’’ in the national magazines are well established 
American habits they fail in one important advantage, 

GROUP 1: 
usually 6, 12 or 24, in neat and orderly fashion. 

type of display in use to-day 

DISPLAYS ORDERLY OR IN STUDIED-DISORDER? 

which can rightfully be claimed only by the store-in- 
terior display. The well planned and beautifully illus- 
trated advertisement in our consumer publications, the 
interesting and compelling radio program, the timely 
twenty-four sheet poster along the highway, even the 
unbiased recommendation of a friend, all help to build a 
desire in the consumer's mind for possession and use of a 
product. True, if these mental impressions are strong 
enough, the consumer will eventually find ways and 
means of satisfying this desire that has been established, 
but it means a later or deferred action, with excellent 

possibilities that something will obliterate it from the 
consumer's mind. 

ORDERLY DISPLAYS. Built to display a definite number of units, 
The oldest and most popular 



Contrasted to this situation we view Mrs. Average 
Consumer, the official selector and purchaser of the ma- 
jority of products which find their way into millions of 
American homes, as she visits the grocery, drug or hard- 
ware store in the course of her daily shopping. A check- 
up of the pantry and refrigerator have shown certain 
things which must be replaced, and these items represent 
the notations on her Want List, the demand merchandise 

that brings her into the neighborhood store. Quite ac- 
customed to make her own, unaided selections, with full 

confidence in her ability to do so, she goes about the 
business of securing the needed articles, when suddenly 
her attention is called to something, prominently dis- 
played on the counter, aisle table or island display, 
which is not on her list of wanted articles. She stops, 
examines, picks up the article, and if the combined pack- 
age and display are effective in building desire, without 
any delay or deferred action, she buys it right then. 

The value of the store display in the well-rounded sales 
and advertising program is three fold: (1) it is seen by 
the consumer when she is in a buying mood; (2) the 
minute that buying desire is aroused it can be satisfied 
with action; and (3) the repeated action of consumers in 

selling themselves convinces the retailer that the product 
is one that can well be kept out on open display because 
it enjoys a rapid rate of turnover and is a profitable one to 
feature in a prominent place. 

The development of the counter display to its present 
position of importance has been more evolutionary than 
revolutionary, as will be fully appreciated by thinking 
back to the typical drug store, at the opening of the 
century, as compared to those to be found in every mod- 
ern city at the present time. In 1900, the ‘‘ideal’’ store 

interior was a clean, neat and orderly one. There was a 
definite place for everything and the proprietor saw to it 
that his clerks kept everything in that appointed place. 
If milady wanted some item, she asked for it, and the 
clerk dug it out of a drawer, cabinet or storage room. 

The open display of merchandise was an almost unheard 
of thing in any respectable store, the theory being that it 
was unseemly to have a disordered array of merchandise 
piled high on the counters, for certainly if folks wanted 
things they would not hesitate to ask for them, and they 
could readily be taken from their proper places. 

The general acceptance of the well publicized slogan— 
“Out of sight, out of mind’’—changed this phobia for 
neatness and orderliness in the store, for the simple reason 
that it was more profitable to place merchandise out on 
open display, where it would sel] on sight, than making a 
foolish fetish of keeping everything in its place, but out 
of sight of the potential consumer. It is safe to assume that 
as long as the store-interior display assists the retailer in 
the accomplishment of his purpose, the making of profits 
through the movement of goods, it will remain with us, 

GROUP 2: STUDIED-DISORDERLY DISPLAYS. One 
or more packages may be removed from these jumbled 
displays without fear of breaking up their harmony and 

symmetry, thus encouraging self-service 
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GROUP 3: SINGLE UNIT DISPLAYS. An eco- 
nomical and effective means of securing attention 

for a single package. One display is usually 

shipped inside each case of goods sold 

and become of ever-increasing importance to the manu- 

facturer and retailer alike. 
But with increasing population, larger numbers of re- 

tail stores, of all classifications, ever handling an increas- 

ing number and variety of goods, and a growing discern- 
ment on the part of consumers in the selection of the 

merchandise they buy, new problems have arisen in the 
planning and use of successful displays. Recognizing 

the advantages to be gained by getting goods off the 
back-shelf and from under the counter and out of bins, 

drawers and cabinets, and out where all who enter a 

store may see them, manufacturers of a thousand and one 

different products have all resorted to the use of displays, 

with the result that retailers are now snowed under with 

thousands of different kinds, sizes and types of displays, 
only a very few of which ever see the light of day on the 
retailers’ counters. Thus in addition to the determined 
competition that has existed between products, we enter 

an era in which an even fiercer battle is being waged for 

the comparatively small space available on the counters 

of our retail stores now used for the open display of de- 
sirable and fast-selling merchandise. Truly, point-of- 
sale advertising has gained wide-spread acceptance! 
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Confronted with the paradox that display units are 
tremendously profitable in the faster turnover of a prod- 
uct in the retail store, but that probably less than five 
per cent of all displays sent to retailers are ever used at 
all, it is not strange that many manufacturers seriously 

hesitate about squandering any part of their sales promo- 
tional funds on so uncertain a medium. And, even if the 

manufacturer determines that it is worth while to run 
this risk, out of the galaxy of display units available, 
which forms are most liable to win a showing in this 
“battle of the displays’’? 

Store-interior displays which are bought and paid for 
by the manufacturer, and furnished to the retailer with- 
out cost, as a means of helping him sell a larger and more 
profitable volume of the manufacturer's product, may be 
classified in four major groups: 

Orderly Mass Displays 

While not altogether sharing the viewpoint of the 1900 
retail merchant, there are still thousands of dealers who 

won't altogether make their store interiors resemble junk 
shops, by having goods piled high, wide and not hand- 
some on their counters, showcases, refrigerator cases and 

every other conceivable space. They insist that any 

goods they display must be in a nice, orderly arrange- 
ment, doing their part to enhance the general attractive- 
ness of the store. 



Accustomed to buying units of 6, 12 or 24 of a kind, 
this type of retailer prefers the orderly display container, 
with a display lid or cover which readily sets up erect, 
and serves to focus the eye of the consumer on the several 
packages in the container. Consumers serve themselves 
from this container, so that it thus functions as both a 
display and dispensing unit. From the manufacturer's 
standpoint, it may be readily assembled and packed in the 
factory, and as easily handled by distributor, jobber and 
salesman, reaching the retailer intact, fresh and attrac- 

tive, and with a minimum of setting-up be put to work 
onhiscounter. Further, it serves as a combined shipping 
container and display unit, and to this extent can readily 
justify its slight additional cost over the ordinary, un- 
sightly shipper which possesses no sales value. 

While the display container holding a dozen packages 
of a product, for example, has many opponents, it cannot 
be denied that this is probably the oldest and largest used 
display unit available, and has stimulated the sponta- 
neous purchase of millions of packages which might 
reasonably have remained unsold had they remained 
safely tucked away out of sight. 

If the display container is designed with the needs and 
desires of the retailer in mind, if it does not occupy too 
large a space on the counter, if it is substantially made so 
that it will function as a good container until the last 
package is sold from it, and if the color scheme, copy 
message, illustrative treatment and general attractiveness 
of the entire unit is changed with sufficient frequency to 
prevent the dealer from viewing it as “‘old stuff,’’ this 
type of display unit can very economically and profitably 
be used. Hasty designing thus encourages hasty dis- 
carding. 

Studied-Disorderly Mass Displays 

The practical value of any display unit lies not in 
whether it is orderly or other- (Continued on page 111) 

GROUP 4: FLOOR DISPLAYS. Showing how the regu- 
lar shipping container can be made to act as an effective 

display at the point-of-sale 
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WHEN Anna Held was several rungs below the level of 
stardom, some thirty years ago, an ingenious press agent 

sought to lift her past the barrier of lagging public inter- 
est by what, for those days, was a stunt smacking of true 

genius. Day after day, a sturdy roustabout hauled two 

full forty-quart cans of milk through the lobby of Miss 
Held’s hotel, up the stairs and to her room. To peer- 
ing eyes—including those of interested reporters—the 
door of this room was jealously guarded, while, each 

day, the milk was whisked through the door and used for 
some unexplained purpose. 

Rumors were carefully spread to the effect that Miss 

Held was feeding a lion cub, that Miss Held was work- 
ing with a great chemist on a new food preparation, that 
Miss Held was planning to found a foundlings home right 
in her hotel suite. Then, when interest had reached its 

height, the reporters and their camermen were admitted 
to the actress’ bathroom, where, much to their surprise, 

the beautiful lady appeared amidst shocked ‘‘Ohs’’ 
and ‘‘Ahs’’ en bain. Obviously, as one might judge 

from her beautiful shoulders and peeking toes, the lady 
was in the altogether. Yet most modestly so! For the 
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INGENUITY PAYS DIVIDENDS IN COSMETICS 

fluid in the tub was not transparent water but rather, 
pure, white milk. 

While the photographers went to with a vim, the 
press agent explained to the reporters the virtues of 
Miss Held’s great discovery, crediting the practice of 
bathing in milk with the achievement of the beauty of 
her perfectly milk-white skin. 
And thus began the great tradition of the milk bath 

as a beauty aid. A tradition which, rightly or wrongly, 
has survived to this day in the form of numerous prepara- 
tions, based in whole or in part upon milk and claiming 
to enhance the beauty of the feminine half of the world. 

Thus the Minerva Cosmetic Company was embark- 
ing on no wild innovation when it planned to market a 
preparation to be known as Milk Bath. Without in- 
quiring into the virtues of the preparation—and strong 
claims are made for it—it may be said that the product is 
a concentrated milk powder, made soluble in water 
and used in the manner of a bath salt, a handful to the 

tub. The decision to market the product, however, im- 
mediately raised the question of packaging. The 
alternative was seen, on one hand, of following more or 
less standard lines and packaging the product like a cos- 
metic of the bath salt type or striking out on an entirely 
new line, that of emphasizing the nature and the novelty 
of the product. 

Adapting the latter choice, the executives of the 
Minerva firm closeted themselves with representatives of 
their glass supplier and developed an adaptation of the 
standard pint size milk bottle. It was found that 
some states and certain local jurisdictions forbid the re- 
filling of a milk bottle with either milk or any other ma- 
terial. For this reason, a slight change was made in the 

formation of the bottle’s neck—a change unapparent 
to the user but conforming to the dictates of John Law. 
As seen through the thick walls of this container, the 
powder within appears exactly like its ingredient base, 
fluid milk. A white label, simply printed in black and 
die-cut to roundness at the corners, was applied to the 
front face of the bottle with the words ‘‘One Pint’’ in 
raised letters on the glass immediately above it, and 
with a similar back label carrying directions for use. 

An Armstrong cork was used to seal the container, the 
designers having found a cork closure to be preferred 
over one more typical of a milk bottle because of its 
ability to withstand repeated resealings. However, to 
cover this when on display and to further exclude mois- 
ture from the product, a viscose cap, as white as the 
powder itself, was used to surmount the top of the con- 
tainer. Finally, to add a distinctly feminine touch to a 
package that otherwise might have been too utilitarian 
in appearance, a white silk ribbon was tied around the 
top portion of the bottle’s neck. 
Armed with this most unusual of packages—unusual, 

that is, in the cosmetic field (Continued on page 107) 



UCCESSFUL package design 
KJ calls for perfect harmony be- 
tween each and every unit of a 
package. And the closure is a most 
important consideration. In _ the 
streamline AVENTURE pack- 
ages illustrated above, Armstrong’s 
Artmold Caps blend harmoniously 
into the general design and add an 
artistic final touch. 

Armstrong’s Artmold Caps may 
be specially molded to carry out 
unusual packaging effects. Or they 
may be selected from a wide range 
of attractive standard designs and 
colors. And in addition to their 

appearance value, Armstrong’s Art- 
mold Caps have many practical 
advantages. They provide a secure 
seal and reseal, assuring dependable 
product protection. They are so 
easy to use that even the most 
delicate feminine fingers can re- 
move and replace them with but 

Aventure COMPLETES THE STREAMLINE 

little effort. Furthermore, their 
smooth, molded texture is most 

pleasing to the touch. 
Let Armstrong help you in 

determining the correct closure for 
your product. In addition to Art- 
mold (molded plastic) Caps, Arm- 
strong’s Closures include a wide 
variety of Metal Caps, Corks, and 
Crown Caps. And as secondary 
closures, Armstrong sells du Pont 
CEL-O-SEAL caps and bands. For 
full information, write Armstrong 
Cork Products Company, ,<g@@ 
Closure Division, es (A) 
Arch Street, Lancaster, I eras 

Armstrong’s ARTMOLD CAPS 
ARMSTRONG 

a» 
THERE’S AN ARMSTRONG CLOSURE 

IS CLOSURE HEADQUARTERS 

FOR EVERY SEALING NEED 
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THERE seems to be no limit to what a package can sell— 
everything from pins to pianos, from soup to, well, we 

were going to say submarines, but perhaps that is get- 

ting a bit too deep. However, when we are told that 

an honest-to-goodness factory building owes its success- 

ful disposal to a package, we must admit to a feeling of 
unbounded enthusiasm forthat medium of merchandising. 

But how, you ask, is it possible to package an indus- 

trial plant building—to enable a potential buyer to visu- 

alize what is being offered? And why try to package 
anyway, when an illustrated descriptive booklet may 

accomplish the purpose? The answer to the first ques- 
tion is a reply to the second. 

Frank G. Binswanger, Inc., realtors of Philadelphia, 

said it could be done, and therewith made use of one of 
the oldest ideas known to designers—a model. It was 
a simple matter then to place this model in a container 

and say, ‘Here is a package.’’ We venture the state- 
ment that many concerns would have stopped there, 

feeling that they had done the unusual and that, being 
unique and different, this way of bidding for a sale would 
attain the desired purpose. But this progressive con- 
cern did not stop with the bare essentials of a package. 
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BUILDING SALES FOR BUILDINGS 

Realizing that a complete presentation of the facts 
concerning the ‘‘product’’ was necessary if the package 
was to attain its full effectiveness, the company made its 
plans so that the prospect would get complete informa- 
tion—practically at a glance. Quoting Albert J. Grosser 

of the Binswanger company: ‘‘Our package was de- 
signed to dispose of one particular building which had 
come on the market. The building was so outstanding 
in character, and the fact that there was no other factory 

property like it in the city of Philadelphia prompted us 
to get up a novel form of promotion which would en- 
able us to dispose of the real estate in question. With 
this result in mind, the package ‘It Stands Alone’ was 
evolved.”’ 

A plaster of Paris model of the building occupies most 
of the space in the bottom of the box, the four sides of 
which are hinged so that when the cover is removed 
these sides fall in a horizontal position. And the pros- 
pect has a complete plan of the grounds spread before 
him—a blue print box lining on which appear street 
boundaries, railroad tracks and sidings, driveways, etc., 

with exact measurements given. On the underside of 
the cover of the box is a blue (Continued on page 107) 

Here is the ingenious package that sold 
a building. The sketch below illustrates 
the underside of the box cover which 
carries a blue print of the second floor 



Detroit Soda Products Co. 

American-Maize Products 

Hecker H-O Cereal Co. 

Smith, Kline & French 

Crosse & Blackwell 

Quaker Oats Co. 

Rosenberg Bros. 

Maury-Cole Co. 

Dow Chemical Co. 

Bristol-Myers Co. 

American Stores 

Standard Brands 

Royal Baking Powder Co. 

Yardley & Company 

Diamond Crystal Salt Co. 

Peter 

A FEW WELL-KNGQ 

Commercial ing C 

S. F. Whitman & Son 

National Biscuit Co. 

E. R. Squibb & Sons 

Ohio Salt Co. 

International Salt Co. 

A. Goodman & Son 

Merck & Company 

Aunt Jemima Mills Durkee F ngfaus Roods, Inc. 

Morton Salt Co. Hoyt i. £3; 

Parke, Davis & Co. A. & P. Company. 

“ Kind & Knox gon Co. 

> Drug Stores 

atkins Co. 

hler Swiss Chocolate Co. 

Philadelphia Wholesale Drug Co. 

H. C. Brill Co, 
Frank Tea & Spice Co. 

Johnson & Johnson 

Spratt’s Patent Ltd. 

Kellogg Company 

Battle Creek Food Co. 

Canadian Industries Ltd. 

STOKE MITH © 
PACKAGING MACHINERY 

British Office: 23, Goswell Road, London, E. C. 1 

PAPER BOX MACHINERY 

Frankford, Philadelphia, U. S. A. 

UNIVERSAL FILLER 

For any powder, granu- 
lar product or paste. Fills 
by gross weight, volumet- 
ric measurement or pack- 
ing. Speed: 15-30 units 
per minute. 

CONVEYOR 

NET WEIGHT SCALE 

For nuts in shell, hard 

candies, flaked products, 
etc. Fills by net weight. 
Speed: 15-25 units per 
minute. 

ile ad 
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AUTOMATIC 

TIGHT-WRAPPER 

For all food and 
grocery products. 
A. tomatically 
hig .t-wraps carton 

printed label. 
Sp. 7: 60-70 units 
° minute. 

§ 

NEVERSTOP 

FILLER & SEALER 

For all grocery 
products in cartons. 
Feeds cartons, bot- 

tom seals, fills, top 
seals, Speed: 40-75 
units per minute, 

VOLUMETRIC FILLER 

For salted and shelled 

nuts, tea, whole spices, 
flaked cereals, etc. Fills 
by volumetric measure- 
ment. Speed: 20-30 units 
per minute. 



Editorial opinion 

A ‘‘No-Limit’’ Opportunity 

One of the stimulating things about package design is 

the lack of limitation in materials and processes which 

are available. In never-ending succession it would seem, 

the industry has been supplied with developments that 
have afforded almost every possible form of expression 
as applied to packages. So that, in most instances in- 

volving the practical production of a package design, 
there no longer is the question, ‘‘Can it be done?’ 
Rather, one may well ask, ‘‘Howshould it be done?’ with 

the assurance that the details for the consummation of 
the plan decided upon are either available or in the course 
of completion. 

A healthy situation indeed, but one which has come 
about logically when we consider the part that packages 
play today in the merchandising of goods. For mer- 

chandising, in any language, involves competition—and 

to meet competition successfully those engaging therein 

must utilize every means available to further customer 

preference. It is obvious, then, that the manufacturer 

who, from his careful studies of consumer needs and de- 

sires, can find new ways of building into his package 
stimulating points of attractiveness, serviceability and 

desirability—whether or not the resulting package de- 
parts from that which has been established as “‘standard"’ 
package designing in his field—is placing his product in 
an enviable position to be seen and bought by large 
numbers of consumers, who are ever-ready and willing 
to respond to package changes made for their benefit. 

And that opportunity, because of the great strides made 
in materials and processes for packaging, is available to 
all manufacturers. 

“The public will be served"’ might well be axiomatic 
of the packaging field. Buyers demand color, attractive- 
ness of decoration, line and shape in the packages they 
purchase, interpreting these visible signs as the assurance 

of product quality. When and if such adjuncts to the 
package can be surpassed in attractiveness and desir- 
ability an impetus to preferential buying is supplied—a 

fact that now, and for some time past, is appreciated by 
progressive manufacturers of packaged goods. 

Even a casual examination of the shelves, counters or 

windows of any retail store will divulge what has been 

taking place—how designs, once popular, have been super- 

seded by those that are in tune with present-day desires. 
And those desires are changing, changing with that inde- 

finable and fickle urge which characterizes every buyer 

and makes him or her select that which is ‘‘in style’’ or 
in the mode of today. 

This does not presuppose that that which is old in 
design is necessarily taboo, or that packages which 
have continued from season to season have become 
““shelf-warmers.’’ Certain packages, which were capa- 

bly designed in the beginning, have stood the test of 
time, with only comparatively slight changes being made 
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in construction and surface design. But they are few, 
such packages, for brand competition, the struggle for 
““space supremacy’’ and the desire of the consumer for 
that which is or reflects the ‘‘modern”’ are potent factors 
influencing the selection of package design. 
From the foregoing it is not to be assumed that the 

industry is ‘‘letter perfect,’’ and that everything asked 
for by the designer and the package user has been supplied 
or is in the process of fabrication or development. To 
say that such a state existed would be an admission of in- 
advisable smugness or a reflection on the ingenuity and 
originality of both groups. There are instances in which 
exceptions have been taken to proposed ideas that in- 
volved changes which appeared to be either unwise or 
unnecessary at the moment. But it can be safely pre- 
dicted that these ideas, if sound and reasonable, will be 

given proper attention in due course by those who are 
called upon to supply materials and equipment. 

The Seventh Packaging Show 

Next March the packaging industry will participate in 
the Seventh Packaging Exposition sponsored by the 
American Management Association at the Hotel Pennsy]- 
vania, New York. The persistence and growth of this 
annual affair indicates that the time, money and effort 

expended represents a satisfactory investment (estimated 
at $40,000) to those exhibiting, and this is further borne 

out by the fact that, at this writing, all available exhibit 
space has been taken. 

Briefly summarized, the benefits to exhibitors are: 
the opportunity for direct sales, new prospects and insti- 
tutional benefits; the creation of good will; advantage- 

ous contact with competitors, and a favorable occasion 
to determine trends, the latter being of particular im- 
portance in the packaging field where developments are 
proceeding at a rapid pace. 

For the visitor, the occasion offers the opportunity for 
thorough and thoughtful examination of materials, 
equipment and methods pertaining to packaging. He 
sees a wide array of new products and services, essential 
to the progress of his business, in a broad panorama. 
He is enabled to meet authorities who can provide him 
with invaluable aid in his production and distribution 
problems, among the suppliers as well as those in his 

own field of work. The inclination to regard the exhi- 
bitor as a burdensome salesman and nothing more has 
pretty well passed from the scene. It is now recognized 
that the exhibitor is not only a seller, but is equally an 
authority and one whose continued existence in business 
depends to a large extent on his expertness in ministering 
to the needs of the customer. And of first importance is 
the sheer enlightenment faculty of the packaging exposi- 
tion. In this connection, it suffices merely to observe 

that, generally, developments in the packaging industry 
are far ahead of knowledge and acceptance on the part of 
the great majority of that industry's customers. 
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The F. N. Burt Company is the world’s largest producer 

of set-up paper boxes. We have the world’s largest fac- 

tory. We produce the greatest number of boxes annually. 

And thus, without adding to our overhead, we can afford 

a larger and better and broader designing and merchan- 

dising service. 

To our hundreds of clients and to those others who consult 

us even before we win their first order, we can offer the 

best “box brains’ available . . . designing specialists, 

paper, ink and color experts, production engineers—all 

of top calibre in their particular departments. (pg RMAND 
cou euch Be Bee es thease. 

Our almost unlimited resources and willing cooperation 

along these lines have helped many a manufacturer along 

the road towerd greater sales. No matter what your 

problem, IT PAYS to place it—without obligation— 

before the experts of the Burt organization. 

F.N. BURT COMPANY, Ine 
900-540 SENECA STREET, BUFFALO, N. ; 

NEW YORK CITY -— 630 Fifth Avenue, Room 1461 

“1 CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA, PA. BOSTON CLEVELAND, OHIO SOUTHERN OFFICE CALIFORNIA OFFICE 
a 919 N. Michigan Ave. A. B. Hebeler 702 Beacon St. W. G. Hazen Frank D. Jackson Louis Andrews, Hamilton Club 

es Room 2203 P. O. Box 6308 P. O. Box 2445 2150 Washington Ave. Grand Ave. & Wilshire Blvd 

Fit W. Market St. Sta. +E. Cleveland. Ohio Memphis, Tenn. Los Angeles, Calif. 
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Phurts and 
KURTH ART SERVICE has moved to a new studio, 

in the Marbridge Bldg., 47 West 34th St., New York. 
Service includes lettering, layout and package design. 

WILLARD F. DEVENEAU is now associate editor of 

Mopern PackaGinGc and the PackaGinGc CATALOG. 

Mr. Deveneau is particularly well versed, through prac- 
tical experience, in the merchandising of all kinds of 

consumer goods. Prior to 1931, Mr. Deveneau had 

spent over twenty years in business as a salesman, sales 

manager, advertising agency executive and marketing 

WILLARD F. DEVENEAU 

counsellor. In that year the growing importance of 

packaging challenged his attention and he joined the 
Richardson-Taylor-Globe Corporation in the capacity 
of director of merchandising, in charge of the creation 
and development of package merchandising programs. 

As a member of the faculty of the University of Cincin- 
nati, in his several addresses before advertising clubs 
and associations, and in his writings for the American 
and British trade press, he has made a number of valu- 
able contributions to the packaging industry, along the 

lines of developing packages as profitable merchandising 
tools rather than purely expressions of artistic and sur- 

face decoration. His several articles in Mopgrn Pack- 

AGING have shown his keen ability to locate existing 
weaknesses in packaging programs and apply the proper 
correctives. His twenty-five years in advertising, sell- 

ing and packaging give him an unusual backlog of prac- 
tical experience form which to draw on in his present 
capacity as associate editor of both MoperNn PackaGING 
and the PackaGinG CaTALoc. 
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MAXIMILIAN KALLENBERG, president of Kay 
Displays, Inc., left for Europe on Oct. 31 to make a study 
of display advertising trends in England, Germany, 
France, Belgium, Holland, Austria and Italy. 

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS COMPANY has announced 

the following promotions: First vice president and direc- 
tor of sales and distribution, H. D. WHITTLESEY, will 

be relieved of the duties of director of sales and distribu- 

tion and will devote his entire time to executive duties 

and to the further interests of the company’s allied con- 
nections; vice president A. W. STEUDEL, becomes vice 

president and general manager; K. H. WOOD becomes 
director of sales and distribution. 

ALDINE PAPER COMPANY moved to new quarters 

on Nov. 2 at 373 Fourth Ave. Due to increased business 
which Aldine has been enjoying during the past two 
years and the addition of many new lines, the company 
has outgrown its quarters at 333 Hudson St. The new 
offices and warehousing facilities will give the company 
about four times the floor space it has had. 

CHARLES G. ECKART, formerly publishers of Pack- 
aging Review and business manager of Western Advertising 
and more recently a member of the firm of Thompkins & 
Eckart, food brokers and marketing organization, has 
joined the Pacific Outdoor Advertising Company in Los 
Angeles as an account executive. The Pacific Outdoor 
Advertising Company is the largest independent poster 
plant on the Pacific Coast and was the originator of the 
new De Luxe 24-sheet poster service. 

Following the election of Dr. Baker to the presidency, 
the AMERICAN CAN COMPANY announces the elec- 
tion of five new vice presidents: T. N. Anderson, for- 
merly general manager of manufacture, general line, has 
been elected vice president and comptroller. W. O. 
Starr, formerly comptroller, has retired. D. W. Figgis, 
formerly assistant to vice president in charge of sales, 

vice president in charge of sales, general line. G. H. 
Kellogg, formerly general manager of sales, packers cans, 
vice president in charge of sales, packers cans. A. R. 
Pfeltz has been elected vice president in charge of pur- 
chasing and traffic. He was formerly general manager of 
manufacture, packers cans. Both J. A. Fry, formerly 

general purchasing agent, and A. L. Griffith, formerly 
manager of traffic department, have retired. C. G. Preis, 
formerly chief engineer, has been elected vice president in 
charge of engineering. 



TO HELP YOU SELECT 
You may have a packaging problem, or your problems may 
already be solved — but if you use any kind of packaging 

paper, be sure to send for our 1937 Portfolio. It contains 

technical data on many of our most popular lines, and on 

the packaging of many products. It is a handy thing to use 
today, or to keep on file as a reminder of where you can 

find the greatest variety of packaging papers available from 
any one source today. 

For many years our papers have proven their value to manu- 
facturers in many fields. Send for this portfolio and check 

on their value to you. 

THE RIGHT 

PAPER FOR 

PACKAGING 

YOUR PRODUCT 

Ask for the Portfolio 

RIEGEL PAPER CORP. 
342 MADISON AVENUE 

NEW YORK, N. Y. 
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AMERICAN CAN COMPANY announces the follow- 
ing executive changes in general line sales: D. W. Figgis, 

formerly assistant to vice president in charge of sales, 
has been elected vice president in charge of sales; H. G. 
Edwards, formerly general manager of sales, general line, 
has been appointed assistant to Dr. H. A. Baker, presi- 
dent; R. W. Phelps, formerly assistant to M. J. Sullivan, 
vice president, San Francisco, has been appointed assis- 
tant to D. W. Figgis; C. H. Black, formerly assistant 
general manager of sales, general line, has been ap- 
pointed general manager of sales; R. L. Sullivan, for- 
merly Atlantic district sales manager, has been appointed 
assistant general manager of sales; W. C. Stolk, for- 

merly assistant Atlantic district sales manager, has been 
appointed Atlantic District sales manager. 

ALSOP ENGINEERING CORPORATION has moved 
to a new factory in Milldale, Conn., but is retaining 

offices, show rooms and a service department in New 

York at 17 West 60th St. The need for more space, bet- 
ter shipping facilities and a more efficient manufacturing 
layout, due to increased business, made a move of this 

kind necessary. The new plant is on a plot of 10!/: 
acres, and the buildings cover about 60,000 sq. ft. Com- 
pany trucks will make overnight deliveries to New York 
daily, and with the consolidation of manufacturing of all 

parts of its products under one roof instead of having 
them made in a dozen different plants, it is certain that 
the company’s customers wil] receive better service. 

CONTINENTAL CAN COMPANY, INC., has an- 
nounced the letting of a contract to the Austin Company 
for the erection of a new three-story can manufacturing 
plant on land acquired by the company last year in 
Malden, Mass. The new plant will have a floor area of 

approximately 70,000 sq. ft. and will be equipped with 

high speed automatic machinery for the manufacture of 
packers’ cans. Large warehouse facilities will also be 
provided for storage of all types of cans, permitting im- 
proved service to the company’s customers in the New 
England territory. In addition to side track facilities 
from the Boston & Maine Railroad, the plant will be 

equipped with loading platforms for truck shipments. 
Construction work has already been started. 

With employment in its many plants at a new peak and 

a recent 10 per cent general wage increase in effect, 
OWENS-ILLINOIS GLASS COMPANY has announced 

net earnings of $9,641,995 or $7.25 a share for the 12- 

months period ended Sept. 30. Directors have declared a 
$2.25 dividend payable Nov. 15, bringing total distribu- 
tion for the year to $6.a share. The company’s net sales, 
royalties and other operating income for the 12-month 
period were $72,404,477 as contrasted with $56,425,025 

for the previous 12 months. 

CONTINENTAL CAN COMPANY, INC. reports a 
net income for the twelve months ended Sept. 30, 1936, of 
$15,445,933 which, after providing $4,760,853 for depre- 
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ciation and Federal taxes, left net earnings of $10,685,080, 

equivalent to $3.76 a share on 2,842,870 shares of $20 par 

value common stock outstanding at Sept. 30, 1936, com- 
pared with share earnings of $3.74 reported for the 
twelve months ended June 30, 1936. 

A 24-sheet poster sketch contest to advertise outdoor 
advertising has been announced by A. R. McCandlish, 
president, McCANDLISH LITHOGRAPH CORPORA- 
TION, Philadelphia. The contest is open to all Ameri- 
can artists and art students. The cash prizes, totalling 
$1350.00, to be known as the ‘‘McCandlish Awards for 
1937 are: First prize, $1000.00; second prize, $250.00; 
third prize, $100.00. 

Terms of the contest specify that the prizes shall be 
awarded to the three artists whose sketches are selected 
by the judges as those best advertising outdoor advertis- 
ing. The list of judges, all prominent in the fields of art 
and advertising will be announced soon. 

The only physical limitation placed on the sketches is 
that they must be in proportion to a 24-sheet poster. 
Size and the medium in which the artist works are left 
to the artist's discretion. All sketches must be in the 
hands of the McCandlish Lithograph Corporation, 
Philadelphia, by Feb. 22, 1937. 

In consequence of the increasingly package-conscious 
tendencies of industry and the resultant mounting de- 
mands made upon its planning and development depart- 
ment, NATIONAL CAN COMPANY announces the 

appointment of JACK M. CROSS as manager of this di- 
vision. Mr. Cross was formerly identified with Conti- 
nental Can Company in a similar capacity, and brings to 
his new connection an experience of ten years in the 
successful designing and development of containers for 
emphasized sales appeal in the trade. In his depart- 
mental duties, Mr. Cross will have as his assistant James 
M. Hoyt, who for several years has been active in this 
field for his company. 

The eighth annual PACKAGING, PACKING AND 
SHIPPING CONFERENCE AND EXPOSITION spon- 
sored by the American Management Association will be 
held at the Pennsylvania Hotel, New York, March 23 to 
26,1937. Program of conferences has not been arranged. 
Exposition reservations, however, have proceeded rap- 

idly and it is understood there is now little available 
space on the exposition floor. 

A CHALLENGE to all manufacturers of consumer goods 

is laid down in the opening paragraph of an interesting 
folder, developed by Alcott, Thoner and Marsh, ‘‘De- 

signers to Industry,’’ of Islington, Mass. This reads: 
“We are entering a phase in the industrial cycle when 

manufacturers must depend upon design to stimulate 
consumption. With technical facility generally equal- 
ized, and with competition based on raw material plus 
labor intolerably severe, only superior design can estab- 
lish a competitive advantage.’’ Their presentation con- 
sists of telling who they are, what they have done, and 

what they are prepared to do. 



NAMES of colors are rapidly becoming meaningless, 
as far as industry is concerned. ‘‘Red’’ signifies the 
color of sunsets, blood, roses, fire and rust. Eggs, 

linen, milk, cotton and teeth are all ‘‘white.’’ But 

obviously, there are many gradations in shades and hue 
which distinguish the ‘‘red’’ of blood from the ‘“‘red”’ of 
rust; the ‘‘white’’ of milk from the “‘white’’ of cotton, 

and soon. The science of color demands more accurate 
classifications than the ordinary general color terms. 

Dye, ink, paper, paint and other manufacturers, adver- 

tisers, artists and designers recognize the existence of 
the multitude of shades and differences in colors and real- 
ize the need for more exact color specification. 

Experts can distinguish minute color variations, when 

they have a standard of comparison. But their findings 
take considerable time, and while generally accurate, 

their judgment is not infallible. Then too, in this 
type of analysis, there is the difficulty of establishing a 

reliable standard—one that can be used as a true and un- 
varying basis of comparison. 

A new instrument has been developed which removes 
the inconsistencies of human eyes from color measure- 

ment and reduces it to a mathematical, mechanical 

science. This instrument, called the recording photo- 
electric spectrophotometer, was recently installed at 
The Research Laboratories of The International Printing 
Ink Corporation where it is setting high standards in 
color analysis and matching. It was invented by Pro- 
fessor Arthur C. Hardy of the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. The machine at IPI is the first one of this 

type in commercial service. 

REDUCING COLOR TO BLACK AND WHITE 

The recording photoelectric spectrophotometer, 
known to its intimates as the ‘‘Specter,’’ charts in three 

minutes an analysis of any color, telling exactly how 

much of each wave length of light is reflected by the 
sample. The human element does not enter into the 

workings of this machine for its action is entirely auto- 
matic. A color blind man with no technical training 

can operate it as successfully as a trained optician with 
normal vision; intelligent interpretation of the curves 

produced, however, requires a highly specialized knowl- 
edge of the technique involved. 

This instrument is being used principally for color 
matching and standardization, although developmental 
work now in progress is expected to widen its sphere of 
application. The machine provides a means of assur- 

“somlidl 

Above: The “’Specter’’ with the housing removed 
to show certain of the construction details. The 
sphere at the right holds the standard and the 
sample to be analyzed. Left: Two IPI technicians 
inspect one of the curves turned out by the 
“Specter.” The apparatus is charting another 
curve on the graph roll shown near the center of 

the illustration 

ing absolute color matching. Two colors which look 

exactly alike under, say, incandescent light might be 

shown by the ‘“‘Specter’’ to have different characteris- 
tics. But if the charted wave lengths obtained for two 

color samples in the spectrophotometer are the same, 
these colors will be identical under any kind of il- 
lumination—sunlight, north sky light, neon, sodium 

vapor, mercury arc or any light source at all. There 

can be no argument as to color match, if ‘‘Specter’’ curves 

coincide. Human vision and judgment are fallible, 

but the optician’s lens and photoelectric cell do not err. 
Compared with the intricate workings of the human 

eye, its mechanics are simple. (Continued on page 106) 
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FOR YOUR 
INFORMATION FILE 

Unless otherwise indicated, copies of catalogs, 

booklets, etc., mentioned in this department 

may be obtained without charge by writing to 

the sponsoring company at the address given. 

“HOLIDAY TYINGS,’’ a sampler issued by Fibre 
Cord Co., Inc., 627 East 18th St., New York, contains 

swatches of sixteen colorful F.C.C. Two-Tone Cello- 

phane ribbons, which will enhance the value and eye- 
appeal of Christmas packages. 

ANNOUNCEMENT of ‘‘Dura-Glo’’ Hammermill Cover, 

a soil-proof, grease-proof and moisture-proof paper, com- 
bining high brilliance with ready printability, and use- 

ful for counter displays, window cards, and many other 

uses, is made in a folder, printed on ‘‘Dura-Glo,”’ by The 

Dobeckmun Company, Cleveland, Ohio. 

NINE ‘‘reasons why”’ the Fiberock-Lined Case is con- 

sidered the best shipping case for apples, pears and other 
fruits and vegetables are outlined in a recent folder issued 
by the Kieckhefer Container Company, Delair, N. J., 
which may be profitably read by all growers and shippers 
of these perishables. 

“GO TO COLOR BECAUSE COLOR SELLS"’ is the ad- 
vice of The Hinde & Dauch Paper Company, Sandusky, 
Ohio, in its new folder entitled ‘‘Make Your Shipping 

Boxes Say Merry Christmas.’’ Color illustrations are 

included of four special corrugated boxes designed for the 
Christmas trade. 

SUGGESTIONS for a wide variety of ways of mer- 
chandising staple products for gift purposes, through the 
use of special wrappings, are described and illustrated 
in the new booklet “‘A Study of Christmas Buying’’ pub- 

lished by the Cellophane Division, E. I. DuPont De- 

Nemours & Co., Empire State Bldg., New York. 

A NEW WAY of treating paper and paperboard to give 
it increased strength, durability, improved appearance 
and greater protective qualities is described in the folder 
‘‘Sealkote—What It Is and What It Does’’ being distrib- 
uted by Sealkote Corporation, 40 South Clinton St., 
Chicago, Ill. This should prove interesting reading to 

all manufacturers whose products require special pro- 

tective wrappings. 
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AN “‘S’’ PRESS, capable of applying pressure of 4o tons, 
being prepared for shipment to England, where it will be 
used for compressing oilless bearings from copper pow- 
der, is but one of the 25 special machines shown in “‘Proc- 
ess News,”’ illustrative folder published by the F. J. 
Stokes Machine Co., Philadelphia. 

THE OPPORTUNITY for increased savings through the 
use of extremely low-priced automatic equipment, that 
handles many different sizes of packages, and uses prac- 
tically all types of wrapping materials, is emphasized 
in the folder ‘‘What’s Going On Behind Your Back?”’ 
issued by Package Machinery Co. Springfield, Mass. 

BUILDING the sales argument on an irresistible appe- 
tite-appeal, the 1936 Ball Blue Book has been made a 
valuable contribution to the fine art of home canning and 
preserving. This book, created and produced by The 
Forbes Lithograph Company, Boston, in collaboration 
with the advertising and merchandising executives of 
Ball Brothers Company, Muncie, Ind., is outstanding in 

layout and reproduction, all color subjects appearing in 
four colors. 

PUBLISHED by the American Management Association, 
330 W. 42nd St., New York, the book “‘Packaging, Pack- 
ing & Shipping”’ includes a series of studies as developed 
by and presented at the annual packaging conferences 
sponsored by the Consumer Marketing division of that 
organization. The various subjects are grouped under 
the following chapter headings: The Package in Mer- 
chandising; Package Design; Packaging Materials; 
Package Engineering; Packing and Shipping. The 
price of the volume is $7.50. 

IN RESPONSE to the demand from Home Economists, 
engaged in the dissemination of authoritative informa- 
tion on foods, and in the general interests of canned 
foods, the American Can Company, 230 Park Ave., New 
York, has distributed over fifteen thousand sets of dem- 

onstration cans. With each set is sent an explanatory 
booklet “‘A Word About Tin Cans,’’ which clearly an- 
swers many oft-asked questions. Copies are also avail- 
able of ‘‘The Canned Food Handbook”’ which answers 
37 questions about commercially canned foods. 

COMPREHENSIVE in scope is the recent 48-page cata- 

log put out by American Insulator Corporation, New 
Freedom, Pa., molders of phenolic, urea, cellulose ace- 

tate and cold molded materials. The book, ‘‘Molders of 

Plastics,’’ includes basic and special information with 
relation to those molding materials and processes and 
outlines the services which the company is prepared to 
render. In addition, and of particular interest, are 31 

pages which are devoted to halftone illustrations with 
accompanying “‘blue print’’ diagrams which show plastic 
parts made from stock molds held by the company. 
Among these are included several containers, the molds 
for which are available. 



They have to 
“sell on sight” 

Products such as those shown here cannot expect active 

selling from the retailer. Once placed on display, they 

must sell themselves. This requires wrapping that will 

catch the eye, arouse desire, lure the nickel or dime from 

purse or pocket ... And, equally important, the wrapping 

must keep the product in first-class condition, so that it 

will be enjoyed at its very best. In short, doa real selling 
job from start to finish. 

This is the kind of sales-winning packages our machines 

produce, and the reason why they wrap so large a percent- 

age of America’s packaged goods—confectionery, tobacco, 
cigarettes, food stuffs, pharmaceuticals, etc. 

Your product may be quite different--but you do want 

the utmost selling-value and the best protection you can 
get. Also the lowest cost. 

With a large line of machines that handle practically 

every type of packaging material, we are in a position to 
provide the right machine for your needs. 

MODERNIZE 

Right now, when so many concerns are modernizing for 

package improvement and lower costs, is the time to con- 

sider your package. We will be glad to give you the 

benefit of our wide experience. Get in touch with our 

nearest office. 

PACKAGE MACHINERY COMPANY ~~: Springfield, Mass. 

NEW YORK CHICAGO CLEVELAND LOS ANGELES 

MEXICO, D. F., Apartado 2303 Peterborough, England: Baker Perkins, Ltd. 

Melbourne, Australia: Baker Perkins, Pty. Ltd. 

PACKAGE MACHINERY COMPANY 
Over 200 Million Packages per day are wrapped on our Machines 
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DEVELOPMENTS IN PACKAGING MACHINERY, METHODS AND SUPPLIES 

/ and Mhaterials 
Improved Rotary Bottle Cleaner 

Wide-awake machinery manufacturers in every line 
of industry are re-designing, modernizing, simplifying 
their equipment; utilizing every mechanical advance- 

ment of which this age is so prolific. Machinery that 

almost yesterday was the ‘‘acme of perfection,’’ the 

“last word,”’ is today antiquated by more efficient and 
productive equipment. 

In bulletins issued by The Karl Kiefer Machine Com- 

pany, Cincinnati, attention is directed to improvements 

in its bottling and packaging machinery that are of 

importance and value to every manufacturer of liquid 
and semi-liquid products. These cover the entire line, 
from the simplest, least expensive machines to full-auto- 
matic units. The accompanying illustration shows the 
Kiefer automatic rotary bottle cleaner used in many 

plants packaging food products, liquors, medicines, cos- 
metics, for cleaning bottles by means of compressed air. 
This machine is now equipped with a cleverly-designed 
automatic kick-out or brake. Should a malformed 

bottle jam in the automatic feed, the machine stops in- 
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stantly without coasting. Thus bottles are not broken, 
nor any part of the machine. There is no time lost 
cleaning up glass. Subsequent operations of capping, 
labeling and finishing—in many plants involving thirty 
or more girls—are not delayed. The importance of any 
device which helps to eliminate such waste need hardly 
be emphasized, for paying wages to idle operators is a 
mighty costly proposition. After the obstruction is 
removed, the machine can be started again simply by 
moving a lever. It is not necessary to depend on the 
electric controls to stop and start. 

New Bag Filling Machine 

A fully automatic bag opening and filling machine es- 
pecially designed for transparent cellulose and trans- 
parent paper bags is announced by the Julius Frank Ma- 
chine Works, 1302 Larrabee St., Chicago, Ill. The 

manufacturer states that this machine has great efficiency 
of operation, removing a tab from a magazine, placing 
same in mechanism then picking a cellulose bag out of a 
magazine and placing that in the mechanism; opening 
the bag and filling to desired weight volumetrically, 
folding, heat sealing and eyeletting, at 50 per minute. 

This machine is of sturdy construction and is designed 
for efficiency of production and long life. It is especially 
adapted to the packaging of nut meats and various small 
candy specialties. 



Kimpak 
REG.U.S.PAT. OFF. & FOREIGN COUNTRIES 

CREPE WADDING 

Thos. Leeming & Co., 

Inc., depend upon KIm- 

PAK to guard their me- 

dicinal products against 

breakage in transit — 

to provide economical, 

sure protection. 

Kimpak says, “Quality Merchandise,” to your Customers 
@ KIMPAK will do more than protect against shipping by parcel post because it absorbs 16 times its weight in 

damage and breakage, save time, labor and money in moisture. 

packaging. It will also increase the “eye-appeal” of your t-— --_-—— 

product, help to make it more salable—and at small cost. FREE! 1936 PORTFOLIO OF KIMPAK 
h : KIMBERLY-CLARK CORPORATION, 

No matter what your product —a dainty cosmetic or Neenah, Wisconsin. MP-11 
Ps : : Address nearest sales office: 8 South Michigan 

a heavy refrigerator—KIMPAK can protect it against mars, den, Shieaas Gs cd ee es 

scratches, or breakage during shipment. And KIMPAK, be- City; 510 West 6th St., Los Angeles. 

cause it is so easily applied, is economical to use. KIMPAK 

is soft and resilient, free from grit and foreign particles, 

Please send us the 1936 Portfolio of KIMPAK. 

: P Company | 
as clean as fresh linen. It comes in rolls, sheets and pads 

of various thickness—a form for every shipping need. AAA TOGS ersrersrreereneerereeernmenrnenececenrnennnentnsanet l 

KIMPAK conforms to Post Office regulations regarding ileal a | 
shipment of acceptable liquids and liquefiable products See | 

KIMBERLY-CLARK CORPORATION, Neenah, Wis. 
8 South Michigan Ave., Chicago 122 East 42nd Street, New York City 510 W. Sixth Street, Los Angeles 

LIGHT = y/_—s SOFT Ze ABSORBS 
AS A Y AS LIKE A 
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Rotary Band Cutter 

A new machine used for cutting transparent cellulose 
bands into staple for mixed spinning has been announced 
by the F. J. Stokes Machine Company, Philadelphia, Pa. 

This staple 1s 
suitable for use 
in making lamé 

cloth or spe- 

cialty yarns. 

The machine 
consists of a 20- 
bladed _ knife 
which operates 
at approxi- 
mately 750 
rpm. with 
synchronized 
feed for the 
band and makes 
about 15,000 

cuts per minute. 

The _ trans- 

parent cellulose 
is fed in con- 
tinuous length 
and in width 

equal to staple length required. Several bands can be 

fed to machine at same time greatly increasing produc- 
tion. The knives are of self-sharpening type, and the 
stationary blade is adjustable with micrometer accuracy. 

All parts are carefully guarded and the rotary blade is 
carried in adjustable roller bearings. 

Automatic Label Printing Equipment 

Special features incorporated in the Type O. I. C. label 

printing machine announced by L. C. Machinery Com- 

pany, Inc., 460 West 34th St., New York, include the 

following: New type of roll stand enabling the change 

and splicing of the reel in a very short time; the feed 
unit has an entirely new attachment placing the board or 

paper always in the same position laterally (an advant- 

age when the rolls are slightly out of shape); the print- 
ing units are of the regular standard type with quick 
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throw-off of the pressure. The last unit is a special high 
speed perforator designed for this particular job and 
which has been adapted for a new standard type. 

This machine prints a cigarette label one up and one 
on the circumference of the cylinder. It weighs about 
two thousand pounds, has an overall length of 8 ft. and 
width of 30 in. Power required is approximately 1 hp.; 
maximum width of printing is 7 in., and the machine 
prints a label from 41/2 in. to g in. in length. 

Compliments of Armour & Company 

A new and distinctive sample kit in the form of a 
a golden-edged book has recently been issued by Armour 
& Company to the medical and clinical profession. 
This is an unusally fine example of ‘‘ethical sampling.”’ 
Within the ‘“‘book’’ are three Kimble glass ampoules 
carrying trial samples of pituitary liquid and supra- 

renalin solution; a Kimble vial of suprarenal concentrate 
capsules, and three samples of sterile catgut in sealed 
Kimble glass tubes. To the left of the book-package is 
shown the new Armour vial of bouillon cubes—a con- 

veniently-sized Kimble shell vial, cork-closured and 
colorfully labeled. These dainty glass packages carry 
Armour products to all parts of the nation. 

New Fluid Ink Presses 

The John Waldron Corporation, New Brunswick, 
N. J., builders of paper converting machinery, announce 

the new Waldron fluid ink presses. These new ma- 
chines, regardless of size, are all-purpose fluid ink presses, 
adaptable for use of water colors, aniline, pigmented, 

lacquer, rotogravure and, if necessary, regular printing 
inks. They also accommodate themselves to surface 

printing using practically any kind of rollers, plates or 
intaglio engraved shells. Their modern design permits 
frames and color units to be added after installation 
without discarding original machine. Either center or 
dry type rewinding may be built into the outfits as well 
as the drying apparatus. 



¢ Beautiful, appealing, distinctive—yet thoroughly practical packages — 

Continental packaging men are more than artists. They recognize the impor- 

tanee of filling, shipping, store display, consumer convenience, and cost. That’s 

why so many manufacturers have found Continental service to be helpful. 
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LITHOGRAPHERS TO THE LEADERS 

The tribute which Hickok has paid us, in awarding us many 

of their most ““competed-for’’ orders for box wraps and 

folding display cartons should, we feel, mean very much 

indeed to the manufacturer who plans his package-purchases 

wisely. 

In our Rochester plant, you will find not only the latest and 

most complete assembly of machinery and equipment for the 

OF AMERICAN INDUSTRY 

production of cartons, display containers, and other forms 

of lithography but also... and more important... the men 

whose years of skilled work have built this plant from 

midget size to its present proportions. 

We invite your inquiries... your challenge to us to prove 

our ability to produce better packages and displays... 

ROCHESTER FOLDING BOX COMPANY 
ROCHESTER 

NEW FORR CrRFTCE, 1 

NEW YORK 

2’ CATT #1 st SIRs ey 
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INSURES 
FRESHNESS 4 

TAMPER-PROOF 
PRODUCT PRESERVING 
PAPER SEAL 
CONTAINER. ., a a a 

Tus Cameron 
machine cuts paper discs from a roll, prints 
them, inserts them in position and crimps 
them as the can is made. The can is filled 
in reverse position and then sealed by attach- 
ing the bottom. Thus, a perfect, tamper- 
proof seal is provided to give your customers 
visible proof that your product is fresh—and 
just as packed! 

Better—but costs no more than old style cans 
-——-when made on CAMERON machinery. 

We make every kind of machine for can 
manufacture—regardless of size or shape of 
can or output required. 

The machine shown below is fully automatic 
and, operating at a speed from 100 up to 200 
cans a minute, provides a seal that costs no 
more—frequently less—than old-style, out- 
of-date can seals. Wherever used, sales have 
mounted, returned goods dropped! Write, 
today, for complete information. 

CAN MACHINERY Co. 
240 NORTH ASHLAND AVENUE 

Cer eee oO, 1. temo s 
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Giving Life to ‘‘The Ugly Duckling’’ 

In which a merchandising-minded organization 
considers and presents an old, familiar subject, 
with some decidedly new and dramatic values. 

ACTIVATED by the double motive of strict, bedrock 
economy and the ever-present necessity of complete pro- 
tection of product, in its travels from maker to user, too 

many manufacturers have considered their shipping con- 
tainers as necessary expense items, placing all emphasis 
on strength and ruggedness, without thought to sales- 
manship, showmanship and advertising potentialities. 

In new, startling and dramatic terms and forms, the 
collective personnel of the Continental Color Corpora- 
tion, Cleveland, Ohio, has collaborated in the prepara- 
tion of an elaborate presentation-portfolio which is de- 
voted to ‘‘The Interpretation of the Distinctive Use of 
Color and Texture in Terms of Packaging—Shipping— 
Delivery and Display.”’ 

Replete with beautiful illustrations and clarifying 
text, they effectively prove that the ordinary, dull con- 
tainer can be readily and economically transformed into 
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a masterly sales-tool, styled and fashioned in accord- 
ance with the inherent and dominant sales appeal of the 
product whether it be luxuriance, quiet dignity or a utili- 
tarian appeal of sturdiness and long serviceable life. 
The utilization of a wide variety of effects, produced 

through embossing, brings interesting texture-appeals, 
and ties closely with new brilliant colors and combina- 

tions, regularly made in fifteen colors and white, but 
available in all colors in the spectrum. These enhance 
the important ‘‘first impressions’’ made on discriminat- 
ing consumers, and forever banish the packaging fallacy 
that because a product is large and awkward in shape, 
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or bulky in weight, the outside package presentation 
must be in the classification of ‘‘an ugly duckling.” 

Complete details covering the development of new 
brilliance and permanency in color, new embossing sur- 
face-treatments, and the practical adaptation of these 
superior values in the creation of outstanding package 
and display presentations will be embodied in a feature 
article which will appear in an early issue of MopDERN 
PACKAGING. 

Seldom, if ever before, has the announcement of a new 

method, in giving old familiar materials new merchandis- 
ing values, been as beautifully and effectively done, as in 
this portfolio—‘‘What you'll want to know,”’ and while 

many salesmen have experienced difficulty in gearing 
their individual sales stories to a fixed, printed presenta- 
tion, this should prove a definite exception to that rule. 

EYE APPEAL THROUGH 
COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY 

(Continued from page s1) a whole wheat cereal, for 

example, may fight shy of the cost of multi-color engrav- 
ings to reproduce a realistic likeness of his delicious prod- 
uct, but he robs himself of potential sales and profits 
by resorting to an illustration which, because of its 
similarity to a mud pie, makes consumers fight shy of 
his cereal. Possibly the smaller canners of vegetables 
and fruits must content themselves with the use of stock 
vignettes on their labels, but consumers still judge and 
buy those products which most effectively appeal to their 
appetites—and that seldom means just a colored illustra- 
tion of some whole peaches, but rather an appropriate 
dish or half or sliced peaches which by their appearance 
show their real deliciousness, bathed in syrup, ready to 
be eaten as a delightful dessert. 
An outstanding example of what may be done in pre- 

senting food products, in packages which emphasize all 
their natural goodness, is to be found in the complete 
change which has been made in the can labels used by 
National Tea Company for its popular-priced line of 
canned goods, sold under the ‘‘American Home’’ trade 
name. In working out the new design, Messrs. Duncan 
and Kafka, art director and production manager respec- 
tively of National Tea, had six objectives in view: 

1. Product illustrations which would realistically 
portray the contents of the can as to size, color and 
appetizing qualities. 

2. Labels that would more accurately inform con- 
sumers of what they might expect inside the can 
than had ever been done with the more or less 
fanciful artist’s conceptions, and thus guarantee 
against inaccuracies. 
Packages that would place major emphasis on the 
product, both in illustration and name, and cut 

down the importance of the brand name. 
4. Packages that consumers would see and buy on 

sight, even though they had previously bought 
only by specifying one particular brand. 

we 

| 

IT TAKES 

SPECIALIZED SKILL TO 

MOLD A BOX LIKE THIS 

When molding was a novelty, any molded box would 

kite a product’s sales skyward. Today, the manufac- 

turer who relied upon the novelty of molding for his 

sales would be as foolish as the one who expected 

attention because he used an auto instead of a horse. 

Quality ... sound design ... sound merchandising .. . 
built in beauty and utility .. . these are the things that 

make a molded package a success in today’s critical 
markets. And because this is so, more and more 

manufacturers are turning to T. F. Butterfield, Inc. 

for the kind of planning and molding service that 

insures these things to the fullest degree. You will find 
our designers able to translate your problem into terms 

of a successful, unusually attractive and sales stimulat- 

ing molded package. Call upon them—without obliga- 
tion—for advice or aid in planning your packages. 

Box illustrated, size 6 x 14x 2” all 
colors and combinations of colors. 

T.F. BUTTERFIELD, INC. 
Naugatuck, Connecticut 
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HICKOK ... America’s 

Foremost Metalcrafts- 

men know the ins-and- 

rol bhisHe) Beel=} (od modeyuleroditeyel 

All the more important, therefore, is 

their choice of the Rochester Novelty 

Works as manufacturers of the metal 

trays which distinguish, even above 

its predecessors, the 1936 Hickok 

Holiday Line. 

ROCHESTER NOVELTY WORKS 
| -Yo {ol-ya-MeteWtoC-WDL-NZ-) Cohohesl-sel Motel Ml Rete alerer 

tion of Metal Packages, Trays and Parts 

ROCHESTER NEW YORK 
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Packages that would live up to all present Govern- 
ment specifications and anticipate future regula- 
tions as to accurate product description, true qual- 
ity and exact amount. 

6. Packages that would encourage wider and larger 

use of the products, through suggesting tested and 
readily prepared recipes for new dishes. 

A) 

In order to accomplish this ambitious program—carry- 
ing it through the entire line of twenty-eight different 

products and comprising more than one hundred and 
fifty label changes, for various can sizes—it was decided 
to take advantage of a new development in color—direct 
color photography. 

This process deals with that photographic operation 
by means of which four-color negatives are obtained 
from a colored subject—not for the purpose of producing 
an actual photographic print in color, but for use in mak- 
ing color printing plates so that the subject can be repro- 
duced almost an unlimited number of times, as exempli- 
fied in the attached spaghetti label. One need only 
look at this dish of spaghetti to see why this method of 
illustration has won almost immediate acceptance. 
Here is rich color, naturalness, details and a three-dimen- 

sional quality that immediately distinguishes direct 
color from any other color process. 

The tremendous advancement made in this new process 
is due to speed—the speed of exposure made possible by 
a new type of color camera known as the “instantaneous 
exposure”’ or ‘‘one shot’’ color camera. This camera is 
so constructed that it is possible to simultaneously ex- 
pose three color negatives (for the primary colors: red, 
yellow and blue) in a fraction of a second. Cleverly 
arranged filters and mirrors reflect the image as it passes 
through the lens to the various negatives which make 

these “‘snapshots’’ in color possible. 
These color separated negatives are continuous tone 

negatives, unbroken by any printing screen. Their 
translation into halftone color printing plates is accomp- 

lished by the ‘‘9-negative’’ or “‘indirect’’ route, which 
has been a standard photo-engraving process used for 
many years by good photo-engravers. 

To those manufacturers who worship at the altar of 
Identification, the ‘‘American Home”’ labels will prove 
revolutionary, for they radically depart from the prac- 
tice of giving the trade brand name the most conspicuous 
display space on the label. Rather do they place all 
emphasis on the product illustration, with the product 
name in good sized type centered immediately below and 
the brand name relegated to the back panel. This delib- 
erate effort to focus attention on the product is based on 
the sound observation that housewives passing from shelf 
to shelf in cash and carry stores will most readily be 
stopped by an illustration of a delicious food product, 
with its potent appetite appeal. And experience has 
proved that they were right for consumers are much more 

likely to stop, examine and buy those products that di- 
rectly appeal to them, rather than patiently waiting to 

be given products known only by trade name or brand. 
A detailed examination of the label shows a nice divi- 
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sion of the component parts of the design. The first 
panel which greets the consumer is purposely given 
strong shelf appeal, being readily visible from a dis- 
tance while all descriptive matter is properly placed on 
the back panel, for closer and more leisurely reading. 

While the inclusion of recipes is nothing new, the 
treatment given them on these National Tea labels is 
designed to increase the use of the product by suggesting 
unusual and, to most consumers, new and delightful 
ways of serving these staple foods. For example, on the 
label for yellow cling peaches is a recipe for peach dump- 
lings which sounds rich in possibilities, for appetites 
jaded by the conventional method of serving peaches. 
The copy treatment also departs from the usual in that 

an honest effort is made to give the consumer accurate 
data as to the source and quality features of the product, 
rather than the commomplace descriptions, found on 
most Jabels, made meaningless by their glaring generali- 
ties. And as a final service to the consumer the esti- 
mated number of ‘‘average servings’’ is plainly stated. 

The plan of recording the date, on which labels are 
placed on the cans, is provided for by marks, appearing 
in the background color, at the pasting end of the label. 
By this system an entire bundle of labels may be notched 
with a band saw to indicate the exact date, through a 
code system which is much less expensive and more 
satisfactory than perforating the labels which defaces 
their beauty. 

With distribution controlled, in its several mid-West- 

ern trading areas, through its own twelve hundred gro- 
cery stores, National Tea has found these labels have 

entirely justified the skill and expense involved in their 

development and production. For food manufacturers 
who don’t similarly control their distribution there 

would seem an even greater need to make their packages 
as intelligent self-salesmen as are these ‘‘American 
Home’”’ labels. 

Credit for the data relating to direct color photog- 
raphy as applied to packaging is made to Roy Knip- 
schild of the Rosenow Company. Complete develop- 
ment and production of the ‘‘American Home”’ label was 
carried out by the Theo. A. Schmidt Litho Co. Division 
of the U. S. Printing and Lithograph Co., in close co- 
operation with Messrs. Duncan and Kafka of the Na- 
tional Tea Company. 

THE CHANGING PLASTICS PICTURE 

(Continued from page 47) window and counter dis- 

play involve exposure to both strong sunlight and in- 
tense artificial lighting. 

Another development that holds forth much promise, 

although, as yet, it is not quite in the fully commer- 
cialized stage, is the advent of fully transparent, acrylic 
resins, marketed under such names as Plexiglas and 
Pontalite. These materials are susceptible to bending 
and forming under moderate heat, and, because of their 

utter transparency, offer unusual opportunities for the 
ingenious designer. 

Again, in the far more developed field of cast resins, 

THE ‘HEALTH" OF YOUR SHIPPING CASES 
MAY DEPEND ON THE STITCHING WIRE | 

, 

GIVES UNIFORM PROTECTION 

@ The perfect uniformity of Acme Silverstitch means 

‘healthier,’ more economical corrugated and solid 

fibre shipping cases. 

Uniform in strength —Silverstitch means staples that 

stay clinched to provide maximum protection against 

damage. 

Uniform in galvanizing—Silverstitch goes a long way 

to provide resistance against carton-blemishing rust, 

and to get your packages to destination in tip-top 

appearance. 

Uniform in width, temper, thickness—Acme Silver- 

stitch means fast, steady production on your stitching 

machines—to bring down 

costs for you. 

Uniformity is one of the 

reasons why Acme Silver- 

stitch means “happy 

landings” for leading 

shippers. 

ACME STEEL CUMPANY 
GENERAL OFFICES: 2843 ARCHER AVE., CHICAGO, ILL. 

Branches and Sales Offices in Principal Cities 

STITCHING WIRE GIVES STRONGEST, SUREST JOINTS IN 
CORRUGATED AND SOLID FIBRE BOXES 
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You can’t break 

these containers - - - 

@ You cannot get finer color 

—or greater convenience! 

Colorful labels processed on the 

container, streamlined tubes or 

vials that imply quality in the con- 

tents—and protect them, too! 

Money can’t buy a better container 

—and you'll be agreeably surprised 

to learn how little they cost. Even- 

tually everyone will use 

VIALS-TUBES 

CONTAINERS 

SPECIALTIES 

Undeniably better for the 

great outlet in pocket-or- 

purse products! 

HYGIENIC TUBE & 

CONTAINER CO. 
Newark, N. J. 42 Avenue L 
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where color and beauty of texture and surface have long 
been a factor inducing packagers to use these materials, 
additional developments have tended to intensify the 
drive toward the use of plastics in packaging. The 
availability of cast resins for packaging—particularly 
when used in conjunction with other materials and in 
comparatively short runs—is dependent in large measure 
upon the existence of casting-molds of suitable shape 
and design. The number of these available for packag- 
ing purposes has been increased during the last year. 

Thus, from the material supplier and the molder have 
come a number of inventions and improvements making 
plastic packaging more practical, less expensive and 
widening the field. The degree of development, as 
between the various materials, varies greatly. Some 
are just reaching the stage where their use in packaging 
may be considered experimentally. Others have long 
been used and offer their best opportunities for future 
development within the compass of the work of the 
designer and merchandising engineer rather than of the 
chemist and physicist. 

Yet, even here, the possibilities for the designer are 

constantly being expanded by the work of the engineer. 
It is but necessary to cite a single instance to prove this 
point. Formerly, the package designer was forced to 
consider some material other than plastics when a pack- 
age assumed a size larger than could be conveniently 
molded. Today, with the advent of large molding 
presses—and the co-incident invention of molding 
materials suitable for this technique—the designer is 
not so limited. Particularly in the case of displays, 
this possibility will make itself felt within the next 
year to a notable degree. In Great Britain this process 
has already been felt to a large degree, where molders 
have sold displays of surprising size to firms marketing 
articles requiring units of permanence, beauty and size. 
Some displays along these lines have long been used in 
this country, but the installation of this new machinery 
promises widened usage of large-molding displays. 
Turning to the designer's end of the field we find 

progress likewise being made, although (partly because 
previous standards were reasonably high and _ partly 
because the designer’s work is not so easily affected, as a 
whole, by quick changes) this improvement is not so 
easily noted. Designers have been quick to adapt the 
new decorative possibilities inherent in the beryllium- 
mold process, and, even where such molds are not used, 

their influence upon design has been felt in the form of 
more delicate decorations and finer relief surfaces. The 
“wild” period, in the design of re-use packages seems 
to have passed—a passing which will benefit both the 

plastics and the packaging industries. For when de- 
signers sought to combine totally unrelated products 
and product-packages, the very ridiculousness of the 
combination served to discredit the material and process 
used when once the element of novelty had worn off. 
Today, much of this work is along more sensible lines. 
Many containers find their re-use value as containers for 

the products they originally displayed and for similar 
items. Others, again, continue to be used as re-use 



containers, for cigarettes, jewelry, knick-knacks, etc. 

An excellent example of a molded plastics package for 
fruit cake which encourages both of these uses is that 
recently announced by The Larsen Baking Company, 

Inc., and is shown in an accompanying illustration. 
This consists of a circular tray molded of black phenol 
resin which serves as a base for the fruit cake, and a top 
or cover of molded white urea. Special molds were 
made and the designs of both cover and base are in excel- 

lent taste. Besides being used for fruit cake, it is also 
adaptable for the serving or storage of various comesti- 
bles, cocktails, etc., and wins immediate acceptance. 

New, too, is the use of a plastic box as a container 

for cutlery, as evidenced in the carving set recently put 
out by the Remington Arms Company, Inc. Here, 
not only color and design form a pleasing background 
and bespeak the quality of the cutlery, but the dura- 
bility and convenience of the box itself can be expected 
to win the approbation of many purchasers. For dis- 
play purposes, the cover of the box may be reversed 
and the carving set placed on top in the recess provided 
for that purpose. 

In the field of cosmetics and toiletry articles there has 
been increasing acceptance of plastics, which have 
offered abundant opportunity for color and designs 
adaptable to the packaged products and their uses. 
Convenience and durability, in addition to other ad- 
vantages, have added to the popularity of plastics in 
this field, and many striking examples are found among 
this year's offerings by cosmetic concerns. Among 
those worthy of mention are the toiletry sets announced 

by Northeastern Laboratories, Inc. (Lady Lillian), 

Northam Warren Corporation (Cutex), Schnefel Bros. 

Corporation (La-Cross) and Coty, Inc. 
Plastics have also been very widely adapted, during 

the year, for the display and sale of jewelry and watches. 
Here, a very natural field, too long neglected, has been 
opened up, explored and conquered within the compass 
of a single season. Gruen, Hamilton, Waltham and 

others have turned to plastics as the ideal medium for 
the display of their products and the enhancement of 
their appearance in the store window and on the counter. 
The resistance of plastics to aging and fading accounts 
in large measure for their adaptation though, of course, 
beauty is the paramount consideration. 

In the field of stock boxes, progress has been made, 
though perhaps more slowly than might have been 
anticipated. Package users have been too slow to 
appreciate the possibilities of using colors as a means 
of achieving individuality for otherwise similar pack- 
ages. Also, they have failed to properly appreciate the 
possibility of using paper trays and other devices, 
within a stock mold box, as a means of adapting its use 
to that of their product. Yet the number of stock 
molds has grown and with it the number of firms using 
them either for general use or special promotions. 

In general, a forecast of plastic progress is a risky 
essay. Yet, in this instance, it can definitely be said 
that the coming year promises even greater development 

along chemical, engineering and design lines. 
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A five dollar violin 

is better than a four dollar in- 

strument. Thus one may be 
honestly advertised as “superior 
quality.” But think of either of 
them when compared with the 
inspired product of Stradivar- 

ius! So, extreme caution should 
be taken with the word 

“Quality.” 

ARABOL 
ADHESIVES 

are without question, 
the finest glues, gums 
and pastes made today 
for the many and varied 
specific industrial pur- 
poses. There is no high- 

er standard to compare 
with Arabol. 

THE ARABOL MFG. CO. 
W orld’s Largest Manufacturers of 

Glues, Gums and Pastes 

110 EAST 42nd STREET * NEW YORK 
54th AVENUE & 18th ST. 30 STERLING STREET 

od ai fey. \cTe) SAN FRANCISCO 

Offices and Warehouses at Boston & Philadelphia 
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FERDINAND 

BUEDINGEN 

COMPANY 
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK 

Designers and producers of fine paper boxes 

for manufacturers throughout the country. 

Our design department will gladly cooperate 

with you in helping to solve your problems. 

Automatically and Hand Made Paper Boxes 

New York Office 
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REDUCING COLOR TO BLACK AND WHITE 

(Continued from page 93) 

In human vision, the millions of wave lengths of 
light in the spectrum are accommodated and analyzed 
all at once as they strike the retina of the eye. The 
spectrophotometer admits and analyzes only one wave 
length of light at a time. 

This machine ineasures how much light is reflected 
by any colored material. To put it another way, it 
measures the difference in reflectance characteristics be- 
tween the sample being tested and ‘‘pure white’’—in 
other words, just what shade of color the sample is. 
Since there are many wave lengths in the spectrum, it is 
important to measure the reflectance of the sample for 
every one of the lengths. 

The ‘‘Specter’’ is shaped like a ‘‘U.’’ At one end, the 
sample to be tested and a “‘pure white’ standard, usually 
magnesium oxide, are placed in neighboring positions in 
the walls of a sphere. The walls are coated with mag- 
nesium oxide also to assure maximum illumination 

within the sphere. 
At the other end of the ‘‘U”’ is the light source—an 

ordinary tungsten filament lamp. Light from this lamp 
passes down a metal tube and through a prism which 
creates a spectrum. This light is directed through a 
small slit which moves from one end of the spectrum 
(the violet) through to the other end (the red). This 
moving beam of light, constantly changing in color, 
passes through another prism which purifies it further 
so that it becomes essentially monochromatic. 

The light beam then goes through the photometric 

system where it strikes the sample and the “‘pure white”’ 
standard alternately 60 times a second, due to the rota- 
tion of a polarizing element. As the light is changed, 
passing through the wave lengths of the spectrum from 
violet to red, a photoelectric system automatically 

brings the photometer to balance for each successive 
kind of light. Through a mechanical arrangement, a 
revolving drum records a graph line connecting the bal- 
ance points. Thus a graph, depending on the balance 
point for each wave length of light, will be obtained for 
every color sample analyzed. 

The ‘‘Specter’’ charts provide a universal and ex- 
tremely accurate method of color measurement. Colors 
may be analyzed and matched, not by visual compari- 
son, but by comparing charts. 

Practical Application of Charts 

These charts are ideal for filing. Actual color samples 
kept for record usually fade somewhat as they age, but 
charts, of course, provide an unchanging and permanent 
record of any color sample. How-have these principles 
been put to practical use? Here are some examples. 
A national advertiser had difficulty in keeping the blue 
which identified his packages consistent with each new 
printing. His printers could not always match ex- 
actly the shade of his sample, and as a result, the color 
of his packages varied occasionally. So a spectrophoto- 
metric curve was plotted and adopted as his color stand- 
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ard. Now inks to print his packages must closely 
approach this curve. The blue of his packages will 
always be the same—even under different types of il- 
lumination—and the standard will be preserved in- 
definitely, safe from the effects of fading or deterioration. 

With color rapidly becoming a more important factor 
in packaging, advertising, and merchandising, it is 
essential that a scientific approach to color be cultivated 
and developed. Despite the tremendous increase in 
the use of color, the science of color is just beginning to 
be understood. It stands today in a comparable posi- 
tion to astronomy when Galileo invented the telescope, 
or chemistry when Lavoisier first liberated oxygen from 
mercuric oxide. 

The recording spectrophotometer provides a tool with 
which men can develop a scientific approach to color—an 
approach which will contribute immeasurably to the 
practical applications of color in industry. 

BUILDING SALES FOR BUILDINGS 

(Continued from page 86) print plan of the second floor 
of the building. Supplementary to the model and blue 
prints is a leaflet which briefs the specifications and par- 
ticulars of plant and property, so that the prospect, 
without recourse to a confusion of detail, gets the com- 
plete picture at a glance. 

Continuing Mr. Grosser’s remarks: ‘The property 
was disposed of to the Pioneer Paper Stock Company— 
a subsidiary of the Container Corporation of America.” 
Proving, beyond any question of doubt, the efficacy of 
this package. Al Paul Lefton, Inc. designed it; the 
box was fabricated by Walter P. Miller, Inc. 

INGENUITY PAYS DIVIDENDS INCOSMETICS 

(Continued from page 84) —the company began to 
place its product in leading stores from coast to coast. 
Introduced in Saks Fifth Avenue, New York, last Febru- 

ary, it has spread across the country and may now be 
found in prominent positions in some several hundred 
shops. While no display material was prepared or 
offered to dealers, the firm reports an unexpectedly wide 
display of the product on both counters and windows. 
In seeking an explanation, from dealers, a number of 
reasons were given but the one that predominated—-in 

various wordings—may be summed up in the phrases of 
one New York merchant, who said, ‘‘Women are no- 

toriously fickle in their purchases of cosmetics and the 
woman who sweats by one product today will turn to 
another tomorrow. When, therefore, we have a product 

which must attract attention by its unusual appearance, 
we are glad to give it display space. In this instance 
however, the design of the product’s package ties in so 
thoroughly with the history and tradition of milk as a 
beauty aid that any other action on our part would be 
against our own interests. The novelty of the package 
serves to force women to inquire about the product and 
thus opens the door to many sales that would otherwise 
be missed if the package were of the more usual order.”’ 

TUBES o CARTONS 
Busy buyers, in ever increasing numbers, 
are coming to ‘‘New England’”’ for extra 
service and cooperation on tubes and car- 
tons. They save a lot of time and bother. 
Only one big, dependable concern to con- 
tact .. . one order to place . .. one speedy 
delivery to expect ... one money saving 
price to pay. 

If you have a special problem, as did the 
Worcester Salt Company, let us help you 
solve it. The chemical reaction of their 

salt tooth pasteon metal 
made ordinary tubes 

ole unsatisfactory. New 
FROM England’s competent 

. research department 
: developed a special tube 

for this popular product 
...a tooth paste pre- 
pared at the request of 
dentists everywhere. 

Equally painstaking coopera- 
tion is given the small private 

brand distributor or the larg- 

est national brand. Asking 
for suggestions, ideas, sam- 
ples and prices does not incur 

* the slightest obligation. A 

letter or postcard will do. 

ONE SOURCE 

NEW ENGLAND COLLAPSIBLE TUBE CO. 
CHICAGO > NEW LONDON, CONN. + NEW YORK 
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MANY MACHINES 
COMBINED IN 

The Miller ““Economatic’’ Wrapping Machine 

is many wrapping machines combined in one! 

© Constructed on casters it rolls easily, 
is not confined to one location. 

© It wraps packages of almost any size; 
914 to 17” in length, 1 to 7” in width, % 
to 31%” in height. Other sizes and bottles 
special. 

@ It is adjustable from one size package 
to another in only 2 or 3 minutes. 

© It wraps with several materials; Cello- 
phane waxed papers, waxed foil. 

All this combined in one machine! 

Unbelievably LOW-PRICED, the Miller 
occupies only 4’ x 5’ floor space, can be 
plugged in anywhere to an ordinary light 
socket. Girl operator makes all adjustments. 

Profit by writing for full information 
today! 

MILLER WRAPPING & 
SEALING MACHINE CO. 

14 S,CLINTON STREET, CHICAGO 
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BRITISH PACKAGE NEWS 

(Continued from page 54) are using posters, stickers and 
now the package). Although Thompson's is an 
agency of U. S. origin, the Rowntree and Brown & 
Polson packs were produced by the English staff. 

Another series of packs which have been causing a sen- 
sation in British packaging have been the very beautiful 
tin wrappers designed by Bernard Griffin of Siviters for 
their clients, the London & Liverpool Tea Company, 
who trade under the name Kardomah and have a chain 
of thirty cafes, six of them in London. 

The teas—expensive brands selling at rather over a 
dollar a pound—are packed in square tin canisters with 
plug lids. The tops and bottoms of the tins are covered 
with white paper and the wrapper runs round the sides. 

These wrappers are truly exquisitely designed, having 
an atmosphere of quality and tradition and yet being as 
modern as the tick of a clock. The Darjeeling wrapper 
is in one color only—black, and is carried out in steel- 

The Kee Mun wrapper is in black, 
red and turquoise blue. The Earl Gray, the most ex- 
pensive of the lot, is in black, grey and white. The 
lettering is fresh, individual and exquisite and the illus- 
tration excellently handled, showing Griffin to be ex- 
tremely versatile. 

British designers and manufacturers still sigh vainly 
at the technical excellence of such American work as they 
happen to see in the flesh. The All-America winners 
never fail to elicit ‘Why can't our suppliers do it?’’ 

Over the past year, however, British packaging has 
made vast strides. We can now tie our candy boxes with 
transparent decorated tape, pack our tooth powder under 
cold-vacuum in tins, our powders in rectangular com- 
posite containers, our tooth pastes in collapsible metal 
tubes with plastic nozzles. 

We're a long way from catching up with the U. S.; 
our suppliers particularly. But we've made up a lot of 
leeway already, and our blood is up. 

engraving style. 

JUMBOES COMMAND PREFERRED ATTENTION 

(Continued from page 72) the show windows and 

interiors of stores, yes even banners attached to airplanes 
as well as ‘‘sky-writing.”’ 

During the introductory period of a product's market- 
ing it is conceded that it is vital that the prospective 
consumer be brought to the point of buying action 

through the sound development of informative and per- 
suasive messages which will both stimulate interest and 

desire, as well as satisfying the natural caution of ‘‘get- 
ting your money's worth.”’ But with those innumer- 
able products which sell for relatively small sums, which 
are used up in relatively short periods of time, and are 
replaced with identical or competitive products of like 
nature, the ever-present need for the manufacturer-adver- 



tiser is to so thoroughly saturate his market with re- 

minder messages that his trade mark or name and the 
generic classification of the product become synonymous 
in the consumer’s mind. When this situation is accomp- 
lished, buying action is made easy and certain, with no 
fear of substitution, because the consumer specifies the 
product wanted by brand name. 

Various and sundry are the methods available and used 
to give the package preferred attention at the point-of- 
sale, both in show windows, as well as in interior-dis- 

plays. But when one considers that an average drug 
store carries six thousand different items the difficulty 

attendant to giving one particular product preferred at- 
tention, particularly if it be in the nature of a staple item, 

is made more difficult, although none the less necessary. 

And when one considers the show windows of many drug 
stores which have literally become duplications of the 
interior shelf displays, it is further appreciated how much 
need there is to set one product out from its hundreds of 
neighbors if it is to accomplish its mission of being seen. 

An old, but none the less effective, method of picking 

out one package for preferred attention is through the 
use of jumbo or giant packages such as are shown in the 

illustration. As a means of judging the comparative 
size between the jumbo and the regular package, the t- 
lustration shows both. The use of the jumbo package 
does not mean a change in the method employed by the 
retailer in dressing his show windows. He continues 

the same method, but by the inclusion of a few of the 
jumboes, set in strategic positions, such as directly in 
the center-front, or on the sides, their very size dwarfs 
the regular packages displayed, and thus secures the pre- 

ferred attention desired. 
It is not contended that this method equals or surpasses 

in effectiveness the use of multi-color display units, for 
being very much less expensive a display medium, and 
having no power within itself other than to act as a re- 
minder of the actual package the consumer has already 
seen and undoubtedly purchased, it is hardly fair to con- 
sider them as competitive display units. As a matter of 
fact, one supplements the other, whether they are used 
together or individually. While the more elaborate and 
expensive display unit may present the advantages to be 
found through the use of the product, the jumbo goes 
right on doing its reminder job by not letting the con- 
sumer forget that this product is available, when the 
need arises for a replenishment of the present stock. 

The jumboes illustrated are all regular tuck-end fold- 
ing cartons, enjoying the advantage of being easily and 
quickly set up, with the reasonable possibility that after 
a certain showing they may be collapsed, filed away, and 
at a later date again set up and displayed. 

In the planning of your point-of-sale promotional ma- 
terials don’t be blinded by the low cost of this medium, 
feeling that they are ‘‘old stuff,’’ insignificant and inef- 
fective, but include them as supplementary material to 
complete and round out the informative and persuasive 
messages of your more elaborate displays—with that 
ounce of reminder which may reasonably clinch sales 
for your product—for jumboes command preferred attention! 
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Upaco chemists have pioneered in solving adhe- 
sive problems since the turn of the century. 
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PARIS STRESSES DISPLAYS 

(Continued from page 39) tacles in a pyramidal wood- 
paper covered base. 
Somewhat less conservative is a wooden display for 

a single package of garters, consisting of a wood base 
upon which is set a wooden cut-out of a Scotty, stenciled 
in black and red. A deep groove in the back holds the 
package and a smaller groove is provided between the 
ears for a display card. 

Re-use packages are limited to two—both of wood. 
One is a hinge lid wooden boxre-usable as a cigarette 
case—having a hot-stamped carved effect on its top sur- 
face and depicting an old clipper ship. The other, more 
modern in effect, is a longer wooden box—likewise suit- 
able for cigarette holding—topped by a chromium sheet 
with curved, turned-down ends and a wooden handle. 

The remainder of the line consists of set-up boxes de- 
signed to hold either garter or suspender cartons—or 
both—and following various color schemes. Gold pre- 
dominates but box wraps are found to contain reds, 
blacks, whites, grays, and creams as well, although of 
course, not all of these on any single wrap. 

FACTUAL BACKGROUND FOR DISPLAYS 

(Continued from page 77) too. How then shall you make 

your presentation? 
At the outset, I suggested that we regard ourselves as 

salesmen, and real salesmanship effectively conceals all 
traces of cleverness. You remember the sales manager 
who noticed that one of his men was slipping and tried 
to reason with him, but without result. Finally he said: 
‘Go up the street to that piano store, and stay there a 
while, watch those fellows work; then come back and 

report to me.’’ The salesman came back in an hour or 
so, and reported: ‘“Those fellows aren’t so hot—they 
haven't got anything on the ball. But they've got some 
swell pianos, and while I was up there I bought one.”’ 
Real salesmanship, with all traces of it concealed. 

Sometimes all of us are inclined to stress personality 
and appearance (you see I insist on using selling terms in 
connection with this subject of display) and there's no 
denying the importance of those attributes; but the 
vitality of the message itself is paramount. There is an 
old story about a young shipping clerk who wanted a 
chance to sell, but the sales manager was skeptical; said 

the young chap had no personality. The youngster per- 
sisted, and finally was given his chance. He took the 
big negro doorman—all resplendent in a stunning uni- 
form—along with him, and called on his first prospect, 
explaining: ‘‘This fellow’s got personality—he just 
oozes it; I haven't; all I’ve got is a knowledge of the 

line. Look at him, but listen to me!’’ Your display must 
have elements which make people look, but it must also 
have indefinable sincerity and conviction. 

There’s an old Greek legend which illustrates the point 
more perfectly than anything else I can think of. It 
concerns two great orators whose names I have forgotten, 

but that doesn’t matter. In those days the only way to 



mold public opinion was through the spoken word— 
they didn’t enjoy the blessings of newspapers, window 
displays and radios. Oratory was the key to power. 
Whenever one of these great orators appeared in public, 
people would say: ‘‘How well he speaks!’’ But when 
the other took the platform, people would say: ‘‘Let’s 
go and fight Phillip!”’ 

Which would you prefer—to have people say: “‘What 
a beautiful display!’’ or ““Let’s buy that!’’ There's only 
one answer. 

So—in preparing a display, the real background mate- 
rial is the preliminary thinking which is put into it. 
And I'm not violating any trade secrets when I state that 
that is the way the conscientious lithographer tries to 

approach a display problem—that is, he takes into care- 
ful consideration the kind of stores in which a product is 
sold, the underlying motives which impel people to buy 
that particular product, the specific kinds of people who 
are, or should be, interested in that product, and the 

way to tell the story to them with directness and force 
so that they will buy it—NOW! That gives some idea 
of the background material of a successful lithographic 
piece—so far in the background that the casual observer 
doesn’t see it; but perhaps it’s the most important factor 
in the success of the display. 

Not all displays generate enthusiastic cooperation from 
dealers. That isn’t surprising, because frankly some of 
them are poorly adapted to dealer use. The lithographic 
designer may sometimes produce a display which stresses 
a manufacturer's name and prestige more than it does the 
uses and values of his product—because he may be 
thinking more about pleasing the vanity of his customer 
than he is about making sales for dealers. On the other 
hand, it’s just possible that sometimes a retailer may 
think more about beautiful effects and store prestige than 
he is about making people buy. In either case, the back- 
ground thinking is wrong. 

If the real background material of our advertising, our 
selling and our displays, is based on thinking correctly 
about what makes people buy, we'll sell more goods, and 
selling more goods is the keynote to our national pros- 
perity. It’s more important than Democratic or Repub- 
lican victory at the polls; it’s more important than con- 
trolled production, or fixed prices, or regimented indus- 
try. Selling more goods will reduce unemployment, will 
start dividend checks and will make us all happy. 

ORDERLY OR IN STUDIED-DISORDER? 

(Continued from page 83) wise, beautiful or drab, cheap 
or expensive, but in the direct answer to the ques- 
tion: does it appeal sufficiently to the retail dealer so 
that he will give it a good position on his counter, and 
does it actually sell enough to justify its cost and the 
space utilized. 

The opponents of the orderly display container, and 
their number is legion, lay their criticism against that 
method of bringing the product and the prospect to- 
gether on the theory that there are many men and women 
who refuse to destroy the unity and harmony of an ex- 
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cellent display by being the first one to remove a single 
package from the mass display container. 

While this theory prevails in many quarters, I have 
never fully agreed with it, either in my observations or in 
my own personal practices. For example, when I ask 
for my favorite cigar and am presented with a full box of 
25, I have never felt any compunction about breaking 
that first, top layer, rather do I feel fortunate that I have 
been especially well served, probably buy more than I 
had originally intended doing, and take additional en- 
joyment in smoking them. And in much the same way 

I have no guilty conscience in taking a half-pound pack- 
age of sliced bacon, a bar of soap or a box of upholstery 
tacks, even though I have destroyed the symmetry of the 
display. But perhaps because of my quarter-century’s 
experience in promoting the sale of hundreds of products, 
and no feelings akin to Mr. Homer Q. Milquetoast, my 
case may be different, and it may be unsafe to judge my 
reactions as ‘‘typical.”’ 

But to get on with the theory of the studiously-dis- 
ordered mass display. Its exponents will cite the case of 
the grocer who piles up a large number of packages of 

gelatine dessert in a basket display, and because women 
shoppers come along and lift off one or more packages 
from the jumbled pile, he sells several hundred packages 
a day, by the simple method of piling on additional pack- 
ages for those which have been sold. But is it the dis- 
play, the popularity of the product, or the low-price of- 
fered which made this effort profitable? 

I am free to confess that I don’t know, and until the 

time that manufacturers and retailers cooperate in some 
careful researches and test cases, and publish their find- 
ings, the subject of the orderly versus the disorderly dis- 
play unit must remain a matter of individual conjecture. 

Single Unit Displays 

In conducting his business, the present day retailer 
buys just as wide a variety of products as he possibly can, 
so that he may appeal to as wide a variety of tastes as 
possible. Theoretically, therefore, the dealer would be 
best off if he could place every one of the thousands of 
items in his inventory right out on open display, where 
the maximum number of people who enter his store 
would be compelled to see it, with the result that large 
numbers would stop, look and buy, to their satisfaction 
and the dealer’s profit. 

But this is a physical impossibility which calls for the 
retailer drawing on his knowledge of the transient and 
regular customers he serves and displaying only those 

items which are liable to appeal to the largest percentage 
of all those entering his store. His judgment is not in- 
fallible, he may make mistakes in discarding certain dis- 
plays and featuring others, but he does the best job he is 
capable of, and through the enlightening education he is 
being given, by the wealth of sales-promotional mate- 
rial being daily sent to him, he is becoming better quali- 
fied day by day to properly merchandise the thousands of 
different items he is forced to carry in stock. 

With this thought well in mind, it is easy to under- 
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stand why the retail dealer often refuses to give large 
space on his precious counters to mass displays of identi- 
cal products. He quite reasonably argues that he must 
have variety of products displayed, and how can be ac- 
complish that if he must display twelve or twenty-four 
of each product which comes to him, done up in a beauti- 
fully colored display container? Is there anything illogi- 
cal about his practice of taking one or two packages of a 
kind of confection and putting them out on his counter 
display unit, the sum total revealing twenty or thirty 
different types of confections, rather than giving over the 
entire space to one or two large displays of identical 
candies? His chance of success is bound up in how well 
he buys and displays products which his customers will 
in turn buy, and the keynote of his desires is variety 
rather than concentration. 

If this be an accomplished fact, then the manufacturer 
who seeks to keep his product on open display in the re- 
tail store, may well turn to one of the many ingenious 
forms of counter displays which feature one of his pack- 
ages rather than vainly trying to force the display of 
twelve, twenty-four or more identical packages. These 
single-unit displays may be designed in an almost end- 
less variety, adapted to seasonal or other timely events, 
and through changing them frequently it is possible to 
keep one package on almost constant open display. 

Fioor Displays 

The imperative need for open display of merchandise, 
and constantly keeping it within reach of the consumer, 
has led to some interesting rearrangements of store in- 
teriors, whereby the congestion on the counters has en- 
couraged retailers to abandon certain of their counters, 
permitting of more open spaces, with goods displayed on 
various types of tables, stands and island displays, 
around which the consumers may readily walk. 

The practice of designing the corrugated or fibre ship- 
ping container so that it may be readily converted into a 
practical and attractive floor display is sound merchan- 
dising, and while being successfully used by a few manu- 
facturers today, is susceptible to much finer development 
in the months ahead. 

But in the development of floor displays, to an even 
greater extent than in other recognized display units, the 
needs and practices of the retailer must be constantly 
kept in mind by the designer, lest he develop something 
so large, so complicated in its set-up, or unadapted to 
practical use by the retailer, that he does not hesitate to 
junk it completely, without giving it any serious con- 
sideration as a display. 

The manufacturer who refuses to use any type of store- 
interior displays, justifying his action on the empty 
alibi that the medium is too uncertain and there is too 
large a chance that the displays will not be used, may 
take whatever consolation he can from the supposedly 
“‘saved”’ dollars, but he cannot escape from an inner con- 
viction that he has lost profitable business. 

Just as the negative reception of a ‘‘hard boiled’’ buyer 
stimulates the imagination and energy of a seasoned 



salesman, so should the possibility of resistances against 
the use of a display unit stir the manufacturer to de- 
velop one that will prove so valuable that the dealer 
can’t afford to discard it unused. 

One of the surest ways to promote waste is the some- 
what common practice of calling in a number of display 
manufacturers, presenting each with a sample of the 
packaged product, and then telling them to develop a 
display idea which must be ‘‘good and cheap."’ The re- 
sult is inevitably a number of artist’s sketches, exqui- 
sitely done, but if there’s one in the lot that captured a 
real idea it will be little short of a miracle. Product 
identification, color contrasts, artistic embellishments 

and tricky slogans may abound, but insofar as presenting 
the potential consumers of the product with any sound 
reasons why they should swap their dollars for posses- 
sion and use of the product, they are about as lacking 
from the proposed sketches as from the instructions 
which the display manufacturers received from their 
manufacturer-prospect. And yet this powerful sales 
medium may stand condemned on no saner foundation 
than it ‘‘didn’t work’’ for this manufacturer, who is en- 

tirely ready to condemn the display, the display manu- 
facturer, the retailer, whereas the responsibility should 
rightfully rest on his own foolishness! 

The safer, saner and more profitable development of an 

effective display unit will come by the manufacturer's 
first analyzing his product, and finding the logical rea- 
sons why consumers should and will buy it. He will 
then study the types of retail stores in which his product 
is sold, and on the basis of this exact information, can 

determine what kind of a display unit will be found ac- 
ceptable, and used by, his retail dealers. Then, selecting 

a single display manufacturer in whom he can place his 
confidence he will devote the necessary time and effort 
to the development of the display, from its several angles 
of size, style, colors, copy appeal, illustrative treatment, 
etc. When the display unit is completed, this manu- 
facturer will not let it go out to the trade unannounced, 
rather will he make sure that through printed bulletins, 
letters and the personal efforts of his sales representa- 
tives, that the retailers understand, appreciate and 
make use of the display material. 

Unusually profitable results are available to those 
manufacturers who thoughtfully, skillfully and accu- 
rately plan their store-interior displays, letting the 
needs of the retailer and the ultimate consumer guide and 
direct their display designing, but to those who insist on 
buying their displays without investing any real con- 
structive thought or effort, there is little possibility for 
their displays doing anything besides filling up the trash 
cans of dealers, unused, unprofitable and wasteful. 

Displays in Groups 1 and 3, and the Snow King basket 
in Group 2 by The Richardson-Taylor-Globe Corpora- 
tion; Sani-Flush basket by Forbes Lithograph Com- 
pany; Sunshine basket by Niagara Lithograph Com- 
pany; Super Suds and Soft Spun floor displays by Robert 
Gair Company; McCormick’s tea floor display by 
Ottawa River Paper Company; Mothwool floor display 
by Badger Carton Company. 
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| em Durez makes possible a brand new pack- 
age... light, colorful, appealing to women, 

a package that does a real selling job. 

The black Durez tray, with ivory molded cover, 
stands head and shoulders above present compe- 

tition. Its sponsors expect it to increase holiday 

sales 25% over last year. It has already created 

such a stir in the industry that other cake and pas- 

try manufacturers are planning Durez packages. 

ind there’s a second sales advantage to this 
Di rez box... it’s kept long after the cake is gone, 
us’ d as a serving tray for cakes, pastry or bread. 
It .cts as a constant reminder to buy other 

La sen products. 

}. NEW TREND IN CAKE PACKAGING - 
-WITH DUREZ _ 

Larsen Baking Co. molds holiday cake box of: 
Durez . . « Sales increase of 25% expected 

ce SSS 

Hard knocks and abuse won’t harm it. Molded 

Durez never chips, peels or dents. Its lustre never 

stains or dulls. A wipe with a damp cloth and 

it’s good as new. 

Investigate the possibilities of molded Durez. 

Let us send you sample jars, boxes, closures... 

and “Packaging News” free each month. Write 
General Plastics Inc., 1211 Walck Road, North 

Tonawanda, New York. 

General Plastics’ 

DUREZ 




